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ABSTRACT
The primary purpose of this study was to describe 
the social life of an area that was subjected to a major 
disaster and to trace the effects of the disaster ex­
perience upon individuals and groups within the impact 
zone. The disaster agent was a hurricane that struck the 
coast of Cameron Parish in southwest Louisiana on June 27, 
1957. The disaster caught many by surprise, in spite of 
warnings, because most people had not defined the situation 
as posing a threat.
Intensive interviewing lasted from October, 1957, 
through January, 195$, during which time the residents of 
seventy-five households were interviewed, as were organi­
zational representatives and informants from varying strata 
of the population. Subsequent interviews were carried on 
through April, 1953.
The area studied is an isolated rural community 
whose inhabitants reside on low ridges extending across 
the marsh land that borders the Gulf of Mexico. The pre­
disaster social structure was thoroughly permeated by 
familistic, primary type values. The family, as the most 
important group, was shown to dominate the lives of the
xii
xiii
people and to include within its effective organization 
the concepts and practices of an extended family system. 
Behavior during the entire disaster experience (threat,, 
impact, isolation, rescue, evacuation, and rehabilitation) 
was family oriented. Family roles were altered during the 
rebuilding phase, although there were no indications of 
changes in the values upon which pre-disaster roles rested. 
Readjustments made necessary by the loss of family members 
were still in the process of being formulated. There was ■ 
a definite tendency for residents to rebuild their homes 
in the same location and some were duplicating their 
former houses.
More limited analyses were made of other social 
systems in the area (political, economic, religious, and 
educational). Local authorities remained in control of 
operations throughout the emergency period, although as­
sistance was given by federal, state, and neighboring 
local officials. Federal Civil Defense funds, made avail­
able under Public Law 375, provided for the expansion of 
local governmental functions to meet the demands of. the 
emergency and the needs of rehabilitation.
A fund established within the parish to handle con­
tributions from outside the area was the source of con­
siderable agitation and bitterness. This experience
xiv
suggests that contributions to survivors of a disaster 
situation may best be handled by established religious or 
civic groups whose functions include serving as channels 
for the granting and receiving of assistance.
It xvas shown that, in spite of almost total de­
struction of physical properties, a substantial part of 
the pre-disaster conditions of social life were carried 
over, along with their supporting values, and that changes 
were being fitted into the pattern of social life existent 
in the area before the storm.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I . THE PROBLEM
There is widespread interest in and concern about 
what happens to communities that experience disaster. 
Zimmerman called attention to the fact that many communi­
ties have ceased to exist as a result of some catastrophic 
event, indicating that at times such a development resulted 
from destruction of the population, while, in other cases, 
the demise was brought on by a destruction of the physical 
location of the community.’*’ One may well ask, "What are 
the tolerance levels of modern American communities?" Or, 
to phrase the question differently, "How much destruction 
can an American community take and still survive?" Obvi­
ously, the response to such a question would be to the 
effect that the query is too general to be specifically 
answered. At the present level of experiential knowledge 
the social scientist may respond by citing cases of communi­
ties that have undergone some catastrophic event and sur­
vived, either to struggle along on a much different plane
-1-Carl Zimmerman, The Changing Community (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, Publishers, 1 9 3 9 7 pp. 27-23.
1
of existence than before or to rebound to the same or a 
higher level of community "health." The suggestion may
2well be made, even as it was made nearly forty years ago, 
that what is needed is for studies to be conducted of many 
such cases, looking to a possible answer to this sort of 
question. Before generalisations can be made of community 
responses, however, it is necessary to further explore the 
variations and the regularities of individual and group 
responses to disaster. This study was designed to be a 
contribution at this level of research.
Purpose of the study. The purpose of this study 
was to investigate the effects that a major disaster had 
upon the individuals and groups located within the impact 
zone. To express the purpose in a manner which is, perhaps 
more sociologically relevant, the aim was to analyze- the 
social life of an area that had experienced a disaster of 
major proportions. It was recognized that physical damage 
would be readily apparent; the important question to the 
researcher, however, was what happens to the established 
patterns of relationship that antedated the catastrophic 
event? A companion question was what, if any, new
2S. H. Prince, Catastrophe and Social Change (New 
York: Columbia University, 19207, p. 23.
patterns of social relationship emerged during or immedi­
ately after the disaster?
It also seemed important to determine whether there 
were any variations in the effects that the disaster ex­
perience had on distinct groups— ethnic, religious, etc.—  
that might be located within the area studied. Further­
more, it was decided that efforts should be made to detect 
patterns of change that may have been brought about by the 
disaster experience. It was suspected that attempts would 
be made, either by groups within the area, or by ’’outside” 
groups active in the rehabilitation process to effect 
certain changes in the social life of the people during 
the rebuilding period. In order to determine if this were 
happening, it seemed essential for the researcher to become 
familiar with the normal life of the area and to be alert 
to innovations.
II. CONCEPTS APPLIED.
The following concepts, of sociological reference, 
seemed most likely to be involved in the development of 
such an investigation:
Social interaction. . While the effect of disaster 
on an individual is assuredly of importance to the person 
concerned, to concentrate primarily on this level of inquiry
o
may or may not add to an understanding of how a community 
is affected by a disaster. It is only as individuals 
interact with one another that a '’social" element enters; 
consequently, it is at this level that the sociologist 
begins his analysis. Any attention given to the indi­
vidual person and/or his experiences would be in connection 
with the relationships that such a person possessed with a 
social whole and the manner in which his experiences influ­
enced his or others’ social behavior. Wilson and Kolb 
state that the central focus of sociological study is 
upon social relations— the relations that come into being
when people act in a certain manner because of mutual 
3awareness. Certain of these relations may be shaped or 
controlled by rights and duties shared or held jointly by 
the participants. When this occurs, the relations are 
termed a social system.^
Social system. Chappie and Coon define a social 
system as "a group of individuals interacting with each 
other at a higher frequency than with nonmembers whensthe
^Logan Wilson and William L. Kolb, Sociological 




csystem is in operation."^ Another approach to the con­
cept, utilized by Schneider, is to conceive of a social 
system as a definite pattern of interrelated roles. On
this level, also, is the "abstract social system" of
7Loomis and Beegle. The latter view abstract social 
systems as being patterns of relationship which continue 
for generations, thus not requiring that specific persons 
be considered as parts of the system.
Viewed in one way, the emphasis seems to be upon 
the social relations of specific individuals; whereas, the 
other way in which the concept may be viewed gives emphasis 
to the specific forms and expectations of the system, the 
elements which may be said to structure the interactions. 
Williams observed that any social relation that recurs may 
well be considered a social system since some concepts of 
rights and duties will come to be shared if the relation 
is repeated. He notes, however, that "the most highly
•'E. D. Chappie and C. E. Coon, Principles of 
Anthropology (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1942),.
p. 707. £
Eugene V. Schneider, Industrial Sociology (New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1957 )* p. 20.
7Charles P. Loomis and J. Allan Beegle. Rural Social 
Systems (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950), p. 4.
^Robin M. Williams, Jr., American Society (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1951)> pp. 445-446.
o
developed types are constellations of social relations in 
which conduct is defined and shaped by a definite system 
of institutional norms. . .
According to Schneider, the most important elements 
of a social system a r e : ^
1. The differentiated roles that define the expected
activity of individual members.
2. The authority structure— that phase of the concept
that specifies who will exercise authority over 
whom. The means whereby the authority will be 
implemented may also be prescribed.
3. A pattern for ranking or the establishment of the
status of various members of the system.
4. Rights, or rewards.
Loomis and Beegle add to these factors the 
foil owing
5. Ends and objectives which members of the system
expect to accomplish;
6. Norms which govern the application of means; and
7. Territoriality.
The latter consider roles, status and authority as 
phases of the structure of social systems, while they place 
ends or objectives and norms as the primary aspects of 
value orientation. Social structure and value orientation
^Ibid., p. 445.
^Schneider, ojd. cit., pp. 23-25. 
■^Loomis and Beegle, .op. cit., p. 5.
7
are, to them, ’’the two basic type-parts of social 
12systems
Some social systems that the researcher antici­
pated finding in the area to be studied were: (1) family
systems, (2) a political system, (3) economic systems,
(4) religious systems, (5) recreational systems, (6) as- 
sociational systems, (7) educational systems, and (£) com­
munication systems.
Culture. Williams defines culture as ’’social
heredity— the total legacy of past human behavior effective
1 "1in the present.” ^ This usage of the concept is in keeping 
with the often quoted definition of Tylor.^ Williams, 
however, speaks more specifically of culture as ”a normative 
structure,” giving rules for human behavior.-*-5 This 
"normative structure" has reference to the recognized way 
of doing things referred to above as being an integral 
part of the concept of social system. Hiller states that 
"norms of social relations are the rules which the members
12Ibid.
■^Williams, 0£ • Clt•j p« 22 *
•^Edward Burnett Tylor, Primitive Culture (second 
editionj London: John Murray, 1$73 ) * l"7 !•
^Williams, .op. cit., p. 23.
o
a
of a society are expected to follow and by which their 
conduct is judged. Loomis and Beegle state that norms 
are "the rules which govern the application of means in 
order to accomplish the social system’s ends or objectives.”^  
These norms are cultural phenomena and play a major role in 
shaping the behavior of man.
Two aspects of culture frequently mentioned are 
"material" and "nonmaterial." LaPiere takes note of the 
relative importance of the two as follows:
While the material and nonmaterial aspebts of a 
culture tend over the long run to parallel each 
other . . . , the nonmaterial aspect of culture is 
prior in time to the material and is by far the more 
important. Men must learn to make tools and houses 
and clothes before they can have them; and their 
knowing how to make and use material objects is more 
important to the maintenance of their society than is 
their having on hand a stock of material objects.
Were the peoples of the world to lose in one great 
catastrophe all their material culture— all their 
buildings, cities, roads, factories, cultivated 
fields, etc.— a rapid and painful decline in the 
population of the world would occur. The loss would 
not, however, necessarily mean the end of the various 
societies of the world.
1 6E. T. Hiller, Social Relations and Structures 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1947), p. 11.
•^Loomis and Beegle, op. pit., p. 7&6.
"^Richard T. LaPiere, Sociology (New York: ■ 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1946), p. 69.
The same author, in another book, states that:
Considered abstractly, a culture consists of skills 
whereby tools are made and used, of patterns of human 
relationship, of symbolic devices, such as words and 
concepts, and of appropriate motivations, sentiments, 
values and other human attributes' which result in the 
use of such skills, patterns, etc.3-9
These expressions tend to emphasize the generality 
of culture, and, in line with this, a great deal has been
written about broad cultural areas and ’’universal” culture
20traits. But, as noted by LaPiere, "this does not preclude
the existence of clear and marked cultural differences
21among members of each society." In fact, in each society 
there are subcultures that are built on the basic culture 
of the society and that differ from the basic culture in 
one or more ways.
Subcultures. LaPiere speaks of a subculture in the 
following manner:
A subculture is any complex of values, sentiments, 
beliefs, etc., which is at once derived from the past 
and transmitted to the future . . . and which at the 
same time differentiates those who acquire it from the 
rest of the societal membership.22
-*-^Richard T. LaPiere, A Theory of Social Control 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1954), p. 31.
20Arnold W. Green, Sociology (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1956), pp. 79-&1-
^LaPiere, A Theory of Social Control, p. 34-
22Ibid.
10
These subcultures may not vary very much from the 
dominant culture of the area, but are sufficiently different 
to require analysis should one want to understand the social 
life of a community or a society. Some of the subcultures 
discussed by LaPiere are: regional, class, sex, occupational
and family subcultures.
It was determined that one phase of this study would 
be to describe the differential responses to disaster that 
may be found among the various subcultures of the area.
Community. As noted above, Loomis and Beegle indi­
cate that territoriality is an important element to be
23considered in the study of a social system. J This leads, 
quite directly, to a consideration of locality groupings 
and, in turn, to community study. It was not the purpose 
of this investigation to delineate one or more specific 
communities to be analyzed in accordance with any particular 
scheme of community study. Emphasis was rather to be placed 
on the reaction of social structures in a community to 
disaster and its aftermath. In order for this to be done 
meaningfully, however, it was necessary to make specific 
the concept of community that was to be used.
^Loomis and Beegle, op. cit., p. 7.
11
Maclver and Page state that T,the basic criterion of 
community . . .  is that all of one’s social relationships 
may be found within it.”2^- Their definition of the concept 
is as follows:
Wherever the members of any group, small or large, 
live together in such a way that they share, not this 
or that particular interest, but the basic conditions 
of a common life, we call that a community.25
This concept of community was held in mind as the 
study was formulated and pursued. It was suspected that 
there may be two or three distinct areas and patterns of 
life to be found in the impact zone of a disaster, but, as 
has been indicated, the question of whether these would 
constitute distinct communities was not a major concern of 
the researcher.
Gordon Blackwell spoke of the community as contain­
ing "a social organization or a set of social systems which 
has grown up largely spontaneously over a given span of 
time." It was to this social structure that attention 
was directed.
2^R. M. Maclver and Charles H. Page, Society: An
Introductory Analysis (New York: Rinehart and Company,
Inc., 1949), p. 9.
25Ibid.. pp. £-9.
Gordon Blackwell, "A Theoretical Framework for 
Sociological Research in Community Organization," Social 
Forces. XXX (October, 1954), 58.
12
Social change or innovation. Early studies of
disasters were oriented primarily to the study of social
change, as will be shown in Chapter II. While conditions,
such as disaster, may be influential in bringing about the
phenomenon we know as social change, the process is, in
reality, the work of man. The role of the innovator is
crucial in the process. LaPiere notes that at times
certain persons may become "isolated” or freed from the
"normalizing effects of social life," and are thus able to
27create and promote something nev;. ' LaPiere considered 
the work of these innovators to be "a new arrangement,
2gmentally arrived at, of existing cultural elements.”
Mertonfs often quoted article, "Social Structure 
and Anomie,” is oriented, in part, toward the concept of 
social change.^ In his consideration of individual adap­
tations to the prevailing cultural values he discusses the 
role of innovation, showing it to be brought about by a 
degree of rejection of the culturally prescribed means of 
attaining socially recognized goals.
^LaPiere, A Theory of Social Control, p. 34&»
2^Ibid.. p. 349.
^Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social 




Just how does a disaster situation relate to this 
process? An attempt was made to answer this question, at 
least in terms of this study. The approach used was simply 
to study social relationships, primarily as found in social 
systems, and to be alert to detect any variations in the 
conditions of social life at different points in time. 
Maclver called attention to the idea that na social 
structure is a nexus of present r e l a t i o n s h i p s . O n c e  
the conditions of these social relations vary, there is 
change in the social structure.
III. PURPOSE OF STUDY RESTATED
The purpose of the study may be restated in terms 
of the concepts described above as follows:
1. To determine the effects of a major disaster upon
the social life existing in the impact area;
2. To analyze any social systems that may have emerged
during the disaster experience;
3- To investigate the social systems operative in the
various subcultures located within the impact 
area to determine if there were any differences 
among them in their reaction to the disaster 
experience; and
4- To analyze any recognizable social changes arising
out of the disaster experience.
3°MacIver and Page, _0£. cit., p. 511.
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IV. THE OCCASION FOR THE STUDY
The situation that brought about the circumstances 
leading up to this study arose in late June, 1957, when 
the writer was engaged in graduate studies at Louisiana 
State University. At that time a hurricane of great 
magnitude struck the coastline of southwest Louisiana, 
bringing with it a considerable quantity of water from the 
Gulf of Mexico. As news releases began to come in, it was 
apparent that great damage had been done in the impact 
area. Perhaps due to the fact that the writer was assisting 
in the survey of certain materials on "community," he 
immediately recognized in this occurrence an opportunity to 
explore the dynamics of social life in such a community.
In a discussion of the subject with his major professor 
possible means of providing support for a research project 
were explored, without, however, any concrete conclusions 
being reached. In July inquiries were received by uni­
versity officials from Dr. Harry Williams, Technical 
Director of the Disaster Research Group, Division of Anthro­
pology and Psychology of the National Academy of Sciences- 
National Research Council, in regard to the possibility of 
a study being conducted in the disaster area. Subse­
quently an agreement was negotiated between the author and 
the Disaster Research Group whereby the Group made a grant
o
15
to subsidize the field work of a research project. The 
Institute of Population Research, Department of Sociology, 
Louisiana State University, agreed to provide working 
space and expendable supplies for the project.
V. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
From its inception the project was viewed as being 
a limited study rather than a definitive work. It was 
recognized that with only one researcher in the field it 
would be impossible to explore all of the facets of the 
disaster situation. In delimiting the study certain key 
ideas served as guides. It was decided that attention 
would be directed to the pre-disaster social structure and 
to the rehabilitation phase, with limited attention being
given to the disaster experiences themselves. It was also
decided that an effort would be made to interview an ade­
quate sample of the people from the several subcultures 
that prior knowledge of South Louisiana led the researcher 
to expect to find in the area. The research plan called 
for an emphasis to be placed on the family, the basic 
and most important group in the area, and, finally, for 
some attention to be given to other groupings, even to 




VI. THE DISASTER AGENT
The hurricane that served as the agent that brought 
about the disaster situation analyzed in this study was 
the first of the 1957 hurricane "season.” It was identified 
as a "tropical depression" located in the southwestern Gulf 
of Mexico on the twenty-fourth of June. On the morning of 
the twenty-fifth of June it reached hurricane intensity.
It moved north and struck the coast of southwest Louisiana 
on the twenty-seventh of June and continued in a north­
easterly direction with abating force until it blew itself 
out over Canada on the twenty-ninth of the month. The 
greatest loss resulting from the hurricane was incurred on
Thursday, June 27, as the hurricane drove inland across
31the first land mass that it struck.
VII. DELINEATION OF THE AREA STUDIED
Figure 1 shows the area that was considered as 
being the impact area, or the area in which major damage 
was done by the hurricane. This was by no means the only 
location affected, but other areas did not experience as 
great relative damage as was wrought here. The area marked
31 An excerpt from a Weather Bureau publication is 
presented in Appendix A, detailing the genesis and subse­
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Figure 1. Map of Cameron Parish, Louisiana, showing 




off is, roughly, that portion of south or lower Cameron 
•Parish, except the southwestern part of Ward 5, that is 
suitable for human habitation. The northernmost part of 
the marked impact zone is a marsh which extends, roughly, 
to the Intracoastal Canal. This marsh effectively separates 
the "highland1* portion of south Cameron Parish from the 
cultivatable plains found in the northern part of the 
parish.
Due to the fact that Holly Beech, at the western end 
of the impact zone, is primarily a resort center, it was 
decided to conduct the interviews in the area beginning at 
the Calcasieu River at the western edge of the town of 
Cameron and extending to the eastern end of the road in 
Ward 1, a distance of approximately forty-five miles. 
Residents in Lower Cameron Parish live along the "cheniers, ** 
which extend east and west across this portion of the 
parish, as approximately indicated by the roadways marked 
on Figure 1.
^After this, reference will normally be made to 
Upper Cameron Parish or Lower Cameron Parish; the former 
term will refer to that portion of the parish which lies 
north of the marsh. The term Lower Cameron Parish will 
refer to the marsh and the highland portion of the southern 
part of the parish.
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For convenience the territory was divided into three 
sectors (A, B and C on Figure 1). This division follows, 
in the main, that made by Foley in a preliminary study. 
Sector "A” begins at the Calcasieu River on the west and 
extends eastward to the point at which the Front Ridge 
road branches off to the south of State Highway 27. This 
particular spot is known locally as Daigle*s Corner.
Sector "B” begins at Daiglef s Corner and extends eastward 
to the Mermentau River. Sector nC" is the area east of 
the Mermentau, including, as will be explained later, some 
thirteen houses on the western and, at this point, north­
western side of the river. The northern and southern 
boundaries of the sectors coincide with the northern and 
southern boundaries of the impact zone.
VIII. SOURCES OF DATA
The data for this work were secured from the sources 
listed below.
1. Historical information found in the Louisiana Room 
at Louisiana State University. The sources are 
footnoted in Chapter III.
•^Albert s. Foley, Operation Bayou: The Hurricane
Audrey Disaster Study (Committee on Disaster Studies, 
Preliminary Work Memorandum; Washington, D. C.: National
Academy of Sciences— National Research Council, 1957).
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2. Geological data in reference, primarily, to the
unique "chenier" formations found in the Louisiana 
Room at Louisiana State University. The sources 
are footnoted in Chapter III.
3. Preliminary reports made to the Disaster Research
Group by Foley and Friedsam.34
4. Participant observation in the area during the
period beginning September 1, 1957 and extending 
to April 1, 1958.35
5. Unstructured interviews with key personnel in the
area. This source of data, utilized extensively, 
proved to be a valuable one in attaining insight 
into the social life of the area as well as in 
providing substantive information.
6 . Planned interviews with representatives of various
formal groups in the area. These interviews 
were designed to provide information on personnel 
and programs of the various formal groups oper­
ating in the area.
7. Semi-structured interviews with a representative
sample of the population of the area.
IX. METHODOLOGY
Preparation of the schedule. After approximately 
one week spent in the area a schedule was prepared for use 
in the study. The schedule was pre-tested by using it as
^oley, ojg. cit.: H. J. Friedsam, Memorandum on 
Formal Organizations in Hurricane Audrey (Committee on 
Disaster Studies, PreXiminary Report; Washington, D. C.: 
National Academy of Sciences— National Research Council, 
1957).
to the devastation brought about by the 
hurricane, there were no living quarters available in the 
area so the researcher secured a house trailer and had it 
moved into the area and located at a point two miles south 
of Creole in what is known locally as Oak Grove Community.
Q
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the major research instrument in conducting five inter­
views. After necessary adjustments were made following 
the pre-test, the schedule was prepared for use in the 
f i e l d . C e r t a i n  portions of the schedule were modeled 
after an interview instrument prepared by Mr. Charles 
Fritz, Miss Jeanette Raynor and their associates in a 
preliminary study of the disaster area for the Disaster 
Research Group.
The sample. It was considered desirable to inter­
view, as nearly as possible, a cross section of the popu­
lation. In order to accomplish this, it was decided that 
a random sample should be used.
As a part of the preliminary work in the area Foley 
had prepared a listing of residences by location. This 
list was checked with informed local residents and found 
to be substantially complete and valid. It was divided 
into three sections, coinciding with Sectors "Att, "Bn, and 
WC” on Figure 1 with one minor exception. He included 
thirteen residences just across the Mermentau River from 
Grand Chenier with Sector "Clf since they were separated by
36a copy of this schedule may be found in Appendix B.
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several miles from any other houses in Sector UBU .37 There 
seemed to be a valid reason for this division due to the 
fact that the people living in these houses identified 
themselves with Grand Chenier, and received their mail 
there.
Due to time limitations, it was decided that not 
more than one hundred residences would be selected for 
interview purposes. There were four hundred thirty-four 
white and forty-six Negro residences listed for Sector "A”, 
three hundred twenty-three white and forty-four Negro for 
Sector nB", and two hundred five white and nineteen Negro 
residences in Sector "C", making, a total of nine hundred 
sixty-two white and one hundred nine Negro residences. A 
sample of one hundred residences would give an over-all 
sample of 9*33 per cent. Divided proportionately, this 
would mean a sample of forty-five for Sector nAn, thirty- 
four for Sector "B", and twenty-one for Sector "C”.
It was decided, however, after taking into account 
pertinent geographic and demographic factors, that the 
sample should be as follows: Sector "A”, a total of forty
37Foley, op. cit.. pp. 2-3 .
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households; Sector "Brt, a total of thirty-five house­
holds; and Sector "C", a total of twenty-five.3^
On the basis of the proportion of nonwhite resi­
dences in each sector the sample should include four non­
white residences in Sector "A", four in Sector ,fB”, and 
two in Sector ,tC,f. This number did not seem adequate, 
however, to give an understanding of the nonwhite residents 
of the area should they possess, as was suspected, a dis­
tinct subculture. It was decided, therefore, that a 
greater proportionate representation should be given the 
nonwhites in the sample. The nonwhite residences consti­
tuted nine and one-half per cent of the residences in 
Sector "A", twelve per cent in Sector "B", and eight and 
one-half per cent in Sector nCM. In Sector nCu the non­
whites were pretty well scattered, but in Sectors ,fBn and 
"A" this was not the case. In ,TB,f the nonwhites resided
3^Some items considered were: (1) Sector WCM covers
a distance, from East to West, that is approximately one- 
half the total width of the impact area. Sector ”Bn also 
covers an area that is considerably larger than Sector nA”, 
although not so large as Sector "C”. (2) As may be noted
in the number of families mentioned above, the population 
varies inversely with the area covered by the three sectors.
(3) Since the hurricane reportedly struck with varying 
intensity along the coast it was considered desirable that 
the larger area covered by Sectors ”Bfl and nCM should have 
greater proportionate coverage in the sample.
primarily along the parish road between Oak Grove and 
Daiglers Corner. It was known that the population in this 
area suffered extremely large numbers of losses in the 
hurricane. In Sector "A” the nonwhites were known to live, 
primarily, in two subareas of the town of Cameron, the 
principal area having a distinct name.
Because of the need for a larger representation of 
nonwhites six residences instead of four were selected in 
Sector "A", six were selected in Sector ,,BM, and four were 
selected in Sector nC!r.
The sample was selected in the following manner:
1. The sample for each sector was selected separately.
2. A number was ascribed to each residence and a
corresponding number was placed on a small card.
3. The cards were placed in a round metal container
and the container was thoroughly shaken.
4. Cards were drawn one at a time with the card being
replaced each time after the number had been 
recorded.39 The cards were then reshuffled 
before the next drawing.
A great deal of difficulty was experienced in con­
tacting some of the prospective interviewees and getting 
the interviews accomplished. This difficulty was due to 
the lack of telephones and to the rather great distances 
involved, in addition to the urgency of the rebuilding
39pa-uiine V. Young, Scientific Social Surveys and 
Research (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1949)» P» 335-
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activities in which many were engaged. A number of the 
families selected were interviewed at a location different 
from the one mentioned on the list because their residences 
had not been rebuilt at the time of the interview.
Because of circumstances beyond the control of the 
interviewer the field work had to be terminated by January 20, 
195$. When this date approached the occupants of seventy- 
five of the residences that had been chosen as a sample had 
been contacted and interviewed. Inasmuch as there was 
beginning to be a great deal of repetition in the inter­
views it was decided that a continuation of the interview­
ing process would not add materially either to the 
substantive information concerning the social life of the 
area or to insightful understanding of the responses of the 
people of the area to disaster.
The distribution of the interviews completed was as 
follows: Sector "A”, twenty-two white (5.07 per cent) and
six Negro (13.00 per cent); Sector "B", twenty-three white 
(7.12 per cent) and five Negro (11.36 per cent); and Sector 
"C", fifteen white (6.24 per cent) and four Negro (21.05 
per cent). This made a total of sixty white and fifteen 
Negro interviews, or a grand total of seventy-five inter­
views .
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Interviewing, Informal interviews were held from 
time to time with certain key informants in the area during 
the time that the interviewer was in the field. Later it 
was possible to contact these persons when the researcher 
made brief visits to the impact area and to secure their 
views on the developments in the rehabilitation process.
In interviewing the representatives of formal groups 
in the area it was considered desirable to contact wkey" 
individuals in the organizations. These persons were able 
to give information as to the personnel and in reference 
to the program of activity of the formal groups. These 
interviews were also repeated as time went on in order to 
keep up with developments in the groups.
The interviews conducted with persons selected in 
the cross-section of the population were, to a large 
extent, structured by the interview schedule. The first 
few interviews were conducted with the interviewer making 
notes on the schedule as the responses were made to each 
question. This procedure proved to be rather unsatisfactory 
because of difficulty in maintaining rapport and because of 
the length of time required for the interview. Since 
difficulty was experienced in obtaining some of the inter­
views in the first place because of the pressure of
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rebuilding needs, it was felt that the interviews should 
not be continued for a period longer than an hour.
The majority of the interviews were recorded on a 
tape recorder. The questions of the interview schedule 
were placed on small index cards, one question to each 
card, and, using this technique, the interviewer found 
that it was easier to establish and maintain rapport. If, 
during the interview, it was decided to postpone a question, 
that card could be held out until later in the interview 
and then re-entered, without any confusion, at the more 
appropriate time.^
-̂>As for the use of a tape recorder in such inter­
views, it was found that in most cases this offered no 
insurmountable difficulties. The interviewee usually 
responded favorably to the more "direct” contact that this 
technique made possible between the interviewer and the 
interviewee, and the interview proceeded in a rather "free” 
manner. Also, in instances in which the interviewee 
normally spoke French, it was possible, in this manner, 
for a non-French speaking interviewer to get a more 
complete response than would have been possible otherwise. 
The interviewee was requested to respond in Fiench when 
this would be easier, and, later, an associate assisted 
the interviewer in translating these replies.
In most cases the interviewees understood English 
well enough for the questions to be presented in English.
In a few instances, however, this was not possible. In 
these cases an interpreter was secured, or, if this could 
not be worked out, the interviewer used his faltering 
French to conduct the interview. When an interpreter was 
used it was possible, of course, to record the conversation 
in French as well as the responses in English.
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The recorded interviews were later replayed and a 
copy of the schedule was used on which to write the 
pertinent material. No effort was made to transcribe the 
interview verbatim.^
One advantage that the recording of the interviews 
in this manner provided was that it was possible to retain 
the "tone" of the interview situations, and this proved to 
be a valuable aid in giving insight into the answers.
Even after the passage of several months, the researcher 
was able to get a "fresh” impression of the interviews by 
replaying them.
Some of the interviews were conducted without any 
effort being made to record them either by note-taking or 
by use of the recording machine. This technique was used 
in one or two instances in which electric power was not 
available and, also, in a few instances in which the inter­
viewer judged this procedure to be advisable. In these 
cases the interviewees were known to be reluctant to be 
interviewed, or they seemed to be apprehensive of the 
recording process.
«-It was found that the process of transferring the 
answers from a tape to the schedule form required about 
twice as much time as the interview itself had taken.
CHAPTER II
THE LITERATURE ON DISASTER
Interest in disaster is not new, nor is the record­
ing of disaster events a recent development. Many early 
studies were of a journalistic or historical nature and 
some were technical, in the sense that they were written 
from the viewpoint of persons who were professionally con­
cerned with the agents causing disaster or with meeting 
the problems that arise from the disaster situations."1’
With the development of modern means of transportation and 
communication making possible more frequent contacts among 
peoples of various nations, and, at the same time, wide­
spread diffusion of information about happenings in the 
various parts of the world, a new and more intense concern 
with disastrous events arose. This new concern has been 
intensified by the development of modern weapons of mass 
destruction.
^The technical approach may be represented by 
studies conducted by the Weather Bureau and by the Red 
Cross.
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I. DISASTER RESEARCH GROUP
Since 1952 an agency within the organizational 
structure of the National Academy of Sciences-National 
Research Council has been primarily concerned with applying 
the principles and techniques of modern scientific research 
to this area of human experience. First known as the 
Committee on Disaster Studies, under the Division of 
Anthropology and Psychology, it is now known as the Dis­
aster Research Group. Under the auspices of this group 
social scientists are continuing to explore the various
facets of disaster situations. One of the early tasks
performed under this specialized program was the prepa­
ration of a bibliography of materials which might be
2pertinent to the study of disaster and its consequences.
A bibliography of more than ten thousand items was assembled 
and is maintained by the Disaster Research Group for the~
use of interested personnel.
II. SELECTED STUDIES
The first of a series of reports issued by this 
organization was an evaluation of the literature listed in
^Harry B. Williams, "Fewer Disasters, Better Studied,” 
The Journal of Social Issues. X (1954)* 11*
the bibliography by the man who had assembled the biblio-
3graphical material, Anthony F. C. Wallace. In this report 
the author discussed some of the works listed and proceeded 
to construct a theoretical model of disaster in terms of 
the space variable. He also presented a time model, giving 
credit to certain unpublished material prepared by re­
searchers doing work under contract with the United States 
Army.^ He made suggestions as to what he thought were the 
lines of study that could be profitably pursued. He called 
attention to the fact that disasters in which the period 
of impact is relatively prolonged and which affect large 
areas have been subjected to more scholarly and scientific 
study of a descriptive sort, but that efforts at theoretical 
analysis have concentrated on "the kind of disaster in 
which the impact agent is relatively sudden, brief, and 
productive of maximal physical destruction. . . . "̂
Wallace called for the formulation of theoretical 
models that would define the various aspects of disaster 
situations. The models he suggested are presented later
^Anthony F. C. Wallace, Human Behavior in Extreme 
Situations (Committee on Disasters Studies Report iNTo. 1; 




in this chapter, along with certain other constructs that 
have been suggested by others as being potentially useful 
in the analysis of the human side of disasters.
Certain phases of disaster research were indicated 
as being underdeveloped, or in need of additional study.
Some of those mentioned were: (1) the reaction of social
institutions to disaster (this would make it necessary to 
"reconstruct the pre-disaster state of these institutions 
and of the community structure generally"^); (2 ) the extent 
to which the disaster-syndrome and other behavioral mani­
festations are cross-culturally variable, and to what 
extent similar; and (3 ) "what is the role of differences 
in culture and subculture, and national character, in 
determining differences in disaster behavior?"^
Another work by the same author applied the con­
cepts developed in this analysis to a disaster that occurred 
in Worcester, MassachusettsThe time model used in this 
study was a variation of the one given in the former work.
^Ibid., p. 20. 7Ibid.. p. 23. gIbid., p. 26.
9Anthony F. C. Wallace, Tornado in Worcester: An
Exploratory Study of Individual and Community Behavior in 
an Extreme Situation (Committee on Disaster Studies Report, 
No. 3; Washington, D. C.: National Academy of Sciences-
National Research Council, 1956).
One of the first disaster studies that bore the 
name of being a sociological study was that of Prince, 
Catastrophe and Social Change. ^  As is indicated by the 
title, Prince was concerned with the general phenomenon of 
social change. He dealt primarily with the great explosion 
that took place in Halifax, Nova Scotia, in 1917* limiting 
his consideration of catastrophe to the disasters which 
affect local communities rather than states and nations.
In order to hold his work in proper perspective, 
it might be noted that the concept of social change used 
in his work referred to the rapid "mutations which ac­
company sudden interferences with the equilibrium of 
society. . . . As may be noted, he was more hasty in
indicating that significant social change had taken place 
than is Wallace (and others) in the use of the concept 
"irreversable change," i.e., those changes which remain 
after one year following the disaster event.
Prince viewed catastrophe as being capable of 
producing what he called "fluidity" at a stroke. "Fluidity,
■^S. H. Prince, Catastrophe and Social Change 
(New York: Columbia University, 1920).
~^Ibid., p. 1 1.
■^Wallace, Tornado in Worcester. p. 12.
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according to Prince, is fundamental to change and the 
degree of fluidity seems to vary directly with the extent 
of the catastrophe.
The nature of the change to be brought about depends 
on the culture and morale of the community and the influ­
ence of other social factors. Some of the factors that 
condition change, Prince noted, are subject to social 
control. These factors being taken into account, Prince 
considered the study of disaster a virgin field in sociolo­
gy, calling for "the most faithful examination of many
13disasters" as soon after their occurrence as possible.
The precipitating event of the catastrophe studied 
was the explosion, following a collision, of a French ship 
loaded with munitions and a Belgian ship in the harbor at 
Halifax on December 6 , 1917. The gross statistics of the 
event were: approximately two thousand killed, six thousand
injured, ten thousand homeless, thirty-five million dollars 
loss in property, and three hundred acres devastated. The 
blast, the flood tide caused by it, the falling fragments, 
and the fires which were started in many places disrupted 
the entire city.^
•^Prince, op. cit.» p. 23.
lzKEbid.. pp. 26-30.
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Prince, in an extreme statement which his own 
evidence fails to bear out, stated, "There was disinte­
gration of the home and family . . .  of the regulative 
system . . .  of the sustaining system . . . and of the 
distributive system." He continued, "There was a time 
when the city ceased to be a city, its citizens a mass of 
unorganized units . . . struggling for safety, shelter . . . 
and b r e a d . "15 He thought that there was:
. . . a rift in the social structure such as no
community had ever known. . . . The catastrophe
smashed through strong walls like cobwebs, but it 
also smashed through fixed traditions, social divisions 
and old standards, making a rent which would not easily 
repair. . . .  It is this disintegration and the result­
ing phenomena which are of utmost importance for the 
student of social science.1°
It isntt difficult to see that his enthusiasm for 
the concept of disaster-produced fluidity led him to an 
overstatement of the facts. He corivinced himself, 
apparently, that the incident produced the state of flux 
that h-e considered a prerequisite for social change. He 
went so far as to say that there was "disintegration of 
social institutions. . . . "1?
15lbid., p. 3 1. 
l^Ibid., pp. 32-33* 
l^ibid., p. 34.
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While the foregoing assumption does not bear up 
under investigation, Princess observation of the phenomena 
directly associated with the disaster itself sounds very 
much like more recent studies. He noted that at first 
there was a shock reaction. Using the then popular con­
cept of instinct, Prince stated that ”in catastrophe . . . 
primitive instincts are seen more plainly and . . .  
are . . . less subject to the re-conditioning influences 
of ordinary life.”-^ Recent writers express the same 
phenomenon by noting that "a more primitive type of 
behavior” may be observed in disasters. ^
Prince called attention to the good will that 
seemed to exist among the people soon after the catastrophe, 
stating that there was "no bitterness, no complaint, only
o na great and eager desire to help someone less fortunate.” 
Not only was this in evidence in the activities of private 
individuals, but also by places of business. Outsiders 
responded in like manner. In about fifteen weeks
lSlbid., p. 40.
■^L. W. Nauta, at al., Community Studies (Vol. Ill 
of Studies in Holland Flood Disaster, 1953. 4 vols.;
Amsterdam: Instituut Voor Sociaal Onderzoek Van Het
Netherlands Volk in cooperation with Committee on Disaster 
Studies of the National Academy of Sciences-National 
Research Council, Washington, D. C., 1955), p. 34.
20Prince, cvg. cit., p. 47.
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approximately eight millions of dollars had been received 
for the victims, not counting the money granted by the 
Canadian government.
It was the army, according to Prince, that was the 
first to "recover consciousness.” The firemen, also, 
remained organized in spite of the fact that their chief 
and deputy chief had been killed. On the basis of these 
observations Prince suggests that ”it would appear that 
the part of society which is most closely organized and 
disciplined in normal periods first recovers social con-
pisciousness in disaster.”
Visitors and others who had no local family ties 
were the earliest rescue workers on the scene. Those 
whose families Were in the cit}̂  ran first to see about 
them. It was perhaps five hours before "cooperative 
action” in rescue got under w a y . ^ 2
Indicative of the fact that Prince was overstating 
the situation when he said that there was a time when the 
city ceased to be a city was the reopening of the banks on 
the morning following the disaster. Due to physical de­
struction, however, some phases of community life were
^ Ibid., p. 60. 
^2jbid., p. 6l.
3^
much slower in returning to "business as usual." This 
applied to the churches, the schools, and recreation.
As has been true for later disaster situa.tions, 
there was a rise of criticism some time following the 
disaster. This included a clamor for the punishment 
of the persons who were responsible for the disaster, and 
complaints about relief work. In reference to relief 
work, the complaints centered mainly about the alleged 
overemphasis which seemed to be placed on system and the 
detailed investigations that were conducted. There was 
also criticism among the citizens in reference to the 
manner in which people spent their "explosion money."
The rapid recovery of the city was possible, Prince 
thought, because the business district was not destroyed, 
and because the material losses were, to a very considerable 
extent, replaced by others. Prince concluded that disaster- 
stricken communities could always count upon public aid; 
but that the amount may be controlled by the striking 
character of magnitude of the disaster, as well as by the 
immediacy of the appeal.
The author thought that Halifax had "undergone a 
civic transformation such as could hardly otherwise have
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happened in fifty years."23 He postulated that the changes 
were brought about by: (1 ) weakening social immobility,
(2) precipitating fluidity of custom, and (3 ) forcing 
environal favorability for change.
Another author who used disaster study to approach 
the concept of social change was Lowell J. Carr.2^ Cata­
strophic changes are viewed by Carr as changes in the 
functional adequacy of cultural protections following 
catastrophes. He suggested that the study of catastrophic 
change supported the hypothesis that all social change 
tends to follow a definite sequence pattern, as follows:
(1 ) a precipitating event or condition, (2) adjustment- 
dislocation, and (3 ) individual, interactive and cultural 
readjustment.23
Carr does not believe that catastrophe brings a 
change in the content or distribution of culture traits, 
but rather that there is a change in their functional 
adequacy.
23Ibid.. p. 139.
^Lowell J. Carr, "Disaster and the Sequence-Pattern 
Concept of Social Change." American Journal of Sociology. 




One of the most frequently quoted parts of Carris 
article is his four-fold category of types of disasters. 
They are: (1) instantaneous-diffused (e.g., the Halifax
disaster); (2 ) instantaneous-focalized (e.g., an explosion 
that wrecks a single building); (3 ) progressive-diffused
(e.g., a hurricane); and (4 ) progressive-focalized (e.g.,
27a fire). Thus the catastrophe may be classified on the 
basis of the character of the agent which produces it or 
on the basis of the scope of the resulting cultural 
collapse.
Carr notes that, preceding the precipitating event, 
there is what he calls the "preliminary period." "How a 
community reacts to disaster," he writes, "is probably 
determined by its culture, its morale, its leadership, and 
by the speed, scope, complexity and violence of the 
catastrophe itself." Thus emphasis is given to the pre­
disaster characteristics of a community in determining the 
extent of disorganization suffered in a disaster.
One of the most valuable, and certainly the most 
extensive, studies sponsored by the Disaster Research 




291953* The actual work was done by persons connected 
with the Institute for Social Research in the Netherlands, 
but the Disaster Research Group (then the Committee on 
Disaster Studies) of the National Academy of Sciences- 
National Research Council financed the study and had the 
reports translated into English.
The research project was divided into three sections, 
as follows: (1 ) an investigation into the communication
system during the period of the disaster; (2 ) a survey of 
the behavior and attitudes of the population affected by 
the flood; and (3 ) three community studies of places that 
were affected to a varying degree, or that responded 
differently to the disaster situation.
In Volume I, in addition to the analysis of the 
breakdown and the re-establishment of communications 
systems, there is a brief discussion of five areas that 
were isolated by the rising water. In this phase of the 
study attention is given to the various types of leaders 
who were active in the crisis. These leaders were
29sj. Groenman (director), Studies in Holland Flood 
Disaster. 1953 (4 vols.; Amsterdam: Instituut Voor
Sociaal Onderzoek Van Het Nederlandse Volk, in cooperation 
with the Committee on Disaster Studies of the National 
Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, Washington,
D. C., 1955).
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categorized as dominant (those for whom qualities of
character were most prominent), and as situational (those
30for whom the "exogenous1* factor was most prominent).
In at least one area there were definite associ­
ations of this crisis situation with those experienced in 
31war time. In spite of this, however, it was noted that
there was no panic during the period of isolation in the
3 2communities studied. An incidental finding, one that is 
shown also in the community studies, is that the stress 
situation tended to bring out longstanding or ancient 
rivalries between the villages involved. ^
In Volume II the emphasis is on the inter-family 
relationships of the evacuees and hosts. The concept of 
social status was used in ordering the data in this study. 
The aspects of employment status, religious and political 
orientation, regional and rural-urban location, kinship 
relations, composition of the family, family experience,
3°K. van Dijk and J. Pilger, Communications in the 
Stricken Areas in February. 1953 (Vol. I of Studies in 
Holland Flood Disaster. 1953 (Avols.: Amsterdam:
Instituut Voor Sociaal Onderzoek Van Het Netherlands Volk 
in cooperation with Committee on Disaster Studies of the 
National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, 
1955), p. 4*.
3-̂-Ibid., p. 51. ^Ibid., p. &4 . 33rbid.. p. 71 •
and family possessions are also considered as conditioning 
the inter-family relationships.-^
These factors were studied by means of interviews 
with some nine hundred evacuees and about six hundred 
hosts. Statistical analysis was utilized to explore the 
adjustment— or lack of adjustment— of the evacuee families 
to their temporary homes.
As recognized by the researchers, this phase of the 
study does not reveal the intra-family situation. In fact, 
the authors state that "it remains an open question whether 
family relations became closer after many other contacts 
had dropped out."35 They note, however, that the family 
was the only unit of the former community which kept 
operating as before and, also that na great need for the
3^C. J. Lammers, Survey of Evacuation Problems and 
Disaster Experiences (Vol. II of Studies in Holland Flood 
Disaster, 1953. 4 vols.; Amsterdam: Instituut Voor
Sociaal Onderzoek Van Het Netherlands Volk in cooperation 
with Committee on Disaster Studies of the National 
Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, Washington, 
D. C., 1955).
e . Ellemers, General Conclusions (Vol. IV of 
Studies in Holland Flood Disaster, 1953. 4 vols.; Amsterdam 
Instituut Voor Sociaal Onderzoek Van Het Netherlands Volk 
in cooperation with Committee on Disaster Studies of the 
National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, 
Washington, D. C., 1955)* p. 36.
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family atmosphere was revealed by the importance attached 
to keeping the family together.”36
The authors concluded that an evacuee family that 
is somewhat isolated from other evacuee families rthas 
comparatively good chances to replace its old frame of 
reference by new ones under the impact of demands of the 
new situation.”37 On the other hand, if there are large 
numbers of evacuee families living fairly close together 
they may live relatively isolated from the new environment.
The three community studies included in Volume III 
analyze communities, respectively, in reintegration, in 
destruction, and in social disorganization. In the study 
of a community in reintegration the authors, a sociologist 
and a psychologist, spent some three months in the area.
The class system operative in the village was used as a 
means for ordering the data on response to the disaster.
In addition to this, the official bureaucratic structure 
of the government of the community served as a device for 
analyzing variant responses.
"Situational” leaders came into prominence during 
the flood and its aftermath and this phenomenon is described 
at some length. "Situational” leaders appear to have been
36Ibid. 37Ibid., p. 52.
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most prominent in the early stages of the disaster, while 
"institutional” leaders assumed more prominence in the 
latter phases.3^
The responses of the citizenry to the warning, to 
the threat, the impact, and to the recovery or rehabili­
tation processes are shown in terms of the classifications 
mentioned above. In the acute danger of the threat period 
the persons who were most effective in taking action, 
according to the authors of the study, were those whose 
"world was open to the unexpected."39 However, the majority 
of the villagers quite deliberately set about the task of 
saving their own possessions once they were warned.
The authors discuss, in some detail, the activity 
of the villagers who remained in the village when the 
others had been evacuated, especially the group that 
operated from one of the inns. This group they called an 
"emergency community." The evolution of the group was 
described, as well as its operation and its eventual 
dissolution.
In discussing the rebuilding period, major emphasis 
is given to the responses of the people to assistance
3&L. ¥. Nauta, et al., o_g. cit., pp. 3-70.
39ibid., p. 29.
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rendered by outside sources. Certain conflict situations 
developed during this period and the authors suggest that 
since there are no norms for relief and reconstruction, 
the struggle to build one’s life, which is not normally 
displayed by an individual, is openly shown in a post­
disaster period. nThe disaster had first destroyed the 
community and then . . . exposed the forces which normally 
keep it in motion.”4*-1 Bitterness was shown by many who 
felt that they had not received as much assistance as 
others. One interesting factor presented in this connection 
is that the people did not complain so much of being de­
frauded personally, but rather as a member of an occupational 
category or as a member of a class.4^
The author of Volume IV of this study structured 
his summary of the findings, partially, by use of a time- 
sequence model (warning, threat, impact, rescue, evacuation 
and restoration).4  ̂ He considered this disaster to be an 
example of the type called "diffused-progressive” by Carr.4-̂ 
He called attention to the findings which indicated that
40Ibid.. p. 6 4. 41Ibid.. p. 6 6.
42J. E. Ellemers, oj>, cit., pp. 9-13.
4^Ibid., p. 6 .
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the disaster caused "a serious conflict between the psycho­
logical need to be with one’s family and the social 
necessity for organized resistance.”44 He noted further 
that the ”need to gather around the most elementary group 
was, during the disaster phase, undesirable and even 
dangerous for the larger social g r o u p i n g . T h i s  factor 
led him to conclude that in the case of a rather extensive 
disaster ’’too much must not be expected of the local 
organizations, whose members are uncertain of their own 
families.”^
One other practical lesson drawn from the study of 
this disaster dealt with the importance of maintaining 
normal social ties to as great an extent as possible.
This included the continued functioning of the organi­
zations of the stricken area.
Another study arising out of this same storm 
situation was that of Young, "The Role of the Extended 
Family in a Disaster. The project was financed in part 
by the Committee on Disaster Studies of the National
^Ibid., p. 64. -̂5lbid., p. 65. 46jbid., p. 67.
^Michael Young, ’’The Role of the Extended Family 
in a Disaster," Human Relations, VII (1954)t 3&3-391*
Academy of Sciences-National Research Council. Field work 
was done in certain coastal areas of England that were 
flooded during the same storm that affected Holland, the 
interviewing being done from four to six weeks following 
the flood. Young was most concerned with the patterns of 
family assistance that could be observed in a situation in 
which people had to be evacuated from their homes. Two 
hypotheses were tested: (1) most flood evacuees will take
refuge in the homes of their relatives rather than in 
official centers and billets, and (2) the proportion of 
evacuees from a given district taking refuge with their 
relatives will vary inversely with the distance to them.
The findings supported both hypotheses in a general 
way. One factor that stands out is ttthat the more scattered 
an extended family, the less effective it is for purposes 
of mutual aid in the process of recovery from a major 
d i s a s t e r H o w e v e r ,  it is pointed out that a total 
disaster in an area would have the effect of rendering 
inoperative all of an extended family that resided within 
the disaster area.
Other observations referred to the desirability of 
keeping the immediate family together during evacuation
^ I b i d ., p. 3^9.
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and to the difficulty•experienced by persons who traveled
some distance away from the impact area in obtaining
assistance, the relief items being concentrated near the
uoscene of the disaster.
An article that is of great significance in a con­
sideration of a sociological approach to the study of 
disaster is that of William H. Form and Charles P. Loomis,
"The Persistence and Emergence of Social and Cultural
SOSystems in Disasters."-^
These authors observed that, since disasters usually
affect entire communities, it seemed logical that:
. . . a primary objective of both social scientists 
and administrators should be to study social systems 
which survive disasters, and to relate these systems 
to tasks which confront communities prior to, during, 
and subsequent to disaster impact.51
It was pointed out that despite the obvious impact
of disaster upon functioning social systems, recent studies
of disasters have dealt more with individual personality
systems than with social systems. Form and Loomis express
the opinion that sociologists should be prepared to place
49Tbid.
^^William H. Form and Charles P. Loomis, "The 
Persistence and Emergence of Social and Cultural Systems 
in Disasters." American Sociological Review. XXI (April. 
1956), ISO-185.
5̂ -Ibid.. p. 180.
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the study on the level of sociological analysis, with due 
reference to social roles, social anomie, reference groups, 
community organization and collective behavior. Such 
questions as the following seem pertinent to this type 
study:
How do old and emergent systems respond to actual 
or threatened disasters? How do social persons adapt 
their life organization to new social systems which 
arise during and after disasters?52
The authors examined studies of three disaster
situations in an effort to evaluate the action of social
and cultural systems in disasters. Three propositions
emerged from their studies: (1) a disaster system arises
almost immediately to meet the problems presented by the
disaster situation; (2) the pre-disaster social structure
(the organizational and cultural contexts) of the stricken
community must be known and the emergent systems must be
evaluated in relation to it; and (3) an individuals social
identification and status in the various subcultures of an
highly complex urban society will determine his response
53in disaster situations.
These writers concluded that "studies of personality 
adjustment under stress, although important, must be
52Ibid.. p. 131. 53Ibid
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analyzed within the broader social and cultural contexts 
of lif e.”^
A study was made in 1954 of the response of two 
border towns to a flood situation. This study was pre­
sented as one of the series of disaster studies sponsored
KC.by the Disaster Research Group. One of the towns 
studied, Piedras Negras, is in Mexico and the other, Eagle 
Pass, is directly across the Rio Grande River in the State 
of Texas.
In setting the pattern for the study, the directors
of the project hypothesised:
. . .  variations in the perception of a physical 
threat and the responses to the physical impact and 
attendant social events are related to the differences 
in social structures and value orientations of the 
affected social systems.56
Thus the study was designed to examine the "patterns of
orientations and structures, and • . . the relations of
variations in such patterns with variations in human 
57behavior.”
54Ibid., p. 135.
^Roy A. Clifford, The Rio Grande Flood: A
Comparative Study of Border Communities in Disaster 
(Disaster Study Number 7; Washington, D. C.: National
Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, 1956).
56Ibid.. p. 13. 57rbid.
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The formal and informal organizations of the 
respective communities were described and contrasted.
When compared to communities in the United States, Mexican 
communities are presented as being characterized by:
(1) greater emphasis upon ascriptive criteria (age, sex, 
kinship) in determining the behavior of individuals and 
groups; (2) a greater emphasis upon personalizing relation­
ships in formal organizations; and (3) a similar emphasis 
upon personal relationships in government and a greater 
tendency for state power to be centralized in the hands of 
individuals.^ This characterization held true for the 
two communities considered in this study.
In keeping with these differences it was found 
that: (1) the people of the Mexican community relied upon
family and kinship groups to a greater extent than the 
citizens of the United States community; (2) the officials 
were more readily believed and depended upon in the Texas 
community; (3) the community-structure of the Mexican 
community broke down to a greater extent than in the 
United States community; and (4) there was a relative 
scarcity of intergroup tension in the United States com­
munity, indicating that the bureaucratic structures did
58Ibid., pp. 14-15
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not evoke as great emotional response as did the more
59personal relationships existing in the Mexican community. 7 
This study supports the position that social values 
"are important in disaster actions if they are important 
in normal situations in the community." u Major values 
are not likely to lose their force even in crisis situations 
and, furthermore, "the way in which patterns of social 
action and relationships are structured tend to persist as 
action components."^1 This would seem to provide for a 
considerable degree of predictability in reference to 
potential community responses to disaster. These factors 
are considered in relation to their importance for persons 
or agencies concerned with preparation for community 
planning for emergencies.^
In analyzing the comparative effectiveness of in­
formal groups in the two communities, it was hypothesized 
that early disaster activities of informal groups would be 
about equally effective. This hypothesis held only in the 
case of family groups that acted without reference to 
other groups. Since this type of response was found to a
59ibid., pp. 125-126. 6oIbid., p. 127. 
6lIbid. 62Ibid.. p. 129.
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much greater extent in the Mexican community than in the 
Texas town, it was suggested that this response to danger 
may have been the reason for the greater resistance to 
warnings that was found in the Mexican community.̂
In reference to formal groups in the two types of 
social milieu it was noted that quite different courses 
of action were being followed. It was found that relations 
between formal groups were practically nonexistent during 
the emergency in the Mexican community, whereas in the 
United States community there were many strong and continued 
types of interaction among formal groups. The differences 
in orientation, a particularistic-ascriptive system as 
opposed to a system of official roles dominated by emphasis 
on efficiency and rationality, seemed to explain the differ­
ences in response.^
A very recent publication dealing with the effects
of a disaster in a community is that by William H, Form,
65et al., Community in Disaster. This study deals with
63jbid., pp. I3O-I3I. ^Ibid., pp. 131-134.
^Vifilliam h . Form, _et al., Community in Disaster 
(New fork: Harper and Brothers, Publishers, 195$)•
This book is reviewed in greater detail, especially the 
first part of it, because of its recency and its 
pertinency.
the Flint-Beecher (Michigan) tornado that occurred on
June 6, 1953* A group from the Social Research Service at
Michigan State University conducted a study of the situation.
Two research reports were prepared and this book is based
66on those reports. The areas selected for investigation 
by this group included: (1) an evaluation of organized
rescue operations, (2) the emergence and persistence of 
spontaneous rescue groupings, (3) the pattern of relation­
ships between spontaneous and formally-constituted rescue 
groupings, (4) role conflicts among members of spontaneous
and formally-organized groups, and (5) the impact of the
67tornado on community solidarity.
The interviewing experience and the data collected 
indicated that the concept "spontaneous group" was inadequate 
and this realization led to the eventual use of the concept 
"emergent group." "The concept emergent group proved to 
be more fruitful in that it implies that the relationships 
among members of any group are tied to a previously exist­
ing social system.
The concept of social role proved to be useful in 
the analysis of emergent groups. As stated by the authors: 
"Analysis . . . was made in accordance with existing role
66Ibid., p. XIII. 67Ibid., p. 24#. 68Ibid., p. 257
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theory, and the data were treated in terms of the social
6 Qallocations of role functions during a disaster situation." 
The roles analyzed were: (1) sex roles, (2) age roles,
(3) family roles, (4) neighbor roles, and (5) occupational 
roles.
The authors were convinced that just as everyday 
life is determined by what people believe, their values, 
expectations, and their loyalties, these same values and 
beliefs "enable people and their communities to function 
under the most distressful conditions."^ Consequently 
they see the task of studying human behavior in disaster 
as one of "seeing how persons attempt to meet emergencies 
in the context of their traditional ways of life."7^
Disaster is defined by these authors as being "a 
condition in which the established social life of a com­
munity or other type of social organization abruptly
72ceases to operate."' This definition covers both natural 
and man-made disasters. From the viewpoint of the residents 
of a community that experiences a disaster, crisis is 
created. This involves a breakdown of the social relations
69Ibid. 70Ibid., pp. 10-11 
71Ibid.. p. 11. 72Ibid.
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and social systems in the community. It is suggested 
that, for the individual, perhaps the most acute crisis is 
the destruction of his family or a threat to its survival.
A disaster is said to exist in a community, accord­
ing to the authors:
. . . when the relationships among its subsystems 
(such as law enforcing agencies, the schools, the 
economic organizations, the churches, and the in­
formal controlling agencies) break down. . . . The 
disaster may be extended . . .  by organizations or 
segments of the community defining the condition in 
different ways, thus frustrating the possibility of 
integrated action.73
These authors used the time concept of: the pre­
disaster stage, the emergency stage, and the post-disaster 
stage. The pre-disaster stage is the "normal functioning11 
of the community. This brings in the idea of the community 
"functioning according to traditional expectations and 
values, and people . . . playing their traditional roles."74 
The other two phases, the "emergency state” and the "post­
disaster stage” refer, respectively, to the periods during 
which serious disruption occurs and the stage that exists 
when a new, enduring structure of community relations is 
established. The authors show that eventually, after the 
full round of the disaster pattern has taken place, there
73Ibid.. pp. 12-13. 74ibid.. p. 13
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exist certain elements carried over from the pre-disaster 
organization as well as some elements that are new.
Social behavior that occurs during an emergency is 
based on roles and expectations arising in the pre-disaster 
conditions, according to the authors. These roles define 
the behavior that persons and groups should engage in even 
in periods of emergency.
. . .  the father is expected to play a rescue role 
whether his child is hurt as a result of a bicycle 
accident or a tornado. A fireman is expected to fight 
an ordinary fire or one caused by a bombing. The 
police . . . represent authority whether there is a 
routine disruption of the community or an extensive 
one.75
The authors note that volunteers usually respond to 
the emergency situation and that their behavior is guided 
by what is known of the "emergency” roles. If they do not 
succeed in restoring social equilibrium then "professional" 
aid is called in. If this aid cannot meet the needs of 
the situation, the disaster continues. " . . .  disaster 
prevails whenever there is disjunction between the personal 
expectations for emergency behavior and the community ful­
fillment of disaster services."76
The authors conclude that, since it is out of 
community life that emergency systems operative in a
75lbid., p. 15. 76pbid., p. 16.
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disaster emerge, a systematic appraisal of community life 
is Ma necessary step in the analysis of behavior during 
emergencies.
In discussing the dynamics of the emergency stage 
it is suggested that there is a movement from one type'of 
emergency system to another. The various systems may be 
described in terms of the types of interacting groups that 
are dominant at any one time. They would be: (1) spon­
taneous enactment of emergency roles on the part of 
individuals, (2) the mobilization of local or community 
agencies formally constituted to deal with emergencies, and 
(3) the mobilization of agencies and resources external to
the community to implement its established emergency 
78agencies.
The authors conceive of the study of behavior in 
disaster, then, as ”a study of individuals functioning as 
members of one or more social groups, and the changes that 
occur in . . . these groups.”^  They do not attempt to 
suggest that social norms will determine the exact or 
precise details of behavior, but, rather, that individuals 
will tend to model their behavior according to the norms
??Ibid.. p. 21. 7SIbid., p. 17. 79lbid.. p. 24
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for the role which they perceive for themselves. Further 
specifications for the role being played by an individual 
in an emergency situation will be determined by the way in 
which he perceives or defines the situation in which he 
finds himself.^
One social group that is very important in emergency 
situations is the family. A case study was given by the 
authors, bearing out their contention that the family is 
T,the basic rescue group within neighborhoods or communities 
in cases of disaster.” Speaking of the effectiveness of 
the family as a rescue unit, they note:
. . . its internal integration is such that the 
obligations of the members to one another are clearly 
defined. Its integration into the neighborhood makes 
it an ideal rescue unit because its members are 
usually identified with the neighborhood and because 
they know the physical layout of the homes and thearea.82
Attention was called to the fact that the various 
members of the family studied worked with different groups 
during the rescue activity and not just as a unit them­
selves. The effectiveness of their activity in these 
groups, however, was seen to be a function of their po­
sition in the family group.Furthermore, in an analysis
g0Ibid., p. 26. ^1Ibid.. pp. 35-40
^2Ibid.. p. 35. ^ ibid. , p. 40.
of the activities of several adolescents in the disaster
situation, the authors pointed out that their contributions
to rescue activities were pretty much dependent upon their
possession of a "social definition" of themselves as being
members of a family unit. The family, then, provides the
necessary social definition in its various roles. This
conclusion, according to the authors " . . .  underscores
the general point that the knowledge, skills, and creativity
of any group may just as well not exist if no social defi­
ed inition allows them to be brought into play." ■
A chapter entitled "How Victims Help Themselves" is 
given over, primarily, to "an attempt . . .  to provide a 
model for the study of individual and group behavior during 
disaster." A description of the community under study 
and of the general nature of the damage imposed on the area 
by the impact agent is given, and then attention is directed 
to the activities of the local residents. "Perhaps the most 
striking fact," the authors assert, "was what the Beecherites 
did for themselves
Contrary to what may be popularly expected, there 
was an absence of panic and severe disorganization, and
34Ibid.. pp. 46-47 
^5Ibid., p. 5 9. 
g6Ibid., p. 61.
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by the time outsiders came into the area the Beecher 
people had done much toxvard caring for themselves. Ap­
parently ’’those victims who were uninjured or who had but 
minor injuries, defined their first task as helping those 
who were of most concern to them.”^7 If and when it was 
determined that members of the family, friends and neighbors 
were unhurt, they turned their attention to other matters.
They performed first aid, transported victims to 
aid stations, and did other things to facilitate 
rescue. The feverish, purposive activities, the lack 
of shock, and the constructive organized behavior of 
both victims and rescuers are difficult to conceive. 
Perhaps what was most remarkable at this time was that 
activities were selflessly directed toward others.
Thus it is seen that specific persons were sought
and cared for first and then concern was turned to people
in general. Self-directed activities clearly were not
primary, they tended to come after the individuals had
engaged in activities directed toward others.
As organizational aid came into the area, it was
rather effectively integrated with the resident, informally
39organized, activities in progress in the area. As a 
matter of fact, the analysis of behavior in the immediate 
post-impact period indicated that organizational repre­
sentatives acted pretty much as individuals rather than as 
members of a specific formal group at this stage.
S7Ibid., p. 62. ggIbid. g9Ibid., p. 63.
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In a discussion of sex roles in the immediate post 
impact period the authors indicated that both males and 
females directed their activity to specific others at 
first, but, later, men tended to turn their attention to 
"general others" to a much greater extent than did women.90
Another facet of the activity of persons in the early 
moments of the post impact period also bears on the im­
portance of family relationships in disaster situations.
This had to do with the location of interviewees in refer­
ence to their families at the time of the impact. Inter­
viewees were "located" according to where they were and 
the location of their homes in reference to a space model 
including the areas of: (1) impact, (2) the periphery,
and (3) outside areas. Four combinations were used:
(1) those who lived and were in the impact area, (2) those 
who lived and were in the periphery, (3) those who lived 
and were outside, and (4) those who were separated from
their families who lived in the impact area or the peri- 
91phery.
It was found that those who were at home with their 
families in the impact area were the most active of all. 
Those whose families were in the impact area but who were
9°Ibid., p. 70. 91Ibid.. p. 76
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elsewhere themselves concentrated on locating and seeing
about their families first of all. After having done
92that, they, too, directed their activity to others.
According to the authors, "most observers of com­
munity life believe functioning is heightened when members 
display a high identification with the community."93 
"Identification" was determined by the authors on the basis 
of the number of local organizational memberships held by 
individuals and by overt expressions of pride in the com­
munity. While the differences that were shown between those 
with "high" identification and those with "low" identifi­
cation with the community were not great, the "high" identi­
fication individuals did show greater activity. The findings 
suggest that "under stress conditions, role performance 
varies with the degree of neighborhood or community identi­
fication of the rescuer,"^
Another variable investigated was residence— whether 
rural or urban. Rural residents in the general vicinity 
of Beecher showed about the same concern for specific 
others as did the urban residents, but "they were much 
less concerned about the welfare of general others in 
subsequent phases."93
92Ibid.. p. 77. 93Ibid.. p. 78.
9^Ibid., p. 79. 93Ibid.. p. 80.
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As other researchers before them had done, the
authors investigated the factors of panic and shock in the
disaster. Their interest in the subject is classified as
being "socio-psychological” rather than ’’clinical.” The
data examined indicated that those who reported that they
had engaged in dysfunctional behavior at one time or
another— symptomatic of panic or shock--were as active as
others and that their activity was effective at least part
of the time. The conclusion was drawn that "stressful
situations do not lead to widespread pathologies among
96populations undergoing disaster conditions." It was 
observed that the activity of dysfunctionals in this study 
was oriented more toward others than toward self, and 
especially more toward family and neighbors. It appears 
that what this indicates is that those who experienced 
losses or injuries in their primary groups were still 
"effective" community members in the post-impact period.
In reference to role conflict, the authors, after 
examining various sets of circumstances that led to such 
conflict, concluded that the following conditions were 
most likely to lead to role conflict: (1) when individuals
were limited by lack of knowledge of the significant elements
96Ibid., p. 91.
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in the situation, (2) when a person wanted to act to meet 
a certain situation but didnTt know what to do, and (3) when 
persons who normally did not make decisions were forced to 
do so.97
By means of content analysis (of the interviews) an 
effort was made to determine the degree to which organi­
zations were operative in the disaster area during the 
emergency stage and the way in which organizational ac­
tivity was received. Since the victims performed the 
major part of the rescue themselves, the organizations 
that came in "were successful to the degree to which they 
fitted themselves into the rescue pattern already established 
by the local groups.,,9& Organizational members who functioned 
as individuals were praised for their activity. As time 
passed, however, organizational identification and activity 
increased.
Opinions expressed by local citizens by means of 
positive, negative, or neutral evaluations of organizational 
activities were analyzed. While more than fifty organi­
zations were mentioned, it was indicated that the local 
residents were most highly aware of the Red Cross, the 
Salvation Army, the Beecher Volunteer Fire Department, the
97ibid.. p. 109. 98Ibid., p. 112
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State Police, and the National Guard. Most of the refer­
ences were nonevaluative, especially those referring to 
the organizations with which the people had the greatest 
acquaintance. The Salvation Army, fire departments and 
"other" organizations seemed to be most highly favored by 
the local residents. These were local organizations and 
their contribution to the situation was often not expected.99
The authors observed that "the Red Cross was the only 
organization that evoked more negative and ambivalent judg­
ments than positive ones. . . . "-*-00 The two factors that 
seemed to be responsible for this, according to the authors, 
were: (1) it was an external organization, and (2) it had
the task of permanent rehabilitation. The local organi­
zations that were concerned primarily with emergency relief 
were more favorably received.
One conclusion reached in this phase of the discussion 
was that ” . . .  for organizations to be more effective in 
their work with victims of disaster, they must become aware 
of the types of emotional barriers that may intrude into 
their relationships.
99ibid., p. 121.
1Q0Ibid.. p. 122. 
1Q̂ -Ibid., p. 124.
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In the latter part of the book the authors discuss 
specific organizations and their roles in disaster. Since 
many organizations participated to some extent, and since 
most of them evaluated their activities very highly, the 
problem of presenting all of their activities would have 
been impossible. The organizations studied were: (1) the
State Police, representing centralized authority; (2) the 
volunteer fire department, representing citizen organi­
zations; (3) Red Cross, representing a professional approach 
to disaster problems; and (4) Civil Defense, as an over-all 
organization that has been designed to meet emergencies on 
any scale.
A final chapter discusses the broad topic of "Com­
munity Planning for Disaster." Here the authors reiterate 
their earlier emphasis that disaster is a social phenomenon, 
asserting that "disasters affect individuals and their 
social organizations in ways predictable from knowledge 
about the broader society and from knowledge about the 
various cultural norms of the specific community affected."^2
Finally, the importance of the roles that individuals 
are expected to play is given emphasis, and suggestions are
102Ibid., p. 237
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made as to how those who are charged with planning for 
disaster may take account of these factors.
III. SUGGESTED MODELS
Some of the models that have been used by various 
researchers in the analysis of disasters are presented 
without comment here*
Time models. The time model used by Carr included:
(1) the preliminary period, (2) a precipitating event,
(3) the dislocation and disorganization phase, and (4) the
103phase of readjustment and reorganization. J
Powell, Raynor and Finesinger suggested the follow­
ing time model: (1) pre-disaster conditions, (2) warning
period, (3) period of threat, (4) impact period, (5) inven­
tory period, (6) rescue period, (7) remedy period, and 
(S) recovery period.
•^^Carr, qjd. cit.. p. 214.
10^John W. Powell, Jeannette Raynor and Jacob E. 
Finesinger, "Response to Disaster in American Cultural 
Groups," in Symposium on Stress (Washington: Army Medical
Service Graduate School, 1953)* cited by Anthony F. C. 
Wallace in Tornado in Worcester: An Exploratory Study of
Individual and Community Behavior in an Extreme 'Situation. 
op. cit., p. 2.
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Wallace revised the model suggested by Powell,
Raynor and Finesinger and presented the following model:
(1) steady state, (2) warning period, (3) period of threat,
(4) period of impact, (5) period of isolation, (6) rescue 
period, (7) period of rehabilitation, and (8) period of 
irreversible change.
Finally, the model suggested by Form, _et al.. 
included: (1) the pre-disaster stage, (2) the emergency 
stage, and (3) the post-disaster stage.
Spatial models. Wallace presented a spatial model 
composed of concentric circles which he called, beginning 
with the inner-most circle: (1) area of total impact,
(2) area of fringe impact, (3) filter area, (4) area of 
organized community aid, and (5) area of organized regional 
aid.10?
The spatial model used by Form, _et al., was composed 
of a small rectangle located within a larger one. The area 
of the inner rectangle is termed ’’impact area,” while the 
surrounding area within the larger rectangle is called "the
10%allace, Ibid.. pp. 7-15. A slightly modified 
form of this scheme was used in this study.
1
Form, et al., op. cit.. p. 13.
^7wallace, ojd. cit., p. 3.
periphery.” Everything outside the larger rectangle 
called "outside area.”^
CHAPTER III
THE PLACE AND THE PEOPLE
The conditioning environment of the area with which 
this study is concerned is a rather unique one in several 
respects, especially geographically. Although the extent 
to which such environmental factors influence the social 
life of the area and the responses of the people to the 
disaster may not be fully determined, some attention 
should be given to this dimension of life in the area.
I. THE PHYSIOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF LOWER 
CAMERON PARISH
Marshes. Figure 2 shows the physiographic charac­
teristics of the impact zone. As is readily apparent, the 
greater portion of the southern part of the parish is 
covered by marsh. This marsh formation is from twenty to 
thirty miles in width and extends across the entire breadth 
of the parish; in fact, it extends pretty well across the 
entire State of Louisiana. Russell and Howe describe the 
marsh as follows:
The marsh deposits consist essentially of fine 
sediments more or less mixed with vegetational remains 
and their decomposition products. In places they
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include beds of the common brackish-water clam, Rangia 
Cuneata. Borings indicate the presence of occasional 
layers of peat. All of the marsh deposits have formed 
through reduction and, hence, stand in striking con­
trast with the oxidized sub-soils of the delta remnant 
upon which they rest.l
The marshes were originally formed, according to
the judgment of the above-mentioned authors, during the
Pleistocene Period when the Mississippi River emptied into
the Gulf through this region. Sedimentation was carried
by the waters of the river and deposited into the Gulf or
into the lowlands near the Gulf. This phenomenon may be
currently observed near the mouths of rivers that empty
into the Gulf, particularly the Mississippi River. For
instance, it has been estimated that the Mississippi River
carries more than a million tons of sediment into the Gulf
daily, most of which settles relatively soon after leaving
3the mouth of the river.
In addition to the original substances that went 
into the composition of the marshes, vegetational matter 
and the remains of marine life continually contribute to 
the process of marsh building.
3-R. J. Russell and H. V. Howe, ”Cheniers of South­





The growth of the marshes did not proceed without 
interruption. Russell and Howe call attention to the fact 
that, at times, growth was rapid, but that, at other 
times, "the shifting of discharge channels temporarily 
halted sedimentation and allowed subsidence and wave 
erosion to drive the shore inland. . . . "^ This phe­
nomenon is occurring today all along the Louisiana coast, 
according to these authors, except in the immediate vi­
cinity of the mouths of rivers. It was during these times 
that natural processes served to build land formations 
along the shore line that, in time, came to be called 
"cheniers.”
Cheniers. Literally, the term cheniere means "an 
oak grove," but the Americanized version refers to land 
formations. Russell and Howe describe these land for­
mations in the following manner:
Several long, narrow, sandy ridges run roughly 
parallel to the coast of southwestern Louisiana.
Rising slightly above the surrounding marshes, lakes 
and water courses, all essentially at sea level, these 
low ridges form the most conspicuous topographic 
features of the region. Sharply localized, well 
drained, and fertile, they support a luxuriant vege- 
tational cover in which large evergreen oaks form so
^Ibid., p . 456.
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striking a part that, quite deservedly, the ridges 
have been called cheniers. . . .  "5
These cheniers were apparently formed by wave 
action pushing sediment, primarily sand, up onto the 
marshy shore, forming, eventually, a ridge along the 
water*s edge. This took place, as mentioned above, during 
a period when there was a minimum of sedimentation being 
deposited into the Gulf by the rivers. Wave action caused 
the water to cut into the marsh deposit, creating a ridge 
as it penetrated deeper into the marsh.
In describing the process it has been suggested
that:
As a beach ridge grows in size it gradually begins 
to support vegetation. Few plants will grow on its 
original, unmodified sand, but these few will leave 
roots which alter the composition of the surface 
materials so that new plants, unable to take root in 
pure sand, but able to live in sand slightly modified 
by previous vegetation, may become established. Thus 
through what ecologists term a “plant succession,” 
there is a gradual, cumulative process by which soil 
is built up. . . . ”6
5Ibid., p. 449.
£°Henry V. Howe, Richard J. Russell and James M. 
McGuirt, “Physiography of Coastal Southwest Louisiana” in 
Henry V. Howe, _et .al., Reports on the Geology of Cameron 
and Vermilion Parishes (Baton Rouge: Department of Con­
servation, Louisiana Geological Survey, 193 5)t p. 2£.
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The physiographic features of Cameron Parish indicate 
that there were successive periods of marsh and chenier 
formation. As the marshes extended progressively farther 
to the south the most recently formed chenier would become 
an "island,” separated from both the mainland and the Gulf 
by marsh. It has been noted that each chenier "marks a 
separate episode in geological history."^
Figure 2 shows the several distinct shore lines 
that eventuated in the formation of cheniers. Grand 
Chenier is the newest, fully developed chenier, extending 
uninterruptedly for about fifteen miles east from the 
Mermentau River. Other parts of the same formation, 
extending east, are known as Cow Island, Long Island, and 
Pecan Island. To the west of the Mermentau the chenier is 
known as Oak Grove and as Front Ridge. The entire length 
of the chenier is about seventy miles. It varies in width 
from a few feet up to twelve hundred feet and reaches, in 
places, an elevation of ten feet. The soil is quite sandy 
and there are many shells in the formation. Figure 2 also 
shows the other chenier formations. Naturally, the farther 











Figure 2. Chenier and marsh formations in Cameron Parish. (Prom 
Henry V. Howe, Richard J. Russell and James McGuirt, Reports on the 
Geology of Cameron and Vermilion Parishes. New Orleans: Department of
Conservation, Louisiana Geological Purvey, 1935# Used by permission.)
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of the older cheniers is considerably less than that of 
Grand Chenier, some of them being scarcely above sea level.
In this study interviews were conducted on North 
Island, Cow Island, Grand Chenier, Oak Grove, Front Ridge, 
Cameron Ridge, Creole Ridge, Chenier Perdue and Little 
Chenier.
Prairies. The topography of the northern portion 
of Cameron Parish is very similar to that of Calcasieu 
Parish which largely bounds it on the north. This flat 
land is thought to be a result of the same process that 
has created the marshes, the difference being in the 
passage of time.^ This portion of the parish is used 
extensively for rice farming and for cattle grazing, thus 
the population density is rather low. The elevation is 
not much greater than that of Lower Cameron Parish. At 
the time of the hurricane that served as the agent causing 
the disaster discussed in this study, water covered large 
portions of Upper Cameron Parish also. This study, however, 
does not deal with the northern part of the parish except 
in so far as it was used as a refuge area during the hurri­
cane and as a "filter area" through which communication
°Archie S. Hollister, The Geography of Cameron 
Parish ( n.p. : n.n. , 1952), p. 12.
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and transportation had to pass. One additional manner in 
which Upper Cameron enters into consideration is that it 
is included in reports, statistical and otherwise, that 
deal with the parish as a whole.
Waterways. Water has apparently played a signifi­
cant role in this area throughout its history. As noted 
above, much of the area of the parish has been built by 
water-born sedimentation within comparatively recent 
geological time. More recently, waterways have served as 
channels of communication and transportation, and the 
latter function continues to be of considerable importance 
to the economic life of the area. Until the 1930Ts there 
was no roadway crossing the marsh into the southern part 
of the parish, and many people still talk of the "old 
days" when the only way to go to Lake Charles or to Lake 
Arthur was by boat. Older residents call the names of the 
old passenger and freight boats with an apparent nostalgia.
The principal rivers that are in the parish are the 
Mermentau and the Calcasieu. On the west the parish is 
bounded by the Sabine River and Sabine Lake. In addition 
to these, there are several lakes, the two largest being 
Grand Lake, through which the Mermentau River flows, and 
Calcasieu Lake, through which the Calcasieu River flows.
BO
Many artificial waterways exist in the parish, 
particularly in the southern portion. The two that are of 
most significance are the Calcasieu Ship Channel and the 
Intracoastal Canal. The latter seems to serve as the 
dividing line between South Cameron and the remainder of 
the parish. The Intracoastal Canal was originally author­
ized by the national Congress in 1SSS, some eighteen years 
after the creation of the parish. The canal has been re­
worked several times, its bed being enlarged to a width of
one hundred twenty-five feet and a depth of twelve feet .
during the Second World War. The Calcasieu Ship Channel
/
is of sufficient width and depth to allow ocean-going 
vessels to use it to travel the forty miles inland to 
Lake Charles.
One significant aspect of the role of water in the 
parish is the fishing industry. This aspect will be dis­
cussed in Chapter IV, as will the development of the off­
shore oil operations which has added to the already rather 
significant use of the waterways made by oil companies.
II. THE NATURAL RESOURCES OF LOWER CAMERON PARISH
Wildlife. A rationale for the slogan currently 
being placed on automobile license plates in Louisiana 
(Sportsmans Paradise) could doubtlessly be found in the
southern part of Cameron Parish. The number and variety
of game--animal, fowl and fish--is very large. This
abundance has been such that a considerable part of the
economic structure of the area is directly connected with
it and will be discussed along with the other economic
factors. About one-fourth of the land area (primarily
omarsh land) has been set aside as game refuges.'
In earlier times there were more species of game to
be found in the area than is the case today. -̂0 Increasing
human population and decreasing isolation have taken their
toll in this regard. Several interviewees spoke of the
"good old days" when there were not so many "strangers" in 
11the parish.
Oil and gas. Perhaps the most profitable bounty of 
nature has been, at least in recent years, the oil and
9Ibid., p. 43•
•^Ibid., p. 32.
Strangers" are outsiders, even those who reside 
temporarily in the parish. One man said that his father- 
in-law, who had lived in the parish for at least twenty- 
five years, was still considered a "stranger" by some. 
This, however, would probably be an extreme case. In the 
interviewing process a number of persons were contacted 
who had been born elsewhere and who seemed to have become 
thoroughly assimilated.
gas that is obtained in the area. Oil explorations were 
begun earl}7' in this century, with the first producing oil
1 Owell being completed in 1926. As will be shown in 
Chapter IV, this source of income is very significant in 
the parish at the present time, and, doubtlessly, had a 
great deal to do with the speed of the rehabilitation of 
the disaster impact area. The significance of this source 
of income is indicated by the boast made by an informant 
that he made more money accidentally than people in north 
Louisiana made on purpose!
III. THE INHABITANTS OF LOWER CAMERON PARISH
Indians. Hollister indicates that there were 
dwellers in the area that is now Cameron Parish long before 
the Attakapas, who were displaced when the whites came to 
dwell there.^3 He calls attention to certain artifacts 
that support this view. Kniffen concurs in this opinion 
regarding primitive dwellers in the area. He judges 
certain mounds, the remains of which are found in the 
area, to antedate the Attakapas. One such mound is the 
Alligator Mound found in the eastern part of the parish.
i
-^Hollister, op. cit., p. 45.
13lbid.» pp. 46-50.
This mound, only about one-half of which remains, was a 
replica of an alligator and was, apparently, some twenty 
odd feet high and four hundred yards long. The section 
which remains is about two hundred yards long and extends 
to a width of one hundred and twenty-five yards.^
The western boundary of the Attakapas territory was 
the Mermentau River; and, while this Indian nation had 
been defeated by other tribes before the coming of the 
white man, the area still bore their name. The territory 
was used as hunting grounds for the Choctaws, the Alibamous 
and the Opelousas tribes, the tribes that had defeated the 
cannibalistic Attakapas.̂
Early records of white visitors to the area describe 
the Attakapas as a peaceful, but degenerate group.^
Dyer notes that in 1739 one observer described the 
Attakapas as living on the seashore of Louisiana and sub­
sisting mostly on fish.-1-? In 1819 an American army officer
•^Howe, Russell and McGuirt, op. cit., pp. 65-68.
•^Alcee Fortier, et al., Biographical and Historical 
Memoirs of Louisiana (Chicago: The Goodspeed Publishing
Company, 1892) 1, 22.
^D. 0. Dyer, The Lake Charles Attakapas. pamphlet 




became ill while passing through this area, according to 
Dyer, and spent some time in the Attakapas settlement under 
the treatment of the shaman of the tribe. He described 
these Indians as being dark skinned, with coarse black 
hair. They were short of statue, he said, and their heads 
were large, with their facial features being rather promi­
nent. According to this observer, they used fish oil as
ISfood and, consequently, were extremely fat.
The same author mentioned another military officer 
who visited the Attakapas village several times in 1S17* 
ISIS and 1S19. This observer concurred with the first 
officer in the description of the tribe. He noted that 
the Indians used tobacco and whiskey whenever they were 
able to secure it, and that they were willing to perform 
hard labor to satisfy their wants.^
These early dwellers also knew what it meant to 
experience a hurricane. Dyer states that in lSlO the 
Attakapas huts and supplies were all washed away and they 
faced conditions of dire need. He reported that a council 
was held to decide whether they should cook and eat the 
bodies of some white shipwrecked sailors that had washed
lgIbid.. p. 2.
-*-9Ibid., p . 3 .
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ashore near the mouth of the Calcasieu. After the bodies
were cooked it was decided not to use them as food, he
reported, for fear that to eat the white flesh might
cause their skin to become spotty.2®
The concluding paragraph of Dyerfs pamphlet states:
The Attakapas after 1820 were soon surrounded by 
white settlements and the remnant of the clan which 
had survived the smallpox, syphillis, and tuberculosis, 
which always accompanied white civilization, was 
gradually amalgamated with the superior race.21
White settlers. Several references were made by
Dyer to white settlers in the general area of southwestern
Louisiana. For example, the shaman of the Attakapas who
treated the army officer claimed that he was called upon
frequently to treat residents in a Mermentau River settle- 
22ment. There was also reference to a Greek trader who 
began in about 1820 to sail into the navigable rivers of 
this area, some of which, according to Dyer, were already 
colonized by w h i t e s . T h i s  trader reported on the con­
ditions in the area; one factor being mentioned was the 
great number of mosquitoes with which the people had to 
contend. He noted that large brush fires were built in an
2QIbid., p. 4. 21Ibid., p. 6.
22Ibid., p. 2. 23lbid., p. 4.
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effort to control the mosquitoes. Apparently this practice 
persisted for it is still resorted to by residents of the 
area, according to one informant.
The extent to which the early settlers were con­
cerned with the territory that is now Lower Cameron Parish 
is not clear in the literature. Perrin quotes the follow­
ing from the Lake Charles Echo of October 24, 1390:
Among the Indians in the western region afterward 
conceded to the United States as a part of Louisiana, 
from an unknown origin, sprung a race of people of 
mixed ancestry, known as Red Bones. These and a few 
others for many years constituted the entire population 
of Calcasieu, attached to St. Landry, from which it was 
separated about the year 1340, and designated the 
Parish of Calcasieu. Later a part was taken from this 
territory in forming the parish of Vernon; and again, 
a part was taken in creating the parish of Cameron; . .
Prior to this division, the Parish of Calcasieu extended 
from the mouth of the Mermentau River north to the dividing 
line between Rapides and St. Landry Parishes, then west to 
the Sabine River, including all of the land west and south 
of these lines over to the Sabine River and Sabine Lake.2"*
Some of the early white settlers in what was later to 
become Cameron Parish are mentioned by Fortier. ^  Among
24wiiiiam Henry Perrin, Southwest Louisiana, Biographi­
cal and Historical (New Orleans! The Gulf Publishing Company,
139177“ P* 123.
25Ibid.. pp. 129-130.
26Ai cee Fortier, Louisiana (Atlanta: Southern His­
torical Association, 1909), pp. 151-152.
those mentioned are John M. Smith and George McCall, whose 
families were the only residents on Grand Chenier for 
several years. Perrin speaks of the same two men, using, 
however, the name Millege McCall instead of George McCall. 
The source given for his information was a Mr. E. D. Miller 
of Lake Charles.According to Miller, Millege McCall 
was an "old-time doctor” and "practiced considerably in an 
old-fashioned way; (McCall) was also a justice of the 
peace, and the only one in Grand Chenier prior to the 
organization of the parish."2^
In about 1S40 George W. Wakefield settled in the 
parish, about a mile from Leesburg (now Cameron). He was 
from Ohio.29 Other early residents of the parish mentioned 
by Perrin were: William Doxey, who came from North Carolina
sometime around 1&40, James Hall, James Root, a Mr. Griffeth 
who settled in the western part of the parish, and John M. 
Miller who was one of the early settlers in the eastern 
part of the parish. Mr. Miller was born in Germany but 
came to America with his parents when he was an infant.
His family first settled in St. Landry Parish, but later, 
in 1S47, moved to the area that was to become Cameron Parish.
27perrin, op. cit., p. 170. 2^Ibid., p. 171.
29lbid. 30Ibid., pp. 171-172.
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Perrin notes that, beginning about 1350, settlers 
came into the area more rapidly. He also states "the 
small area of uplands or prairies attracted agriculturists, 
and the great profusion of game brought the hunter and 
sportsman."31
Judging by the responses of the interviewees, and 
by general remarks made by other persons throughout the 
area, the parish must have been fairly well settled within 
a brief time, once the people began to come in. Eighty- 
seven of the one hundred fourteen heads of households and 
their spouses who were interviewed stated that they had 
always lived in Lower Cameron Parish and that their parents 
had also been reared there. In fact, only five of the 
adults whose parents lived in the area knew definitely when 
his or her people moved to Lower Cameron.
As is indicated by the names mentioned above, this 
record does not account specifically for the persons of 
French background who reside in the area, and who consider 
themselves "old time residents." A glance over the family 
names of the area gives an indication of the relative 
numerical importance of persons of French extraction. In 
Sector "A", approximately thirty-five per cent of the family
3 Ibid., p. 172.
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names are obviously French; in Sector ”Bn approximately
sixty per cent and in Sector "CM, approximately twenty-rive
per cent are French. In addition to those persons who bear
French names many others speak French and give evidence of
a French culture.
The early settlers of French background probably
migrated from St. Landry Parish and, particularly, from the
vicinity of Bayou Teche. It was into this area that the
’’Acadians" came during the period from 1760 to 1790, after
their expulsion from Nova Scotia in 1755•
Land was cheap in the days of early settlement,
selling, in some cases, for a bit (twelve and one-half
cents) an acre. Rather large holdings were acquired by
some of the early residents, some of whose descendants
•3 2continue to hold the lands at the present time.
3^0ne interviewee told of having heard an old man 
relating his experiences in alligator hunting. The old man 
said that he used to receive about thirty-five cents for a 
six or seven foot alligator, whereas today the alligator 
hunter gets about one dollar and fifty cents a foot for his 
catch. When one of his younger auditors laughed, the old 
man said, quite pointedly, to the younger man, ”With that 
thirty-five cents I could buy at least two acres of landl 
How much land can you buy with the price you get for one 
alligator today?”
Apparently land development companies got possession 
of very large tracts of land, both highland and marsh, 
throughout the region. One such company that was mentioned
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Cameron was established as a parish in 1&70, during 
the administration of Henry Clay Warmoth. “An interesting 
side light on the establishment of the parish may be found 
in WarmothTs book, War, Politics. and Reconstruction. He 
tells how that the first person to represent the parish in 
the state legislature was sent to the parish for this 
express purpose:
So I signed the bill creating the Parish of Cameron 
on March lo, 1370, and sent Colonel Carter down there 
as Parish Judge with a salary of $2,000 per annum. I 
gave him blank commissions for the Sheriff, Justices 
of the Peace, Police Jurors, Registers of Voters, 
Constables, etc., with instructions to fill all of the 
offices with the best people he could find in the 
parish.
The reader will not be surprised that with all of 
this power Colonel Carter was able to fulfill his 
ambition and my wishes by being elected a member of 
the Louisiana House of Representatives from Cameron 
Parish. He was unanimously elected, and when he 
returned to the city he boasted that he had been 
elected to the Legislature as a Republican on his 
Confederate record.33
by interviewees was the American Land and Timber Company.
This land was sold to residents or to prospective residents.
The situation has changed considerably; now it is 
extremely difficult to find any land that is for sale, and 
the price is high. One tract of land was reported to have 
been sold shortly after the hurricane for eight hundred 
dollars an acre, and several persons remarked that this 
was a low rate.
-^Henry Clay Warmoth, War. Politics, and Reconstruction 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1930), p• 110.
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Political developments, however, were such that the 
governor became very unhappy with this early representative, 
and probably rued the day he signed the bill creating the 
parish. He soon discovered that Carter was working against
him in the legislature and the two became bitter political
34enemies.
Negroes. An early reference to Negroes in the area 
is that of Perrin who records that William Doxey brought a
O  £Tnumber of Negroes with him from North Carolina in 1340.
Their numbers may have been augmented somewhat near the 
time of the Civil War by slaves who ran away from the 
plantations to the northeast of the region. One inter­
viewee, an aged Negro man, suggested this possibility. His 
own father, he said, came to this isolated area at that 
time. As may be seen, however, in Table I, the number of 
Negroes in Cameron Parish has never been unusually large, 
ranging from slightly over twenty-one per cent of the 
population in 1370 to about nine per cent in 1950. The 
absolute numbers of the Negro population in the parish 
have remained rather stable, the difference in percentage 
being caused primarily by fluctuations in the numbers of
3^-Ibid.. p. 111. 35perrin, cit.. p. 171.
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TABLE I








1870 1591 1249 78.50 342 21.501880 2416 2092 86.59 324 13.411890 2828 2402 84.94 426 15.06
1900 3975 3375 85.40 577 14.601910 4288 3750 87.45 538 12.55
1920 3952 3367 85.20 585 14.801930 6054 5476 90.45 578 9.55
1940 7203 6533 90.70 670 9.30
1950 6244 5661 90.66 583 9.34
^SOURCES: United States Bureau of the Census, Ninth
Census of the United States: 1S70. The Statistics of the
Population of the United States. Vol. 1, Louisiana. Table 
II, "Population by Counties" [Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1872), p. 33; _______  Tenth Census of the
United States: 1880. Statistics of the Population of the 
United States. Vol. I, Louisiana. Table 3, "Population of 
Civil Divisions Less Than Counties" (Washington:__Govern­
ment Printing Office, I883), p. 196; ______  Twelfth Census
of the United States: 1900. Population. Vol. I, Louisiana.
Table 5, "Population of States and Territories by Minor 
Civil Divisions: I89O and 1900" (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1901), p. 186; ______  Fourteenth Census
of the United States: 1920. State Compendium. Louisiana.
Table 2, "Population of Parishes by Minor Civil Divisions: 
1920 I9IO, 1900" (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1924J, p. 12; and _______  Seventeenth Census of the United
States: 1950. Census of Population. Vol. I, Table 6,
"Population of Parishes by Minor Civil Divisions: 1930-
1950" (Washington: Government Printing Office 1952),
pp. 18-19.
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white people in the parish. It may be observed in Table I 
that sometime between 1890 and 1900 the numbers of non­
whites increased to more than five hundred. From that time 
through 1950 the number of nonwhites remained between 
five and six hundred except for the Census of 1940.
Many of the Negroes in Lower Cameron Parish are 
very light colored. In the Census of 1910 it was recorded 
that there were five hundred thirty-eight Negroes in the 
parish, two hundred ninety-nine of whom were black and two 
hundred thirty-nine were mulattoes.
IV. RECENT DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS
Numbers. As may be noted in Table I, the population 
of Cameron Parish showed an increase in each census year 
from 1870 until 1920. In the latter year it showed a 
decrease, probably accounted for by the dislocation of 
population during the First World War, In 1930 the popu­
lation was shown to have increased radically, showing a 
fifty-three per cent increase during the preceding decade. 
This increase may have been partially caused by the return
3&United States Bureau of the Census, Thirteenth 
Census of the United States; 1910. Vol. II, Population,
Alabama-Montana, Chapter 2, Table 1, ’’Composition and 
Characteristics of the Population (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1913)» p. 780.
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of the population following the war years. Another factor 
was, no doubt, the discovery of oil in the parish. This 
development brought considerable numbers of oil field 
workers to the parish. Between 1930 and 1940 the parish 
experienced a nineteen per cent growth in population; but 
between 1940 and 1950 the trend was downward, the total 
population showing a thirteen per cent decrease in the 
decade.
Estimates of population changes since 1950 suggest 
that the trend again reversed itself and the population 
increased up to the time of the disaster. This increase 
was attributed by some informants to the influence of the 
Korean conflict on oil operations. There was little, how­
ever, to substantiate the claims of extensive population 
growth in the parish, or more specifically, in that part 
of the parish considered here as the impact zone. Foley 
estimated that the population of Lower Cameron Parish at
the time of the hurricane was approximately three thousand 
37four hundred.
^^Albert S. Foley, Operation Bayou: The Hurricane
Audrey Disaster Study (Committee on Disaster Studies, 
Preliminary W W k  Memorandum; Washington, D. C.: National




POPULATION OF LOWER CAMERON PARISH*
1000-1950
Year Ward 1 Ward 2 Ward 3 Total
1330 306 431 795 1532
1390 335 705 941 1931
1900 603 352 13 23 27331910 599 1006 1407 30121920 423 375 1220 25231930 943 961 1423 3332
1940 306 1070 2109 39351950 504 904 2276 3634
^SOURCES: United States Bureau of the Census, Tenth
Census of the United States: lOOQ. Statistics of the
Population of the United States. Vol. I, Louisiana. Table 
3, "Population of Civil Divisions Less Than Counties" 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1003 ), p. 196;
_______  Twelfth Census of the United States: 1900.
Population. Vol. I, Louisiana. Table 5, "Population of 
States and Territories by Minor Civil Divisions: 1390 and
1900" (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1901),
p. 136; 2______  Fourteenth Census of the United States:
1920. State Compendium. Louisiana. Table 2, "Population 
of Parishes by Minor Civil Divisions: 1920, 1910, 1900"
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1924), p. 12;
_______ Seventeenth Census of the United States: 1950»
Census of the Population. Vol. I, Table 6, "Population of 
Parishes by Minor Civil Divisions: 1930-1950" (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1952), pp. 13-19.
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Table II shows the population figures for Wards 
one, two, and three, which are approximately co-extensive 
with the impact area. It may be observed that the same 
general trends are demonstrated in these wards when con­
sidered together as are shown for the parish as a whole 
during the period from 1S$0 to 1950. When the wards are 
considered individually, however, some variation is seen. 
Ward 1 showed a slight decline in population in 1910 
whereas the other wards continued to increase in numbers 
of inhabitants up through that census enumeration. This 
ward again preceded the parish as a whole by a decade in 
showing a population decline in 1940. The population 
trend in Ward 3 differed from that of the parish in that 
it continued to climb between 1940 and 1950, showing an 
eight per cent increase during this decade. This ward 
includes the town of Cameron, and there is some evidence 
of a shifting of the population in the direction of the 
town. It was here that the two menhaden ("pogy”) plants 
were built during this decade.
Chapter IV will show something of the social 
organization that is basic to the social life of the 
people of Lower Cameron Parish.
CHAPTER IV
THE PRE-DISASTER SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF LOWER CAMERON PARISH
As observed earlier, it is essential that attention 
be given to the pre-disaster social structure of a community 
or an area before an understanding of reactions to a dis­
aster situation may be attained. Much of the social struc­
ture of Cameron Parish antedating June 27, 1957, had to
be reconstructed from interviews conducted with residents 
in the stricken area during the period of the field work
for this study. Census data were also available for
analysis in regard to certain long term trends.
I. SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WAY OF LIFE 
IN LOWER CAMERON PARISH
One informant who lived in the northern part of 
Cameron Parish attempted to explain the uniqueness of life 
in Cameron Parish to the researcher. At one point he 
generalized, "You will find the same kind of people up to 
a line about ten miles south of Lake Charles." Upon being 
asked to elaborate on this statement he mentioned the 
independent, self-reliant attitudes of the people and also 
their love for the out-of-doors and of hunting and fishing.
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It was suggested that one factor influential in bringing 
about this uniqueness was the fact that the people lived, 
more or less, to themselves.
Relative isolation. The first.road was built across 
the marshes into Lower Cameron Parish by the Louisiana High­
way Department during the administration of Governor Huey P. 
Long in the 1930Ts. Until that time the only way to enter 
or leave the area was by boat. Thus for more than sixty 
years after the creation of the parish, and for almost a 
hundred years after the establishment of white settlements 
in what was to become Cameron Parish, there were limited 
means of entry and exit from the area of Lower Cameron,
Many people never left the area at all, or if they did 
leave, it was for an overnight trip to Lake Charles or to 
Lake Arthur. This period of time, during which there was 
limited contact with persons from other areas, allowed the 
culture patterns within the area itself to become well 
established. Burgess and Locke, in writing of the family, 
indicated that isolation from deviant patterns of behavior 
was a factor making for family unity.
-̂ -Ernest W. Burgess and Harvey J. Locke, The Family 
(second edition; New York: American Book Company, 1953)»
p. 91.
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Other groups apparently react in a similar manner
to isolation. Russell and Kniffen call attention to the
relative isolation of the nation of Egypt for centuries
and the relative aloofness of their culture made possible
2by this isolation.
The isolation of Lower Cameron Parish extended to 
certain sectors within the area itself, although the 
barriers there were not always physical in nature. In 
some cases they were physical, however, as on the smaller 
"islands” or parts of older cheniers that rise above the 
surrounding marsh. One interviewee spoke of how the island 
on which she lived was ”ruined” when a road was built 
across the marsh that surrounded it. "It used to be quiet 
and peaceful here,” she said, "but that’s all gone now."
Another person who was interviewed said, "Seem like 
I like it better before I had a road. Everything be quiet. 
Nothing to bother me. Now more people come down here."
In general, however, there appears to have been 
rather intensive interaction among the residents of Lower 
Cameron even before the building of modern roads. The 
limited size of the cheniers made a certain degree of
^Richard J. Russell and Fred B. Kniffen, Culture 
Worlds (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1951), pp. 2^2-2S3 .
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grouping necessary. As mentioned in Chapter III, the 
settlement pattern is similar to the 1Tline village” type 
of land settlement. To many of the early residents this 
was a familiar arrangement and fitted quite well into the 
patterns of life to which they were accustomed.^
Early roadways were built along the southern edges 
of the sandy cheniers. These roads or paths were used to
t  *
travel east or west to the two rivers that served as links 
with the people to the north. Travel between the cheniers 
was accomplished by means of boats or by wading through the 
marsh, either by foot or on horseback.
Produce from the farms of the area was shipped to 
market by boat; the two main points from which most ship­
ments were made being Cameron (Leesburg) and Grand Chenier.
Ethnocentrism. One school teacher, upon seeing a 
list of children who were attending the elementary schools 
in Lower Cameron Parish, pointed to one or two names and 
said, ”Those are not ours; I know all of ours;” thus 
referring to children of old time residents of the area in 
a possessive manner. This identification indicates a type 
of relationship that is similar to that which is described
^T. Lynn Smith, The Sociology of Rural Life (third 
edition; Mew York; Harper and Brothers, 1953)# pp. 214-216.
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by Sumner as ethnocentrism.^" Other indications of ethno­
centric values were to be found in most of the interviews. 
One lady spoke of her community as it existed prior to the 
storm by saying, ”It was paradiseI You could raise your 
own stuff, and hunt and fish. It was very pretty.,f Some 
other remarks, indicative of ethnocentric feelings were:
This is a good place to live.
I don’t believe that it’s better anywhere else.
. . . seem like I like to live down here. I don’t 
think I’d move any other places. I go to Lake Charles, 
or something like that, . . .  I like to come home.
Oh yes, it’s getting better. You take at Creole, 
we have two fine doctors. We used to have a fine 
doctor here in Grand Chenier. We’ve got enough 
priests to have Mass every Sunday.
Shore is a nice place.
Thought of buying in Maplewood, but realized that 
it is better here.5
I didn’t like it in Maplewood because there were 
too many trees, you couldn’t see nothing!
One of the best places in the country to make a 
living. We have people from all over the world who 
come here to work.
We’ve got a lot of outsiders who have married our 
girls here— that’s since the war. Before the war, 
everybody married someone from down here.
Stfilliam G. Sumner, Folkways (Boston: Ginn, 1906),
pp. 12-15.
^Maplewood is a planned suburban community located 
a few miles west of the city of Lake Charles.
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For me, therefs no place like Cameron!
I just wouldn*t leave here!
These, and many similar remarks, were made by inter­
viewees during the course of interviews. There were some 
expressions of preference for other places; but these 
statements had to do, primarily, with reactions to the 
storm.
Primary group values. In Lower Cameron emphasis 
seems to be placed on what the sociologist terms "primary 
groups." Williams observed:
Small stable primary groups have been the building 
blocks of human societies over most of the world in 
all past history. The family, the neighborhood, the 
village or commune, the local band are the basic units 
upon which more elaborate and indirect social structures 
are erected.6
Such groups are supported by values that are in keeping 
with this type of social organization. Perhaps no community 
could exist without the presence of some primary groups that 
are highly valued by the residents of the community. It is 
commonplace, however, to observe that for some individuals 
and groups the primary values have to compete with rational­
istic, contractual values. One of the techniques used in
^Robin M. Williams, Jr., American Society (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1955), p. 464.
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differentiating communities is to observe the relative 
importance (more or less statistically) of primary group
7relations and of secondary or contractual interrelations.
Williams differentiates between "communal” and "associ-
ational11 societies largely on these terms. The former is
characterized by "primary" relations. The communal society,
he observes, finds its prototype in the isolated rural 
9community.
Lower Cameron would seem to qualify for this dis­
tinction, because, to the observer of social life in the 
area, it is apparent that primary relationships predominate. 
One indication of the importance of primary relationships 
is the relative absence of formal organizations in Lower 
Cameron Parish. This was emphasized by such statements as: 
We donTt have many organizations.
I donTt bother much about that (attending the 
meetings of organizations). I went one afternoon and 
they kept me about five hours so I didntt go back.
Everyone is on his own down here— no public meetings.
They had a couple of organizations in Cameron, but 
I never fool around with them.
^Charles P. Loomis and J. Allan Beegle, Rural Social 
Systems (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950;, pp. 9-10.
^Williams, op. pit., pp. 44$-455.
9Ibid.. p. 450.
ITve got enough to do with two girls.
It don*t pay me to go, because I never did under­
stand too much American.
ThereTs no meetings or things like that. . . .
People down here dontt like to be bothered with any­
thing like that. They love company, but at home. We 
love home!
Of the two hundred sixteen persons in the seventy- 
five households interviewed, only thirty-seven reported 
holding membership in any organization other than religious 
groups. One interviewee, a "stranger," explained, "ItTs 
hard to get people together in this town for a meeting, 
awfully hard. Several groups have tried. ... . " This 
interviewee mentioned the names of several groups that had 
started and failed, and then added, "The Lions have had 
greater success, but they1 re mostly business men in 
Cameron."
Another indication of the relative importance of 
primary type relations was the manner in which interviewees 
frequently attempted to "explain" the beliefs and practices 
of the people of Lower Cameron. Each of these interviewees 
apparently felt that he understood the values held by other 
people in the area. The quote above, in which the inter­
viewee explained, "People down here don*t like to be 
bothered with anything like that" is a good illustration 
of this characteristic. Another interviewee "explained"
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the behavior of others by observing that he doubted whether 
people would have gotten out even if they had known the 
storm was going to strike there.
The importance placed upon personal relations even 
in financial matters was pointed out by several informants. 
In reference to money lending, it was noted that es­
pecially in former years, the people generally did not 
make a note when loaning or borrowing money. The trans­
action was based on an oral agreement. One person said,
"In those days it was unheard of for a person to default 
in payment." This practice was still rather widespread at 
the time of the hurricane.
While the researcher was conducting an interview in 
one home, the rural mail carrier came in. He went directly 
to the kitchen and poured a cup of coffee for himself. He 
said that he had been stopping at this home for coffee for 
over thirty years and that he sometimes stayed for dinner! 
In former days, he said, he often changed horses here.
This primary type of relationship apparently permeates
l^One informant suggested that the reason certain 
persons did not receive financial assistance for rehabili­
tation purposes was because they had considerable amounts 
of money out on loan to residents of the area, and this 
was added to their assets. The existence of the debts 
came to light as the debtors listed them as obligations 
when they applied for assistance.
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other official roles also. Several people indicated that 
they looked to the postmistress of one of the post offices 
for advice when they needed assistance.
Still another indication of the particularistic, 
informal type of social organization existent in the area 
is to be found in the manner in which the people of the 
area relate themselves to the elected officials, especially 
to the sheriff. This is described later in this chapter, 
but at this point it is significant to observe that many 
of the people spoke of the fact that they looked to the 
sheriff for advice and help lvhen such was needed.
Attachment to home and to local neighborhood was 
especially noticeable among the whites in Sectors ”B,T and 
"C", and, to a lesser extent, in Sector "A". Such state­
ments as the following ones were elicited from inter­
viewees in Sector "B" in response to questions 2A, 25 and 
A6 of the interview schedule. (See Appendix B).
If I leave here, I would go to Lake Charles or 
somewhere else; but ITm not expecting to leave here.
Ifm used to this place here, and it looks like when 
you*re used to one place you can't give it up.
Well, I*ve been raised here. I donTt like Grand 
Chenier.
I -wouldnft live in Grand Chenier, or anywhere else. 
This is my home.
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I tell you the fact, I would hate to leave over 
here— born and raised here. I wouldn’t trade with 
Grand Chenier.
I don’t like to live in a town, or close to a town 
either.
Main difference between here and Cameron is that 
Cameron is a mixed place— different kind of people 
live along the river. We donTt have that kind of 
people around here.
The people are more friendly here than in Grand 
Chenier. They say people aren’t very friendly over 
there. And they got a lot of ’’strangers" in Cameron.
I don’t like Cameron--itTs too close to the Gulf. 
"Big shots" have most of the land, too.
I wouldn’t want to move. In Grand Chenier there 
are more mosquitoes--when there’s some here, there’s 
plenty in Grand Chenier and Oak Grove.
Residents of Sector "C" made many such remarks as 
the following in response to these same questions:
The people in Grand Chenier stick together better 
than people in the other communities.
Here in Grand Chenier, not in CameronI I like 
Creole, but there’s so much mud there when it rains.
I’d rather stay, over here. Too many "pogy" boats and 
all kind of stuff in Cameron. This is a better place 
to raise a family. You can’t raise a family in town.
I go to Cameron one or two times a year.
I reckon that it is just because I was born and 
raised here that I like it better. I think that the 
people here get along better.
You see, I know everyone over here. . . .  Of course, 
I know people all over the parish, but I’m kind of 
adjusted to these people.
In Sector "A" the expressions of preference for the 
neighborhood were primarily of two sorts— those of persons
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who disliked living, in the "country,” and those who ex­
pressed preference for the convenience of living near their 
work. There seemed to be less of what may be termed "an 
emotional attachment" to the neighborhood in Sector "A."
Opinions expressed in response to question 26 also 
indicated attachment to the local area. Numerous infor­
mants and interviewees in each of the sectors stated that 
they believed that their own neighborhood was rebuilding 
faster than all others.
The colored people who were interviewed gave a wide 
range of expressions of attachment to the neighborhood.
Some were as emotionally attached as the person who said,
"I wouldnft trade this place for Cameron Parish; this 
place came from my grandfather and.ITd eat. bread and' vlrater 
before ITd lose.it." Others indicated that calculated con­
venience was the determining factor in their choice of a 
place to live. This was illustrated by the response of the 
person who said that he would rather move to Cameron because 
of the better work opportunities there. Several colored- 
people said they would dislike living on Grand Chenier 
because they considered it to be "out of the way."
The comments of most of the Negro interviewees, as • 
well as statements made by other Negroes, suggested that the 
solidarity experienced by Negroes was based primarily on 
ethnic identification rather than on locality groupings.
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s.One interviewee spoke of the colored people who were lost 
in the storm, saying, "Everyone that was lost was just 
like a jjister or a brother to me." This person stated that 
she had lost approximately sixty relatives in the disaster.
II. SUBCULTURES
As was mentioned earlier, it was anticipated that 
distinct subcultures would be located within the impact 
area. LaPiere1s definition of a subculture as "any complex 
of values, sentiments, beliefs, etc., . . . which *, . . 
differentiates those who acquire it from the .rest of the 
societal membership" could probably be applied to the area 
as a w h o l e . I n  this study, however, the impact area is 
considered as the cultural universe, and variations within 
it as subcultures.
In order to qualify as a subculture, a complex of 
values, etc., need not vary greatly; for, as LaPiere notes,- 
subcultures are, primarily, "more or less subtle variations 
on the basic culture."̂ -2
-*--̂ Richard T. LaPiere. A Theory of Social Control 




French subculture. The above discussion of neighbor­
hoods indicates the possibility of delineating several sub­
cultures within the confines of Lower Cameron Parish.
Perhaps the most obvious is that of the French (mainly of 
Acadian descent), the center of whose social life seems to 
be Creole. It was while interviewing in this general vi­
cinity that the majority of the French-speaking interviewees 
were contacted. An early impression gained by the researcher 
was that the people of this area, and particularly the 
French-speaking people, felt that they were distinct from 
the remainder of the population of Lower Cameron. The 
statements indicating intense neighborhood identification 
were much more prevalent here than elsewhere. Of the 
twenty-three white households in. which interviews were 
conducted in Sector "B”, twenty-one of the families identi­
fied themselves as being French. In seventeen of the house­
holds the language normally spoken was French, and in 
twenty-one of the households at least one of the adults 
spoke French.
Several of the interviewees were rather reluctant 
to be interviewed because, they said, they couldnft speak 
English very well. It was in this sector- that .interpreters 
had to be used in order for two of the interviews to.be 
conducted.
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Apparently a French-speaking person is more readily 
received here than a non-French-speaking individual. One 
colored interviewee mentioned his ability to speak French, 
and stated, "When I go to Creole I donTt have to go in 
anybodyTs back door. I can go right through the front 
door because I can speak French just like they do.”
The residents of all twenty-one of these "French” 
households were of the Catholic religion. Several persons 
in the area made mention of the fact that "around here 
everyone is Catholic." The large Catholic church (see 
Figure 3) is located just about two and one-half miles 
west of the Creole post office, and the Knights of Columbus 
Hall for the entire area was located near the Creole cross­
roads.
The people of the French subculture did not all 
claim Creole as their location. Those who lived east of 
the crossroads spoke of their location as being East 
Creole and those still farther east identified themselves 
as living on Chenier Perdue. Ranging from one to two 
miles to the north, and running ..approximately parallel to 
the East Creole chenier is Little Chenier.. All of the 
families contacted here identified themselves as being 
French, as did those families living on the ridge along
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Figure 3. Catholic church at Creole after the 
hurricane.
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which the roadway runs between Creole and Cameron, over to 
Daiglefs Corner, the western edge of Sector "B."
At least two of the families contacted were of 
Italian extraction, judging by their names. One other 
family had a Spanish name. These people, however, had 
become completely assimilated; consequently all that re­
mained of the original ethnic identification was the 
family name.
With the exception of a few families that live in 
trailers near a radio station operated by an oil company 
and several families that live at Oak Grove, virtually all 
of the people who live in Sector ”B” are native to the area.
Eleven of the heads of households in Sector ”B" 
gave farming or cattle raising as their major occupation. 
Throughout the impact area interviewees and informants 
spoke of Creole and of Grand Chenier as being farming com­
munities .
According to several of the people interviewed, the 
farmers and cattlemen in this area have "worked” their 
cattle together for many years. The researcher inquired of 
several people to determine if there were any formal arrange 
ments in this regard, and the answer was always the same— no 
formal organization, but, rather, an informal one. One of
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the leading cattlemen would apparently suggest when to 
move the cattle from one range to another, when to 
vaccinate, etc., and the others would follow suit. Other 
aspects of the cattle business will be discussed later in 
this chapter.
Mutual aid was more frequently mentioned by the 
people of Sector "B" than by individuals interviewed in the 
other sectors. One man said, "When we need help, we call 
on our friends, and they call on us." Several respondents 
made similar remarks; and on three occasions the researcher 
called at homes for interviews and found that several of 
the neighbors were working together.
Primary relations, as discussed above, are every­
where in evidence among the people of the French subculture. 
One lady remarked:
When I was in Lake Charles I missed country life—  
just wanted to live in peace and quiet, and that noise 
was making a wreck out of all of us. . . .It was just 
like you were living in another world. The people 
down here talk to everybody when they meet. Away from 
here itTs not like that.
Another French-speaking lady spoke of Lake Charles, 
saying, "They wasnTt friendly up there— didrift care whether 
they talked to you or not. It*s not like that down here!"
Two elderly French-speaking men greeted the researcher 
with the question, "Do I know you?" indicating, perhaps,
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that they were accustomed to dealing with acquaintances 
and not "strangers.”
There were some evidences of strains existing, 
either currently or in former years, between the French- 
speaking people and the other inhabitants of Lower Cameron 
Parish. On Grand Chenier, for example, three people made 
references to earlier conflicts between the English speaking 
and the French speaking people.
One man said that until about thirty or forty years 
ago the people of Creole wouldnTt associate with the 
Americains who lived at Oak Grove and on Grand Chenier.
It was not, he said, until some of the latter married into 
the French families that they came to be accepted.
Another person said that there was more visiting 
among the people on Grand Chenier before so many French 
people came there. Still another individual said, "The 
French people are more educated now, but their customs and 
way of living are different."
Thus, there is a clear recognition among the resi­
dents of Lower Cameron Parish that the French and the Anglo- 
Saxons, while sharing the tptal culture of the area, differ 
in definite ways.
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Nonwhite subculture. As may be observed by the 
data presented in Chapter III, the number of nonwhites in 
Lower Cameron Parish has never been very great, the total 
remaining between five and six hundred most of the time 
since the turn of the century. Prior to the opening of 
the menhaden (1fpogyn) plants in Cameron in the 1940*s, 
there were very few "outside” Negroes who came into the 
area, according to comments made by interviewees and 
informants. For example, of the fifteen Negro families 
interviewed, only one of the adults was born outside of 
the area.
It seemed probable, and was so stated by some local 
citizens, that most of the Negroes in Lower Cameron were 
descendants of the Negro slaves who were brought into the 
area about the middle of the nineteenth century. Some of 
the Negroes, apparently, adopted the names of their owners, 
because the names of several of the Negro families were 
the same as those of "old" white settlers in the area.
In several instances it was noted that Negro families 
seemed to feel some attachment to a particular white family. 
One Negro man said, "ITve always lived with white folks;" 
and two other Negro interviewees spoke of having been 
reared by white families. Two interviewees said that after 
the storm they knew that they wouldn*t have to worry because
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the "boss man" would take care of them. In these two 
cases the Negro families were provided with houses by the 
white families; and in one instance the Negro was given a 
new pickup truck. The obligation that went along with this 
paternalistic type behavior was, briefly, that the Negroes 
would always be available to do work for the white families.
In Sector "C" there seemed to be more cases of this 
type behavior than elsewhere. In several instances the 
Negroes concerned formerly worked on the farms in this 
area; and, as farming was replaced by cattle raising, they 
were allowed to remain in the houses they occupied. One 
Negro man, a former resident of Grand Chenier, stated that 
Grand Chenier was the best place he had ever lived. He 
explained that he received more food and clothing from the 
white folks there than he had ever been able to get anywhere 
else. Another stated that he planted truck crops for a 
family and was able to use all of the vegetables he needed 
and then, after the white family had gotten all that they 
needed, he was allowed to sell the remainder and keep the 
money.
If the white family to which the Negro, family or 
families were attached were French, then the Negroes 
adopted that language and the customs of the family.
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Several of the Negroes who were interviewed spoke French, 
and others referred to their parents as "French Negroes."
One indication of the adoption of the French sub­
culture by Negroes was their acceptance of Catholicism. 
Five of the fifteen Negro families interviewed were of 
this religion, and they indicated that a large number of 
the Negroes in the area were Catholic. Before t-he^storm 
there was a Catholic church for Negroes located on the 
Front Ridge road. The Negroes also spoke of attending 
Mass at the "white" church in Cameron and at the church in 
Creole. One Negro interviewee, who normally attended the 
services on Front Ridge, spoke of the priest attempting to 
get the white people who attended Mass on the Front Ridge 
to attend the Creole church. She said, "Sometimes we had 
more white folks than Negroes there." This particular 
person said that she didn’t like to go to the "white 
folk’s church," but that she would do so if that were the 
only opportunity she had to attend church. (The other 
churches will be discussed later.)
As mentioned previously, the Negro interviewees 
spoke of how much easier it was to make a living in Lower 
Cameron than elsewhere. The availability of fish and 
migratory fowl was frequently mentioned. Several said 
that, until recently, they could shoot ducks and geese
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the year around, but that "federal” men were making this 
more difficult. The possibility of having their own 
cattle, chickens, hogs, and gardens was also mentioned 
as a factor that made life easier in this area.
Several Negro leaders in Lake Charles discussed the 
Negroes in Lower Cameron with the researcher. They were 
uniformly of the opinion that there were no real Negro 
leaders in the area. They said that the life of the 
Negroes in Lower Cameron had never been such that they 
could develop their own leaders. The Negroes and whites 
interviewed in the impact zone concurred in this view, as 
shown by their responses to questions 20, 21 and 22 of the 
interview schedule.
Five of the Negroes interviewed said that if they 
needed advice or help they would go to some white person 
that they knew very well. Judging by the general pattern 
of life in the area, this seemed to be the custom normally 
followed. One person said, "We never did go to another 
Negro."
An interviewee observed, "Well, if something comes 
up, a group may get together and then they would go down 
and talk to the sheriff. No one person would speak for 
them."
Another local Negro said:
For the colored people, there wasn’t too much for a 
leader to do. In various things, like in the church 
there would be leaders for that activity. For financial 
help, they would usually go to white people. As to 
where a colored person could help them they would prefer 
going to a white person.
This pattern was emphasized by an older Negro interviewee
who was asked about a certain Negro whose name had been
mentioned frequently by both Negroes and whites, when she
said, "He’s just another _______ (his name) just a common
boy!”
The pattern of accommodation was quite well illus­
trated by a Negro man who said that the whites and colored 
got along fine. "Naturally,” he said, ”every now and then 
one or two of the colored will get in trouble; they’ll 
disobey orders--but they put a ’jack’ on their heads and 
they calm down.”
The impression that an outsider gains in talking to 
Negroes in Lower Cameron Parish is that there is a mutuality 
of interests and identification with the area that breaches 
the caste-like lines that traditionally separates the 
races here as it does elsewhere in the state.
One white "stranger” who had lived in Sector ”A" 
prior to the storm said that the Negroes in Cameron were 
”awfully independent," and that it cost more to get one of
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them to work in the home than it cost to get a maid in 
Lake Charles.
White persons native to the area seemed to think 
that the local Negroes, just like anything else local, 
were superior to others. This may be illustrated by such 
statements as the following, all of which were made by 
white interviewees:
Negroes here seem to be of a very high type.
The colored people here are "different.” They 
wonTt associate with the "pogy" workers who come in.
We have a pretty good class of colored people.
They work for white people. They respect us and 
keep in their place.
No race trouble here— everybody gets along well. 
Outside Negroes donft stay.
The "pogy" workers ("outside" Negroes, as they are 
sometimes called) are workers on the boats that bring fish 
into the menhaden plants in the town of Cameron. There 
seemed to be a distinct distrust of these "outsiders," 
both on the part of the local Negroes and of the whites. 
Normally, there are eighteen to twenty "pogy" boats operat­
ing out of Cameron during the fishing season. Each boat 
employs from twenty to twenty-five men, most of whom are 
Negroes. This means, of course, that when the boats are 
in port there are many "extra" Negroes in town, and 
"incidents" are not rare.
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Several of the local Negroes mentioned that they 
were afraid of these "outsiders." The local people have 
stereotyped them as ex-convicts; and, from all reports, 
the stereotype does fit in some cases. These men come 
into the town as "strangers" and remain such, their main 
contacts with local people being through places of business. 
Only a few of them, according to local informants, bring 
wives with them. One local store operator said that some 
of the merchants had lost a considerable amount of money 
when they allowed the "pogy" families to buy items on credit.
Some of the local people operate bars and cafes that 
cater primarily to these men, and the "pogy" workers spend 
a significant amount of their money in the area. This, of 
course, has the effect of making possible more business 
opportunities than local Negroes could ever expect to 
support themselves.
Some local Negro men fish with the "pogy" boats 
also, at least one entire crew normally being composed of 
local Negroes.
Cattle subculture. There exists in the area, also, 
a subculture that may be termed a "cattle subculture."
This subculture cuts across ethnic, religious, economic 
status, and neighborhood lines. Raising cattle seems to be
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more than just a business with many of the people in the 
area, although it is big business for some.
According to estimates made by the county agent, 
there were approximately fifty thousand head of cattle in 
Lower Cameron prior to the hurricane. He estimated that 
within the area considered here as being the impact zone 
there were from twenty-five to thirty thousand head, 
divided, roughly, as follows: from Cameron over to the
Creole crossroads there were between six thousand five 
hundred and seven thousand; from Creole east to the Mer- 
mentau River, he estimated, there were perhaps thirteen 
thousand five hundred head, and on Grand Chenier there 
were about five thousand head. Most of’ these cattle were 
lost.
There were a number of large herds of cattle owned 
by individuals and by undivided estates in the area. Two 
of these large herds were grazing in areas outside of 
Lower Cameron at the time the storm struck and, consequently, 
suffered only minor losses.
The cattle owned by individual landowners were 
normally kept behind fences during the spring and summer 
months. Before cold weather came, many of the cattle owners 
would drive their cattle to the western edge of the parish 
where the grass was good for winter grazing. The cattle
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normally were not fed, but were able to graze the year 
around. In the spring and summer months much of the 
grazing was in the marshes.
Under a special government program the stock owners 
of the area were able to get financial assistance in the 
building of cattle walkways out into the marsh. The 
cattle walk out on these walkways and then range out from 
them into the water to eat the nutritious marsh grasses.
When the cattle were moved from one range area to 
another, the cattlemen, along with helpers, would form 
large herds with their cattle and "work11 them cooperatively. 
While the cattle were on the winter “range, one cattleman 
explained, each owner would go over every week or ten 
days and ride through part of the herd in the grazing 
area. He wouldn’t necessarily look for his own cattle, 
according to this informant, but rather would check on the 
general condition of the cattle and of the range.
One rather unique operation involved in moving the 
cattle from the eastern part.of Lower Cameron to the 
western part is that of crossing the Calcasieu Ship 
Channel. There is no bridge and the cattle are forced to 
swim across. Informants described this operation in detail, 
and claimed that they almost never lost a cow in the cross­
ing.
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The researcher asked several interviewees, who 
mentioned "the cowboys" repeatedly, "Who are the cowboys?" 
The answer that was received in each case was, perhaps, the 
only logical one--it was, "They are the people who work 
the cattle I "  It was discovered, however, that this did 
not constitute a separate work category, but rather that 
many men in the area, most of whom own some cattle them­
selves, work together to tend the cattle of the area. The 
obligation of the person who owns the particular herd 
being branded, or vaccinated, is to feed the crowd and to 
reciprocate by helping to work the cattle that belong to 
the others. One man stated, "There are no cowboys for 
hire."
When the cattle are vaccinated or branded the event 
may be written up as a part of the community "news," the 
article including lists of participants and "out of town" 
guests. In branding the cattle, a form of competition 
develops to determine who will be the "high man" for the 
day— that is, who can brand the largest number of calves 
during the day.
Several of the Negro interviewees and informants 
indicated that they worked with the "cowboys," and some 
seemed to be included as members of this group. Those who 
"worked with" the cowboys received pay for their services.
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Among the first things to be mentioned by many of 
the people, when they listed the things that they had lost 
in the storm, were the horses and the saddles that had 
been swept away. One qualified informant estimated that of 
the approximately two thousand horses that were in the area 
before the hurricane, less than four hundred were left.
This same person said that local residents had owned about 
two hundred fifty extra fine saddle horses, and that about 
fifty of them had survived. Several people mentioned the 
difficulty of getting their work started again because they 
did not have saddle horses.
It was estimated by an informant that approximately 
forty per cent of the cattle that were marketed in the 
area each year were sold to buyers who came to the farm, 
the remainder being trucked to Lake Charles or to Welsh 
and sold at auctions.
The prestige attached to being a cattleman, the 
distinctive clothing worn, and the mutual aid that seemed 
to distinguish this group, justify recognition being given 
to the "cattle subculture."
Ill. FAMILY SYSTEMS
Wilson and Kolb state that when social relations 
are shaped or controlled by rights and duties that are
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shared by the participants there exists a type of relation­
ship that may be called a social system.^
This concept has come to be used by increasingly 
larger numbers of social scientists, especially those who 
follow a "functionalist" approach to the study of social 
life.14
The family is an important and universal type of 
grouping. As mentioned previously, one of the aims of 
this study was to view the effects of the disaster on this 
significant form of relationship. In order to approach 
such a task, it seemed necessary to discover as much infor­
mation as possible about the pre-disaster families of 
Lower Cameron Parish.
Number of families. Census data give a somewhat 
ambiguous picture of the family, but one may gain an ap-
i
proximation of the numerical aspects of the family systems 
of an area by reference to this source. The census for 
1930 reported that there were twelve hundred seventy-eight
13 '^Logan Wilson and William L. Kolb, Sociological 
Analysis (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 19497,
p. 2o3.
14In this study of the pre-disaster social structure 
of Lower Cameron Parish emphasis has been placed on the 
following selected social systems: family (the system
most intensively studied), political, economic, religious, 
and educational systems.
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15families in Cameron Parish at that time. Of these,
eleven hundred sixty-three were white and one hundred
fifteen were nonwhite families. Twenty years later, at
the time of the Seventeenth Census, the number of occupied
dwellings (approximately comparable to the concept "family”
in the 1930 census) reported in the parish was fifteen 
16hundred four.
15̂United States Bureau of the Census, Fifteenth 
Census of the United States: 1930 Population. Vol. VI,
Families. Table 19, "Classification of Families, by 
Parishes: 1930" (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1933), p. 543. The definition of family used during this 
census enumeration, given on page five of this volume, 
was: "A group of persons, related either by blood or by
marriage or adoption, who live together as one household, 
usually sharing the same table." It was noted, however, 
that single persons living alone were also counted as 
families, as were small groups of unrelated persons who 
shared the same living accommodations.
■^United States Bureau of the Census, Seventeenth 
Census of the United States: 1950 Census of Housing.
Vol. I, General Characteristics. Part 3, Table 26, "Oc­
cupancy Characteristics, Type of Structure, Number of 
Rooms, Condition and Plumbing Facilities, and Number of 
Persons, for Parishes: 1950” (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1953), p. 43. In this year the term 
family, as used by the Census Bureau, was not comparable 
with that used in the former census enumerations. On page
IX of Vol. II, Part 16, Chapter B (United States Bureau of 
the Census, Seventeenth Census of the United States: 1950
Population. Vol. II, Characteristics of the Population.
Part 18, Louisiana), it is stated that "the number of 
households and the number of occupied dwelling units in 
the 1950 Census may be regarded as comparable with the 
number of Tfamilies,T fprivate households, 1 and occupied 
dwellings as shown in the Census reports for 1930 and 1940.”
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An indication of the racial distribution of the 
families in 1950 may be gained from the report that there 
were one hundred nineteen nonwhite residences enumerated 
that year.1^
It will be recognized, of course, that these 
figures are for Cameron Parish as a whole. Foley reported 
that, according to his survey, there were one thousand 
seventy-three occupied residences in the impact zone at thelg
time of the hurricane. This finding indicates that there 
were about two-thirds as many occupied dwellings in the 
impact zone in 1957 as were recorded for the entire parish 
in 1950.
Foley pointed out that in at least forty-eight 
cases that were brought to his attention, there were two 
families dwelling together. On the basis of this, he 
estimated that there were approximately eleven hundred 
families and individual households in the impact zone.19 
Due to the fact that .this was a total disaster, all families 
in the area were affected to some extent by the hurricane.
17Ibid.
1 cj-LOAlbert S. Foley, Operation Bayou: The Hurricane
Audrey Disaster Study (Committee on Disaster Studies, 
Preliminary Work Report; Washington, D. C.: National
Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, 1957), p« 14<
19Ibid.
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Size of Family. The median number of persons per
occupied dwelling in Cameron Parish in 1950 was three and
20five-tenths persons. In 1930 the median size of the 
family in the parish, as enumerated by the Census Bureau, 
was slightly over four and one-tenth persons. Since, as 
stated in footnote number sixteen, the concept "occupied 
dwelling" used by the Census Bureau in 1950, is comparable 
to the term "family" used in 1930, these figures would 
indicate that the size of the household, and, supposedly, 
of the family, decreased somewhat in the two decades between 
1930 and 1950.
The median size of the households of those contacted 
in the interviewing for this study was three and eight- 
tenths persons. In ten cases there were two families in 
the household, although in five of these cases the arrange­
ment was a temporary one, initiated following the storm.
20United States Bureau of the Census, Seventeenth 
Census of the United States: 1950. Census of Housing,
Vol. I, General Characteristics. Part 3, Table 26, "Oc- 
cupancy Characteristics, Type of Structure, Number of 
Rooms, Condition and Plumbing Facilities, and Number of 
Persons, for Parishes: 1950" (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1953), p. 43.
^-United States Bureau of the Census, Fifteenth 
Census of the United States: 1930. Population, Vol. VI,
Families, Table 19, "Classification of Families, by 
Parishes: 1930" (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1933), p. 543.
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In calculating the median number of persons per household, 
only those second families were included who had been 
living in the pre-disaster dwelling.
The median size family, of those interviewed, was 
two and eight-tenths persons if account was taken only of 
members of the immediate family currently living at home.
If the absent members of the immediate families were 
included the median size family was four and six-tenths 
persons.
Distinctive roles of family members. Hartley and 
Hartley define social role as consisting of ,fthe behaviors 
expected of individuals occupying certain positions in 
social groups.1*^ The family group is perhaps the most 
clearly defined and persistent group in any society and it 
is to be expected that individual members would have 
rather clearly defined roles within the group.
The content of roles within the family is indicative, 
both of the manner in which the family reacts to its 
surroundings and of the contribution that the family makes 
to the larger social group.
^Eugene L. Hartley and Ruth E. Hartley, Fundamentals 
of Social Psychology (New York: Alfred A. Knopf 1952),
p. 515^
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The husbands/fathers present in fifty-eight of the 
seventy-five households included in the sample work at 
jobs that do not require their absence from the home for 
an entire day at a time, or that permit them to be at 
home continuously for several days at a time.
The trapper works very hard for a few months out of 
the year but even during the trapping season he runs his 
traps and then returns home to perform the tasks of pre­
paring the hides for curing, and, eventually, for the 
market. The shrimp fisherman fishes for about six months 
of the year, and even then, he remains in port many days 
because of unfavorable weather. The hunting guide arises 
early to guide the visiting "sports,” but he is back home 
before noon much of the time, particularly if the hunting 
is good and the limit is easily shot.
The farmer, of course, may work entire days away 
from the house, but normally returns for meals and for 
rest. The home is his base of operations, and many times, 
his associates at work are the members of his family. The 
cattleman may spend several weeks at a time "working” his 
cattle when they are being moved from one range to another 
or when they are being branded or innoculated; but then 
there will be periods of relative inactivity so far as 
work with the livestock is concerned. The "pogy” plant
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(fish factory) worker is occupied for long hours during 
the fishing season (April through September); but then he 
is free for the remainder of the year. The oil worker who 
works "outside” in the Gulf will remain on location for 
perhaps fourteen days and then he will have seven days off. 
The boat operator may follow about the same schedule as the 
oil worker; or if he owns the boat, others may take over 
the operation of it for periods of time and his "work”, 
and profits, continue while he remains at home. The con­
struction worker will often be at home between jobs, as 
well as during inclement weather. The merchant in the 
small store may utilize family labor and thus be with his 
family, or he may leave the operation of the store partly 
to employees, and have more time away from the place of 
business. Or, again, the landowner whose land is leased 
by oil companies and who receives royalties from producing 
wells may not be concerned with doing anything more than 
taking care of his place. All of these situations were 
observed in the families studied.
This presence of the father in the home during 
extended periods of time, or for a large proportion of the 
time each day, makes possible a dominance of the family by
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the father that has been described as being on the wane in 
many urban situations.
The availability of fish and wild game of various 
sorts has kept the father in a more direct "provider” role 
than is possible in areas in which such bounties of nature 
are not to be found. The stock raiser and farmer also 
provide for many family needs quite directly.
In several of the interviews evidence was secured 
that suggested that the men exercised rather rigid authority 
over the other members of their families, reminiscent of
that authority often associated with earlier American farm
families.
In keeping with this authority pattern, one inter­
viewee spoke of the husband/father "making" the family 
stay at home when the storm came, and, later "making” the
members of the family leave the house.
Of the seventy-five families interviewed, fifteen 
of the wives/mothers were employed outside the home. Two 
of these were widows who were heads of households. Two 
others were school teachers.
2^Burgess and Locke, 0£. cit., pp. 474-477.
2^Ibid., pp. 23-24.
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One distinctive role claimed by several of the 
women was that of gardener. This claim was most frequently 
made in reply to question number 46. These female inter­
viewees indicated that the vegetable gardens were their 
responsibility, and that one of the things missed after 
the hurricane was the ready availability of fresh vege­
tables, either from the garden or from the "deep freeze." 
This type reply was received in all sections of the impact 
zone and from both whites and nonwhites.
The women seemed to accept full responsibility for 
house work, and in no case was there an indication that 
the husband/father participated in household chores. There 
was no question that dealt specifically with this matter, 
but observation and informal conversation called attention 
to this division of labor. There was no shortage, however, 
of appliances to make the role of the homemaker easier.
The presence of food freezers was so common as to suggest 
that the possession of this item is considered a necessity.
In fact, several interviewees indicated that they had 
received assistance from the Red Cross in purchasing new 
freezers as "essential items" in the Lower Cameron household.
One of the tasks that the wife/mother is expected 
to perform is to serve coffee to all guests, regardless of 
the time of day. The guest is sometimes asked if he drinks
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coffee, or, more often, the coffee is prepared and served, 
as if it is understood that one drinks coffee when he 
calls at a home in this area. Normally, the cup is only 
half filled, but what it lacks in quantity it makes up in 
potency.
At one of the households visited, the residents and 
visiting relatives spent some time reminiscing on their 
childhood days. One woman explained that when she was a 
child, her father would stop everyone who came along the 
chenier and insist that he come in for coffee. Anyone who 
chanced to come by near meal time was prevailed upon to 
remain for the meal. She said that her mother had to 
spend most of the time in the kitchen preparing food and 
coffee for these visitors. While this was, perhaps, an 
exaggerated account, it'does indicate a; pattern of life 
that most of the long time residents of the area recall.2'*
Indicative of the dominance of the homemaker role 
is the fact that, of the seventy-two housewives in the 
sample, only twelve were members of any organization other 
than those of a religious nature.
2^The interviewer was happy to be invited to eat in 
several of the homes. On one occasion, at the home of a 
family that was being assisted by neighbors in making 
repairs on their house, there were five different kinds of 
meat, along with numerous vegetable dishes on the heavily 
laden table.
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Children participate in the work of the Lower 
Cameron household. There were indications that there have 
been many recent changes in this respect, but the children 
in several of the households, in which interviews were con­
ducted still engage in household tasks in keeping with 
their ages and sex.
One woman spoke at some length of how much better 
off the children of Lower Cameron were than those she had 
observed during the period of evacuation. She explained 
that her children could ride horseback along with their 
father as he tended the cattle, or drive the tractor as soon 
as they were large enough. The child in Lower Cameron, she 
said, could also contribute to the food supply by fishing 
and hunting. She explained that they could, and did, have 
livestock to call their own just as soon as they were big 
enough to take care of it.
Another woman spoke of the small number of cattle 
that were left in their herd after the storm. She said 
that her husband had more cattle than that when he was a 
little boy!
Grandchildren resided with eleven of the households 
studied. In the case of two of these homes it was apparently 
a temporary measure— until a new house could be constructed. 
In the other nine cases, however, the arrangement appeared
13 d
to be permanent. The roles played by these grandchildren 
who resided in the homes studied were apparently about the 
same as those for other children in the households.
The obverse of the above was the part played by the 
grandparents. This role was by no means limited to the 
relationships in those households in which grandchildren 
resided. In several instances, references were made to 
the grandchildren coming to spend the summer or parts of 
the summer with the grandparents. In fact, there were 
several cases in which children were lost during the storm 
because they were visiting grandparents in the impact zone 
at the time of the storm. In at least one case the grand­
children were saved, however, because they were visiting
grandparents in another part of the area than that in which 
they lived.26
Due to the scarcity of inhabitable land, and to the
high monetary value placed on the land, the parents of
some of the grandchildren observed had been allowed to 
build on a small plot of the grandparents1 land. In these 
cases the grandparents1 home was a haven for the children,
^6ln this case the children1s home was destroyed and 
the other children in the family were lost. The grand­
parents were able to save the ones who were with them, in 
spite of the fact that their house broke up and they had 
to swim to some nearby trees to save themselves.
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a place where, as several interviewees put it, "the kids 
can do anything they want to."
Family values. Many of the interviewees considered 
it unnecessary to give any reason for their desire to 
return to their original place of residence other than to 
say, simply, "itfs home." In twenty of the households studied 
(eleven in Sector "B") either the man or the woman had been 
reared right at the location in which they presently resided. 
In seven other cases the land on which the house was situated 
was a part of the home place of either the man or the woman.
Home and neighborhood were closely associated by some 
informants. Question number 21+ asks, "If you were to move 
from here, where would you like to live (in South Cameron, 
that is)?" In fifty-nine of the households the persons 
being interviewed stated that they wouldnTt be interested 
in living anywhere else in the area. The following is 
typical of such replies:
I couldnft live in Creole or Grand Chenier!
I donTt like Grand Chenier; Creole is my home.
I wouldnft want to live anywhere else.
These persons usually stated that if they had to move 
they would leave the area completely. These remarks indi­
cated an extension of attachment to the homeplace to attach­
ment to the immediate neighborhood. (The discussion of
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other family values is organic to the development of other 
parts of this study.)
Dwellings. The majority of the pre-disaster dwellings 
in Lower Cameron Parish were frame houses. Some of the 
older houses had apparently been built with hurricanes in 
mind, for they were constructed in a very sturdy manner. A 
few of these stood the brunt of the storm and remained stand­
ing, battered and torn, but still there. Some of these 
"hulls” saved the lives of the individuals who gathered in 
them. One old house was described by its aged owner as 
still being a "good" house. He spoke with contempt of the 
"matchbox" that had been built for him by a relief agency 
after the storm. The old house was constructed of Cyprus 
and was a boxed house— the wide boards with which it was 
constructed were placed vertically on the frame, extending 
from the foundation to the roof line. Two families survived 
the storm by going into this old house, which was moved off 
of its blocks a short distance— far enough that the front 
of the house came to rest at approximately the place where 
the back of the house was before the storm.
This particular house was one of the three hundred 
forty houses listed in the Census in 1950 as having been
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27built before 1919- It is perhaps of significance that
the date 1919 is mentioned. Many of the houses in the 
area were destroyed by a hurricane in 1913. At that time, 
however, the damage was almost completely done by the wind, 
according to some older informants who recounted their 
experiences in that earlier hurricane.
It may also be observed in the Census for 1950 that 
more than one-third of the dwellings in the parish were 
constructed during the decade of the Tthirties, the
Of}depression years. The effect that this had on the pro­
portion of houses lost is, of course, not known. One of 
the common remarks heard in the area, however, was to the 
effect that the houses that had been built during recent 
years didnft have enough nails in them. Some of the older 
houses were two-story structures, but most of the more 
recently constructed dwellings were one-story houses.
So far as is known, there were no solid brick or 
concrete and brick dwellings in the area prior to the storm. 
There were, however, several brick-veneer houses and at 
least four concrete block dwellings.
^United States Bureau of the Census, Seventeenth 
Census of the United States: 1950* Housing. Vol. I,
General Characteristics. Part 3, Table 27, "Plumbing 
Facilities, Year Built, and Equipment, for Parishes: 1950”
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1953), p. 47.
2gIbid.
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The most common type of house in Cameron Parish is 
the one-dwelling, detached unit.2*3 Of the total of the two 
thousand ninety-six dwellings listed in 1950, over ninety-
"3 ntwo per cent are of this category. Most of the houses
were small. According to the Census of Housing, nearly
sixty-three per cent of the houses in the parish in 1950
31had four rooms or less.
The number of families listed as home owners in
Lower Cameron Parish in 1930 was five hundred eleven.
This constituted slightly more than forty per cent of the
32occupied dwellings listed that year. Twenty years later,
in 1950, one thousand thirty-nine of the one thousand five
hundred four occupied dwellings in the parish were owned
33by their occupants. This number constituted approximately
^Ibid., Table 26, "Occupancy Characteristics, Type 
of Structure, Number of Rooms, Condition and Plumbing 
Facilities, and Number of Persons, for Parishes: 1950”,
p. 43 .
3°Ibid. 31Ibid.
^^United States Bureau of the Census, Fifteenth 
Census of the United Statesr 193Q» Population. Volume VI, 
Families. Table 19, "Classification of Families, by Parishes* 
1930" [Washington: Government Printing Office, 1933), p. 543
■^United States Bureau of the Census, Seventeenth 
Census of the United States: 1950» Census of Housing.
Vol. I, General Characteristics. Part 3, Table 26, "Occu­
pancy Characteristics, Type of Structure, Number of Rooms, 
Condition and Plumbing Facilities, and Number of Persons, 
for Parishes: 1950" (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1953), p. 43.
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sixty-nine per cent of all occupied dwellings in the 
parish. Thus, a considerably greater proportion of the 
houses in Lower Cameron were occupied by owners in the 
latter year.
Changes in the general condition of housing in the 
parish may be indicated by census reports and by the 
comments of informants. About eighty per cent of all of 
the dwelling units reported for the parish in 1950 (two 
thousand ninety-six units) were listed as being "not 
dilapidated," while four hundred two of them were cate­
gorized as being "dilapidated."3 -̂ The Census figures 
indicate that in 1950 somewhat over one-third of the 
houses listed as "not dilapidated" had no running water,
while approximately eighty-five per cent of the "dilapidated"
35houses did not have this convenience.
Several interviewees and informants spoke of the 
recent improvements that had been made in the housing in 
Lower Cameron Parish. One interviewee said, "For the last 
few years everybody down here has been building up and 
fixing up their houses." Another interviewee, a carpenter 
in Sector "B", said that there were at least thirty carpen­
ters who lived and worked in the Creole area prior to the
3^Ibid. 33Ibid
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hurricane. This would seem to substantiate the assertion 
made above.
v
Family income. The median income of "families and 
unrelated individuals" in Louisiana in 1949 was one thousand 
eight hundred ten dollars.^ The corresponding figure for 
Cameron Parish for the same year was two thousand ninety 
dollars.37 jn only six of the sixty-four parishes in the 
state was there a larger income listed for this category 
of persons.
The income of the people of the parish fluctuates, 
however, according to the extent of oil operations and 
according to the "health" of the fishing industry. Because 
of the relative lack of diversity of employment oppor­
tunities, a cutback in one industry may be seriously felt 
by the total population. In recent years, however, the 
economic conditions of the area have continued to improve 
in spite of the fact that fishing has not been as good as
3^United States Bureau of the Census, Seventeenth 
Census of the United States; 1950. Population. Vol. II,
Characteristics of the Population. Part 18. Louisiana.
Table 32, "Income in 1949 of Families and Unrelated 
Individuals, for the State, Urban and Rural: 1950"
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1952), p. 42.
^Ibid., Table 45, "Income in 1949 of Families and 
Unrelated Individuals, for Parishes: 1950," p. 94•
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it formerly was. This has been made possible by the ac­
celeration of oil activities in the area.
One lady, a "stranger," referred to the people of 
Cameron, saying, "They didnTt take any pride in their 
houses, but they weren’t poor. Some time ago we had some
things to give away and we had difficulty locating a ♦poor*
family."
Some of the younger people who were contacted by the 
researcher were not as optimistic about economic conditions 
in Lower Cameron as were some of the older people. Perhaps 
one reason for this lay in the fact that the older people 
control the land and receive the money for oil leases. One 
young wife whose husband had taken a job away from the area 
said, "You don’t have much of a chance of making any money 
down here."
A recurring emphasis in the comments of interviewees 
and informants 'was to the effect that work was seasonal for 
many of the people. Several spoke of the fact that many 
families in the area received most of their annual income 
during about six months of the year. It was indicated that 
some families did not manage their money very well. During 
the time the money was coming in they would live high, but 
then they would be on "starvation" for the remainder of the 
year.
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Relationships with relatives. As indicated above, 
kinship is an important factor in the inter-family relations 
of the people of Lower Cameron Parish. The replies to 
question number 10 brought such replies as:
Ifm kin to most of the people down here, one way or 
another.
All the colored people on Front Ridge are related to 
me and all those on Grand Chenier are related to my 
wife.
Ifm kin to all those my husband has been naming, 
because he and I are cousins.
We all have a little relationship. This is a
little community, and for a long time there was no 
road. We all stood here and got married and that 
makes us all a little bit kin.
Some interviewees would throw up their hands and 
laugh when question number 10 was asked, saying that they
never could list all of the people to whom they were related
in the area. In sixty-seven of the families interviewed, 
either the husband or the wife indicated having extensive 
kinship relations in the area. In forty-five of these fami­
lies both husband and wife indicated such local kinship 
relations. One extreme example of this was encountered in 
which the husband and the wife had, between them, twenty- 
seven brothers and sisters all of whom had settled in the 
general vicinity.
The families in Sectors "B" and "C” tend to be 
related to other residents in Lower Cameron to a greater
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extent than those in Sector "A". This was dramatically- 
suggested by one person who observed, "I don’t like Cameron 
(the town) because there are too many strangers there."
Another interviewee, who had been living in Cameron 
for about ten years before the storm and whose family had no 
relatives in the area, explained that the people were 
friendly when you got to know them, but that they didn’t 
visit very much. She offered the explanation that the 
reason why their acquaintances didn’t visit them was be­
cause they (the acquaintances) always had to go see an 
aunt, or a brother, or a sister, etc. This left them no 
time, she suggested, to visit other than relatives.
One "native” of Cameron said about, the same thing 
when she stated, "When weTve visited our kinfolks, there’s 
no time left to visit anyone else." Fifty-six of the 
families interviewed indicated that they visited most often 
with relatives.
A question that was not included in the interview 
schedule, but which was asked of most of the interviewees 
who indicated that they had numerous relatives in the area 
was, "Do you normally have family reunions each year?"
Many of the interviewees apparently didn’t understand the 
question at all, and when it was explained to them, they, 
along with those who were acquainted with the concept,
11+&
answered in the negative. Several persons explained to 
the researcher that reunions were not necessary since the 
relatives visited back and forth all of the time. It was 
mentioned, however, that more of them got together on 
visits at Christmas than at other times.
Relations with other than relatives. The people of 
Lower Cameron are well acquainted with most of the other 
“old time” residents of the area. When the researcher 
checked on this, informally, by asking the interviewees if 
they knew some person from another part of the area, the 
interviewee almost invariably knew the person or persons 
mentioned. In keeping with this, it was soon discovered 
that the best way to identify any particular place in the 
area was to relate it to some person's residence.
During several interviews, especially in that part 
of Sector "B" between the Creole post office and the 
western end of the sector, interviewees were asked to tell 
just what they called their neighborhood. A typical reply 
was, "We just say that it's between Cameron and Creole; 
everybody down here knows where everybody else lives."
In one Negro household the wife responded to question 
number 11 (With whom did you most often exchange visits 
before the hurricane?) by saying, "I should be ashamed to 
admit it, I guess, but the person I visit most is a white
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lady who lives near by. I go over there nearly every day 
and sit and talk with her.” Another Negro woman spoke of 
her father, saying that he had lived next door to a family 
of white people. She mentioned the very close ties of 
friendship that bound them, and of the mutual aid in which 
they engaged. This pattern of behavior was indicated by 
several persons in Sector ffB.,r
Both in Sector "B" and in Sector "C” there were 
several indications of neighborhood relations extending to 
group work in connection with tending their cattle co­
operatively. As mentioned before, the arrangements made 
for this sort of activity were of an informal nature; but 
they were, apparently, quite well recognized.
Efforts were made to determine if the solidarity of 
neighborhood relations was marred by family "feuds” or 
misunderstandings of great duration. Rivalries were re­
vealed, based on ethnic and cultural distinctions and on 
locality groupings, but they seemed to be of a rather good- 
natured sort. No indication of deep-seated antagonism was 
found.
An illustration of the rivalries existent in the area 
is found in the statement made by a teen-age boy from 
Cameron. He said that for a time there was trouble at the
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dances in Creole on Saturday night "until one of our boys 
got them straightened outt"
Courtship patterns. Mention has been made of the 
tendency for the young people of the area to marry within 
the area. This pattern has been changing gradually in 
recent years because of increased contacts with people 
from outside of the area. In three of the families inter­
viewed in Sector "A" the husbands/fathers had come into 
the area to work temporarily and had married local girls.
This same thing was true for two other families that were 
considered as informants (they were not in the sample, but 
extensive interviews were held with them). In five of the 
families in Sector "A" the wives/mothers were from else­
where but had married men from the area. In Sectors "33" 
and "C" combined there were three of the men and five of 
the women in the households interviewed whose spouses were 
from Lower Cameron but who were from other places themselves.
For many families in the area marriages have occurred 
at a rather early age, especially for the girls. One 
interviewee spoke of her class in school. She said that of 
the class of thirty-three persons only twenty graduated; 
most of the others, including herself, had dropped out 
during the final year to get married. As another interviewee
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indicated, speaking of herself, "they get the marriage 
blues and quit school."
Proportion of population married. In 1950 approxi­
mately seventy per cent of the males, fourteen years of 
age and over, in Cameron Parish were m a r r i e d . T h i s  was 
very close to the proportion of males in this category for 
the state as a whole (sixty-nine per cent).39 The same 
source revealed that, for the females, a slightly higher 
proportion in Cameron Parish were married than in the 
state as a whole. The proportions were, respectively, 
seventy-five and sixty-six per cent.**-̂
IV. GOVERNMENT
The presence of some form of government appears to 
be a cultural universal.**''1' This means that any consider­
ation of the social life of an area requires that attention
3^United States Bureau of the Census, Seventeenth 
Census of the United States: 1950. Population. Vol. II,
Characteristics of the Population. Part l£. Louisiana.
Table 42, "General Characteristics of the Population, for 
Parishes: 1950" (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1952), p. 73.
39Ibid. **'°Ibid.
^Arnold W. Green, Sociology (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., 1956), p. 321.
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be given to the form and the processes of government 
existent in the area.
Local government. Sorokin, Zimmerman, and Galpin 
described rural local government as being of a familistic 
nature. The chief characteristics mentioned were:
1. Local governmental units insist upon and generally
enjoy a high degree of autonomy, . . .
2. Local government is highly informal, is based
largely upon the mores.
3. The stability of local government is very great,
and seems to remain fairly constant although 
surrounded on every hand by change. . . .
4. There is little or no specialized political
leadership in rural areas. Political leaders 
are the same as the leadership in other fields 
of activity. . . .  ,
5. Rule by discretion prevails in rural areas.^
These authors indicated, however, that the growing 
complexity of society was weakening the local governmental 
units, while the state was assuming more and more control
I oof rural affairs. The necessity of enforcing the laws 
created by state authorities had "increased the importance 
of legal regulations at the expense of the mores."44 It
42P. A. Sorokin, Carle C. Zimmerman, and Charles J. 
Galpin, Systematic Source Book in Rural Sociology (Minne­





was noted, however, that some elements of familistic behavior 
remained in rural governmental units in spite of the increase 
of legal or formal rules.^
The stability, or lack of change, in rural local 
government was emphasized by Kolb and Brunner in their as­
sertion that local county government had changed less than 
any of the other institutions in rural society. ^
In Cameron Parish the form of government has changed 
very little since the latter part of the nineteenth century, 
when the parish was established. At that time Colonel 
Carter carried blank commissions for sheriff, justices of 
the peace, police jurors, register of voters, constables, 
etc., with him when he made his first trip to Cameron 
Parish. ^  These same offices still constitute the official 
political structure of the parish.
The other elements described by Sorokin, Zimmerman, 
and Galpin as giving a familistic nature to rural local 
government have also been operative in Cameron Parish.
^5ibid.
^John H. Kolb and Edmund deS. Brunner, A Study of 
Rural Society (fourth edition; New York: Houghton MiffTTn
Company, 1952), p. 457.
^Henry Clay Warmouth, War. Politics, and Recon­
struction (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1930*7̂  pT 110.
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Perhaps one factor involved in this continuation of a 
familistic orientation has been the relative isolation of 
a major part of the parish.
Smith cited the usual functions of county government 
as including the following:
(1) the administration of justice, (2) the adminis­
tration of corrections and charities, (3) the adminis­
tration of health measures and programs, (4) the 
administration of education, (5) the administration of 
highways, and roads, (6) the administration of revenues, 
and (7*) the making and preserving of records.4S
These were given as primary functions, in addition 
to which many other functions,' depending somewhat on 
national and state programs, may be added. In Cameron 
Parish the first, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh functions 
seem to be the predominant ones. The others are handled 
by agencies of the state, with local representatives.
The lack of change in the political structure of 
Cameron Parish is matched, to some extent, by a lack of 
change in the personnel holding office in the parish.
Several interviewees and informants made comments to the 
effect that when a person was elected to a parish office 
he normally held it for a long time. One representative 
from the parish to the state legislature, for example, 
served in that capacity for more than twenty-five years,
^Smith, op. cit.. p. 4^7
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and a member of the school board from one of the wards has 
held the same office for forty years.
One interviewee, obviously aspiring to a political 
role for himself, said that it was difficult to defeat a 
man who was in office. He said, "The people will talk 
about a man who is in office, but then they will vote him 
right back in again." He added, "Maybe they don’t trust 
’new’ people."
The role of the sheriff is crucial to the political 
life of the parish. He is the highest ranking elected 
officer, and has the official responsibility of maintaining 
law and order and of collecting taxes. Perhaps it is 
indicative of his relative position in the parish government 
that he is called "the high sheriff" by many of the Negroes 
in Lower Cameron.
The actual role of the sheriff involves functions 
that are not specifically connected with his official duties. 
For example, he is looked to as the authority on many sub­
jects, and is called upon for advice in everything from 
neighborhood relations to welfare matters. He was fre­
quently mentioned in response to question number 20 (Who 
were the most important people in the community?). The 
particularistic role of the sheriff will be discussed 
further in connection with the rehabilitation activities.
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Loomis and Beegle observed that "in rural govern­
ment, as in most interaction in rural areas, the personal 
ties and emotions are of great importance."^9 This obser­
vation seems to be born out in the case of Cameron Parish. 
According to the statements of interviewees, political 
campaigns are conducted almost exclusively on the basis of 
personal appeals and individual loyalty. Campaigning does 
not normally involve political rallies, but rather personal 
visits to the individual homes in the parish. One Negro 
interviewee said, "After all that the sheriff has done 
since this storm, he shouldntt have to go around to talk 
to people next election; they ought to go to him and tell 
him not to worry, they*re going to vote for him I"
Several interviewees mentioned some of the men who 
formerly controlled the votes in the various neighborhoods. 
This process was described as being on the wane at the 
present time; it was stated, however, that it still existed 
to some extent. When this practice was in vogue, it was 
observed by two interviewees, it was not necessary for a 
candidate to convince everyone that they should vote for 
him; he had only to convince a few strategically located
^Loomis and Beegle, op. cit.. p. 579*
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persons. One local person spoke of the changes in this 
practice, observing, "The younger generation learned 
better." Another said:
It used to be, a long time ago, if one of them old 
men say "let’s do something," they all would do it; 
but that has changed since about twelve years. Some 
of them found they do better themselves, so now 
everyone do his own business.
The question, "Is politics pretty interesting 
around here?" (number 19), always brought a smile and, 
most of the time, an affirmative answer. Several inter­
viewees volunteered the information that when the election 
was over everybody forgot the bad feelings that had been 
engendered. This generalization left room, apparently, 
for exceptions, because a few of the interviewees and 
respondents indicated that they had not forgotten past 
events.
One interesting sidelight to the political activity 
in the area was introduced by an interviewee. He said 
that one reason why interest in politics was dying was 
because the older people were afraid of the voting machines. 
Evidently, they are not willing to trust a machine to do 
the job that they had accomplished for so many years by 
placing their mark on a ballot.
Another interviewee explained what he termed "the 
loss of interest" in politics by saying that it didn’t pay
to fool with politics any more. It used to he, he said, 
that when a person helped elect someone to an office he 
would be rewarded in one way or another; but this is all 
changed now. He maintained that if an elected official 
was not going to take care of his friends, it wasn’t 
worthwhile to get involved.
The extent to which the governmental offices have 
moved away from a familistic orientation is difficult to 
determine. There are many evidences, however, that this 
orientation continues to be an active factor in the politi­
cal life of Cameron Parish.
V. ECONOMIC SYSTEMS
As was the case in reference to the family, a 
certain amount of data on economic systems may be gained 
from census materials. These data do not deal with 
specific systems, however, but rather with general cate­
gories.
The census enumeration for 1950 indicated that
there were one thousand eight hundred thirty-one males,
fourteen years of age and over, in the parish who were in
the labor force. This constituted approximately seventy-
50seven per cent of the males in this age grouping. The
5°United States Bureau of the Census, Seventeenth 
Census of the United States: 1950. Population. Vol.
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corresponding percentage for females was slightly over ten 
51per cent. For the state of Louisiana the percentages of 
males and females in the labor force in 1950 were, re­
spectively, seventy-five and one-half per cent and twenty-
52four and six-tenths per cent.
It may be observed that there was no great difference 
in the proportion of males in the labor force in the parish 
and in the state, but that the proportion of females in
this age group who were in the labor force was considerably
53less in Cameron Parish than in the state as a whole.
Some aspects of the role that fishing plays in the 
parish have been discussed in an earlier chapter. The 
census reports that, as of 1950, six and eight-tenths 
per cent of the males in the parish who were fourteen 
years of age and over were employed in fishing (the 
category is ’'forestry and fisheries," but the former
Characteristics of the Population. Part IS, Louisiana.
Table 43, "Economic Characteristics of the Population, by 
Sex, for Parishes: 1950" (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1952), p. S3.
51Ibid.
^2Ibid., Table 10, "Summary of Population Character­
istics, for the State (Urban and Rural), Standard Metro­
politan Areas, Urbanized Areas, and Urban Places of 10,000 
or More: 1950", p. 23.
53Ibid.
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is inconsequential in Cameron P a r i s h T h e  actual number 
of persons involved was one hundred fifty-three. This 
number, however, grossly under-represents the importance 
of fishing in the area. This misrepresentation came about, 
perhaps, because many of the fishermen are migratory, and 
were not counted in Cameron Parish.
There are two menhaden ("pogy") plants in the town 
of Cameron, and each year, during the spring, summer and 
early autumn, approximately twenty fishing boats operate 
out of the port at Cameron to provide fish for these 
plants. Most of the boats return to the Atlantic coast 
following the fishing season. Each of the boats carries a 
crew of from twenty to twenty-five men.
The fish that are caught are menhaden (a fish of 
the herring family). They travel in large "schools” and 
when caught are processed for use in industrial and agri­
cultural pursuits. On a "good" day as many as an estimated 
six million menhaden may be caught b.y these fishermen. The 
schools of fish are located by observers who use airplanes. 
When the schools are sighted, instructions are communicated 
to the ship operators whp proceed to the area where the
5^~Ibid.» Table 43# "Economic Characteristics of the 
Population, by Sex, for Parishes: 1950," p. S3 .
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fish have been seen. Small boats form a circle around the 
school of fish with a net and then close the circle until 
they are able to pull the nets in. A great deal of this 
work of pulling in the nets has to be done by hand, and 
that is the reason for the comparatively large crews on 
the menhaden boats.
At the menhaden plants, according to an official 
from one of the plants, most of the men who are employed 
are natives. During the fishing season from sixty-five 
to one hundred men are employed by each of the firms. 
During the remainder of the year from fifteen to thirty 
employees are used by each firm to do maintenance and con­
struction work.
Attempts were made to establish one of the menhaden 
plants in Cameron in the early 1940’s, but, due to labor 
shortage, the effort was not successful. In 1946 one 
plant was established, and, later, the other one was built 
by the same firm that had made the initial start several 
years earlier.
The informant mentioned above said that when his 
plant was first built the operators were brought in from 
North Carolina and houses were rented for them. None of 
the houses, he said, had flush toilets, so the company 
allowed its carpenters and plumbers to install bathroom
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equipment in the houses if the owners would pay for the 
equipment. He said that he thought this action played a 
significant part in improving the sanitation standards of 
the town.
When local men had been trained to operate the 
plant, the workers from North Carolina were sent back to 
the other plants and local operators were used.
This industry was portrayed by some informants as 
being ’’ideal” for Cameron. It gives employment during 
only part of the year, and this allows many of the employees 
to engage in trapping, work as hunting guides, and other 
types of work during the remainder of the year.
The local merchants receive a very substantial 
boost in their trade in the matter of supplying the fishing 
boats. Local bulk fuel dealers also do a big volume of 
business in providing fuel for the boats.
A type of commercial fishing that has been practiced 
for a much longer time is shrimp fishing. About sixty 
shrimp boats operate out of Cameron, according to informants 
in the area. Most of these boats are privately owned and 
operated, normally with the assistance of one other person 
each. The ’’catch” is brought into one of the three ’’shrimp 
houses”— establishments that buy the shrimp and process 
them.
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One interviewee spoke of the arrangements that are 
customarily followed in relation to the income from the 
fishing operation. The "boat” is given half of the receipts 
and, then, the owner and the deck hand divide the remainder 
equally. Several persons asserted that a boat owner could 
make about five thousand dollars during an average season.
The "shrimp houses" employ large numbers of part-time 
workers during the fishing season. These persons prepare 
the shrimp for freezing or canning and operate the canning 
plants.
There seems to be no formal agreement between the 
shrimp buyer and the fishermen in reference to where the 
shrimp will be sold. According to several informants, 
however, most of the fishermen sell to the same buyer 
regularly. In fact, there appears to be a rather well 
recognized system of obligations and privileges existing 
between the fishermen and the buyer. One fisherman ex­
pressed it this way: "If I fish for the same man all of
the time I always know that I have a market for my catch, 
regardless of what size shrimp they are." There were other 
facets of this system that were not explored, but they are 
indicated by the fact that the fishermen evidently seek 
and get "advances" both in money and in boat supplies from 
the buyer; and, thus, they become obligated to him. One
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buyer explained that he filled about the same role as that 
of a plantation owner with tenant families on his place.
Agriculture was once an important factor in Lower 
Cameron Parish, but, recently, it has declined in its 
relative importance. For example, in 1950 about thirty-one 
per cent of the employed males, fourteen years of age and 
older were engaged in agriculture.55 jn 1930, the pro­
portion of employed males over the age of ten in the parish
who were employed in agriculture was nearly sixty-eight 
zfi.per cent.-'
As may be observed by the foregoing statements, the 
proportion of persons engaged in agriculture in Cameron 
Parish was drastically reduced between 1930 and 1950.
One informant spoke of the three cotton gins that 
once were located in Lower Cameron and of the fact that 
cotton was no longer raised in the area. It was indicated, 
however, that some of the farmers had their land in the 
"soil bank." The county agent stated that corn and other
55Ibid.
-^United States Bureau of the Census, Fifteenth 
Census of the United States: 1930. Population, Vol. Ill,
Part 1, Alabama-Missouri, Table 20, "Persons 10 Years Old 
and Over Engaged in Gainful Occupations, by Sex, Color and 
Industry Groups, for Parishes and for Cities of 25,000 or 
more: 1930" (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1932), p. 996.
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feed crops were still raised in the area, but that they 
were all for local use. It was estimated that there were 
about two thousand acres of feed crops normally under 
cultivation.
The raising of cattle, as described above, has 
constituted the main farming enterprise in Lower Cameron 
for several yearsj whereas, in the northern part of the 
parish there are numerous rice farms.
Oil activities play a major role in the economic 
life of Cameron Parish. Oil was discovered in the parish 
early in the present century and the first producing well 
was brought into operation in 1926.^^ Since that time oil 
operations have continued to increase in volume.
Oil exploration and production are the basis for a
major part of the income of the parish, both of individuals
and of the parish as a political unit. In reference to the
parish, an idea of the significance of this source of
revenue may be gained from the fact that in 1957 the tax
yield from oil and gas production in Cameron Parish amounted
to eight hundred seventy-eight thousand six hundred seventy-
5 $three dollars. The parish receives one-fifth of this tax 
yield, up to a maximum of two hundred thousand dollars.
^Archie S. Hollister, The Geography of Cameron 
Parish ( n.p. : n.n. , 1952), p. 45.
5^The Cameron Parish Pilot. May 2, 1958, p. 2.
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Many individuals who are land owners also receive 
payments from oil companies for leases on their property. 
One interviewee mentioned having recently received one 
hundred dollars per acre initial payment on the lease of 
his property. The range of lease payments mentioned by 
interviewees and informants varied from five to one hundred 
twenty-five dollars per acre. Those persons who own land 
on which oil and gas wells are operating receive royalty 
payments also.
A considerable number of local citizens work with 
the oil companies. Many of them, however, do not remain 
with one company, but rather change jobs as particular 
companies come and go from the area. Also, a large number 
of the local men work with contractors who do work for the 
oil companies.
There are numerous concerns in the area that provide 
services to the oil companies. Local citizens find employ­
ment in some of these oil field service agencies, but 
others of the agencies bring specially trained personnel 
from outside of the area. Most of these companies have 
their local headquarters in the town of Cameron, and this, 
of course, is one reason why there are more "strangers” in 
Cameron than elsewhere in the area.
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Retail trade in Lower Cameron is primarily composed 
of home owned businesses, many of which are quite small. 
Foley, using the classified section of the Cameron Tele­
phone book, dated January, 1957> counted sixty-five retail
59concerns in Lower Cameron. 7 Eighteen of these were grocery 
stores, most of which, according to informants, were very 
small.
Many of the residents of Lower Cameron do only a 
part of their shopping in the area. Of the seventy-five 
families interviewed, forty-six of them said that they 
bought most of their clothing in Lake Charles; and about 
two-thirds of the families mentioned that they purchased 
their groceries primarily in Lake Charles. Several people 
claimed that they could save more than enough money to 
pay for the trip by going to Lake Charles to purchase 
groceries. Special mention was made of the "sales” that 
grocery stores in Lake Charles had. 'One person said, ”The 
stores down here don’t know what a sale is.”
Thirty of the families, however, reported that all 
of their foodstuff was purchased locally. This was true 
for nine of the fifteen Negro families studied. One factor 
that may be involved, in addition to the convenience of
^Foley, pp. cit., pp. 11-12.
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local purchases, is that most of the local stores carry 
charge accounts.
Eleven of the families mentioned that they purchased 
their clothes from a mail order house. There were indi­
cations, however, that this was an underrepresentation of 
mail order buying. One person, who.was affiliated with 
the postal service, said that when the new Sears. Roebuck 
catalogues were sent into the area they had to be delivered 
by truck along the rural routes because there were so many 
of the catalogues and because they didnTt dare deliver 
some one day and some the next. It was reported that when 
a family did not receive its catalogue on the same day that 
the neighbors received theirs, some member of the family 
would go to the post office to check on it. One inter­
viewee spoke of the use of this system of buying by saying 
that she liked to buy "off the Sears bookI"
Trapping has been mentioned earlier as a source of 
income for the people of Lower Cameron. One phase of the 
stereotype that other persons in the state have of this 
area is that of the trapper navigating the marshes in his 
pirogue. The stereotype is, in part, anchored on fact.
The muskrat was formerly the mainstay of the trapping 
industry in southwest Louisiana, but the population of 
these animals has been progressively declining. Several
men said that they had quit trapping because of this 
situation. Another animal has been introduced to the area 
that, it was hoped, would make up for the decline in the 
number of muskrats. This animal is the nutria. It has 
been in the State for less than thirty years, and has 
increased so rapidly that people speak of it "taking over" 
the marshes. A state law was passed in the 195& session 
of the Legislature that outlawed the nutria. This bill 
was sponsored by farm interests because of the damage that 
nutria do to farm crops in parishes just north of the 
marshes. One person reported that, in the state as a whole, 
the number of nutria pelts taken had increased from four 
hundred thirty-six in 1943-1944 to more than half a million 
in 1957.60
The same author states:
At present the trapper gets a base price of $1.75 
to two dollars for pelts 26 inches or more; these are 
Wo. 1 pelts and by the time the catch is graded down 
the pelts will average about &O0 to one dollar each. . . .
About 20$ of our nutria fur are used for outside 
coat material and the rest is in constant demand for 
linings known as "plates" In the industry.6l
^Ednard Waldo, "The Nutria Story," Louisiana Conser­
vationist , X (March, 195& )> &•
6lIbid.
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This animal is not as easy to handle as the muskrat 
and some of the trappers said that they didn*t like to 
handle it at all. The animals are comparatively large—  
twenty pound nutrias are not uncommon. This was one thing 
that was mentioned frequently. The trappers said that the 
animals were so heavy that handling a day*s catch— as many 
as fifty on a good day— would wear them out.
One aspect of the economy that is closely related to 
recreation is hunting. This area is a winter haven for 
many migratory fowl, and, as mentioned earlier, a large 
part of the land area is utilized as migratory waterfowl 
refuges. Hunting is not allowed in the refuges, but much 
of the remainder of the marsh is utilized as hunting 
grounds. Hunting leases are sold for specified areas and, 
thereby, the landowners gain an additional income from 
their land.
Hunting clubs procure the use of large tracts of 
land and then operate on a commercial basis, permitting 
paying guests to hunt on this land. The guests are provided 
accommodations at the clubs and guides to assist them in 
obtaining the game.
These guides are local men, both white and colored, 
who are good hunters and skilled in the use of "calls.”
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They try to make sure that the "sports” (as the visiting 
hunters are called) get some good shots at the waterfowl.
VI. RELIGIOUS SYSTEMS
The people of Lower Cameron are predominantly of 
the Catholic faith. Estimates have placed the proportion 
of the population that is of this faith as high as eighty- 
five per cent. The residents of the Creole area, including 
most of Sector "B”, are almost exclusively Catholic. Prior 
to the hurricane there were six churches of this faith in 
Lower Cameron Parish. The largest of these churches, the 
parish church, was located near Creole. A small church 
was located near the courthouse square in Cameron; one 
church (primarily for Negroes) was on Front Ridge road, 
one in the village of Grand Ghenier, one on Cow Island (the 
east end of Grand Chenier), and one on Little Chenier.
In Lower Cameron there were the following Protestant 
churches: Methodist (two churches), Baptist (five churches,
three white and two Negro), and The Church of God in Christ 
(two churches, both Negro). Some other religious groups 
had been holding services in the area occasionally, but 
none had established a permanent work there.
Catholic work was started in Lower Cameron in 1&69> 
according to church records. There was only a mission at
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that time, and not until 1&90 was a resident priest es­
tablished in the area. The first several priests to serve 
the parish following that date were either from France or 
from Holland, and they did not remain for long periods of 
time. During the first thirteen years after the church 
parish was established there were eight different priests 
who served it.
In the early days the church parish extended from 
Cow Island on the east to Choupique, near Vinton on the 
west. In the late 1940Ts the western boundary of the 
parish was re-established at the Calcasieu River. It was 
estimated that there were approximately a thousand Catholic 
families in the area at the time of the storm.
Most of the people queried stated that church at­
tendance was very high, that "nearly everybody” went to 
church. The norm of church attendance seemed to be more 
prevalent and more binding in Sector wBn than in either of 
the other sectors, although interviewees in all three 
sectors indicated that the churches were well attended.
The Methodist church in Cameron was established in 
l£4$> under the leadership of the Wakefield family, for 
whom it was named. The membership of this church at the 
time of the storm was approximately one hundred fifty. A 
much smaller Methodist church was located in the Grand 
Chenier settlement.
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The Oak Grove Baptist church was organized in 1924* 
but had only about one hundred members at the time of the 
storm. This church sponsored a Baptist mission church in 
Grand Chenier.
The Cameron Baptist church was organized in 1940 and, 
at the time of the hurricane, had about the same size 
membership as that of the Methodist church in Cameron.
This church had a resident pastor who lived in a church- 
owned house in the town. The Methodist church in Cameron 
and the Baptist church in Oak Grove also had resident 
pastors.
Interviewees who wbre members of the Methodist 
churches and of the white Baptist churches spoke of the 
very significant role played by "strangers'* in these 
churches. The records of the Baptist church in Cameron 
indicate that members have come to the church from Texas, 
Florida, Wyoming, Oklahoma and elsewhere in Louisiana. The 
largest number of accessions (not including those who have 
been baptized in the local church) came from other churches 
in Louisiana while the second largest number came from 
churches in Texas. The same pattern held for those who 
had been granted "church letters” in order to unite with 
other churches. Of those who left this church to go else­
where about two-thirds of the total number moved to churches
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that were more than fifty miles distance from Cameron.
The ’’strangers" who come to the area and then leave again 
give the churches a constantly changing membership.
One of the two Negro Baptist churches was located 
on the Front Ridge. It was organized in l£7&, according 
to church records. The other Negro Baptist church was 
located in the town of Cameron. This church was organized 
in 1948.
The two churches of the Church of God in Christ 
denomination had relatively small memberships; but, ac­
cording to informants, the attendance at services was much 
larger than the membership. One of these churches was 
located on the Front Ridge and the other was located just1
across the Mermentau River from the village of Grand 
Chenier.
The pastors of all of the Negro churches except the 
Catholic church were "absentee” pastors; all of them, 
except one, lived in Lake Charles. They served other 
churches in addition to the churches in Lower Cameron and 
at least three of them were engaged in secular work also.
One of the Negro pastors said that until about ten 
years ago the colored people of Lower Cameron were the 
most "church minded" people he had ever seen. He said, 
"There was no interference there." After the "pogy" plants
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were built and people began making more money, the church 
attendance dropped from about three hundred to about one 
hundred for the services, he said. Another distinguishing 
feature was, according to this informant, the generosity 
of the people. He said that he never could see where they 
got the money, but that "boys in their Tteens would place 
a dollar on the table as quickly as a city boy would give 
a quarter."
VII, EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS
Loomis and Beegle discuss the school as a social
6 psystem.  ̂ In the school the child is introduced to a new 
set of relationships and is prepared for more extensive 
contacts. The educational system, however, partakes of 
the area in which it is located. In the case of Lower 
Cameron there has been a marked influence of geographical 
and cultural factors upon the school system.
Geographical and cultural factors. In the days 
before roadways were built it was very difficult for some 
children to attend school. Although the schools were 
small and widely scattered in those days (in 191# in one 
ward in the parish there were seven one-room schools and
^Loomis and Beegle, op. pit., pp. 460-4#3 •
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one two-room school), there were many children who had 
difficulty in reaching a school because of the distance 
that they would have to walk or go by boat.
In addition to this physical barrier, there was a 
language difficulty for a large part of the population. 
Children coming from homes in which the French language 
was spoken were under a decided handicap because they had 
to learn a new language as well as the usual subject matter. 
Several of the interviewees spoke of this situation and 
indicated that they spoke English to their children from 
infancy so that they would not have to face this difficulty.
Educational attainment. According to the Census 
for 1950, approximately seventeen per cent of the population 
of Cameron Parish that was twenty-five years of age and over 
had not attended school for as much as one year.^3 Only 
eleven and one-half per cent of those of this age category 
had completed as much as four years of high school.^ The 
median number of. years of school that males who were
63United States Bureau of the Census, Seventeenth 
Census of the United States: 1950» Population. Vol. II,
Characteristics of the Population, Part 18/ Louisiana,
Table 42, "General Characteristics of the Population, for 




twenty-five years of age and over had completed was five 
and eight-tenths years. The corresponding figure for 
females was five and nine-tenths y e a r s . T h e  median 
number of years of school completed by all persons of this 
age category in the state in 1950 was seven and six-tenths 
years. Thus, it may be seen that the people of this 
parish have lagged behind the state as a whole in the 
matter of school attendance.
The schools in Lower Cameron. Prior to the storm 
there were five schools in Lower Cameron Parish, four of 
which were for white pupils and one was for Negroes. The 
latter was located on the Front Ridge, and had one hundred 
seventy-five students in the 1956-1957 session. Three of 
the schools for whites--those at Cameron, Creole, and 
Grand Chenier— were elementary schools and the fourth was 
a consolidated high school located at Oak Grove.
Number of pupils. As noted above, there were one 
hundred seventy-five colored children in attendance at the 
school on Front Ridge during the 1956-1957 session. One
65lbid.
^^Ibid., Table 10, "Summary of Population Character­
istics, for the State (Urban and Rural), Standard Metro­
politan Areas, Urbanized Areas, and Urban Places of 10,000 
or More: 1950", p. 23.
hundred sixteen of these were in grades one through six 
and the remaining fifty-nine were in junior high and high 
school.
In the-three elementary schools for whites there 
were five hundred and twenty-five children enrolled for 
this same session. They were distributed as follows: 
Cameron, two hundred eighty-three; Creole, one hundred 
forty; and Grand Chenier, one hundred two.
At the consolidated high school for whites there 
were two hundred seventy pupils enrolled during the 
session prior to the storm. Of this number, one hundred 
sixty-seven were in high school and the remaining one 
hundred three were in junior high.
School buildings. All of the school buildings were 
of frame construction except the consolidated high school. 
This latter building was a new structure, having been in 
use for only one year at the time of the storm.
School administration. The present superintendent 
of schools has been in office for twelve years, but his 
predecessor held the office for thirty-seven years. One 
school board member in the parish has been on the board 
for forty years and another spoke of having served in that 
capacity for twenty-seven years.
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The school board office is located in the county 
seat town of Cameron. In earlier years it was located on 
Grand Chenier near the home of the superintendent who was 
then in office.
The pre-disaster social structure of Lower Cameron 
Parish, as may be observed in the foregoing pages, was 
thoroughly permeated with familistic, primary type values. 
The family, as the most important group, dominated the 
lives of most of the residents of the area.
The distinctive culture of the rather isolated part 
of Cameron Parish located south of the Intracoastal Canal 
was sufficiently varied to allow for the existence of 
several distinct subcultures, each making its own contri­
bution to the social life of Lower Cameron.
The aspects of the social structure discussed in 
this chapter do not present a complete picture of life in 
the area, but are sufficient to give a general idea of the 
nature of social life in Lower Cameron before June 27* 1957.
CHAPTER V
THE DISASTER EXPERIENCE
This chapter presents a description of life in 
Lower Cameron Parish during the hours just preceeding, 
during and immediately following the onslaught of 
Hurricane Audrey as it moved inland across Cameron Parish 
during the morning hours of June 27, 1957. The material 
presented came, primarily, from interviews with persons in 
the area.
The order of presentation is chronological to a 
great extent, although not rigidly so. The material is 
ordered according to a modified version of the time model 
suggested by Wallace. The first phase mentioned by Wallace 
(the "steady state") is equivalent to Chapter IV of this 
study. The periods or stages used are: warning, threat,
impact and isolation. The period of "rescue" is included 
in Chapter VI of this study ("Rescue and Evacuation"), the 
period of "rehabilitation" is equivalent to Chapter VII,
■^Anthony F. C. Wallace, Tornado in Worcester: An
Exploratory Study of Individual and Community Behavior in 
an Extreme Situation (Conjaiittiee on Disaster St tidies Report 
No. 3; Washington: National Academy of Sciences-National
Research Council, 1956), pp. 7-15.
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and, finally, Chapter VII also deals with some aspects of 
change, the final period in Wallace*s model.
I. WARNING
On the twenty-fifth of June, at noon, the Weather 
Bureau at New Orleans issued an advisory, indicating a 
“Hurricane Watch'* for the Texas and Louisiana coast. This 
was a new development in what had been identified as a 
"tropical depression" the night before. At four and at 
ten o'clock subsequent advisories indicated increasing 
winds, with gales extending out one hundred fifty miles 
from the center. It was predicted that tides would be 
higher than normal along the Texas and Louisiana coasts.
The Weather Bureau Station at Lake Charles issued a special 
bulletin at six o'clock Tuesday evening, June twenty-fifth, 
advising all people to be on the alert for possible hurri­
cane warnings. Due to the danger of rising tides, people 
in low, exposed places along the beach from Vermilion Bay 
to the mouth of the Sabine were advised to take action to 
avoid being stranded.
Actual "Hurricane Warnings" were issued at ten 
o'clock Wednesday morning. The area involved included all 
of the Louisiana coast and the Texas coast over to Galveston.
1$2
After that time advisories and bulletins were issued at
three hourly intervals.
What did all of this mean to the residents of what
was to become the impact area of the hurricane as it moved
2inland? How did they define the situation?
Definition of the situation. Lammers considered 
the term situation to mean:
A configuration of physical, social, psychic and 
biological factors in the context of which an indi­
vidual feels, thinks and behaves at a certain moment.3
According to this idea, a situation involves both 
objective and subjective aspects. But, according to 
Lammers and in keeping with Thomas, an individuals actions 
are not a direct result of such a situation. Rather nhis 
perceptions interact with the situational Mata* and the 
ensuing thoughts, feelings and deeds are the upshot of this
^W. I. Thomas and Florian Znaniecki, The Polish 
Peasant in Europe and America (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 191$) I, 70.
^C. J. Lammers, Survey of Evacuation Problems and 
Disaster Experiences (Volume II of Studies in Holland 
Flood Disaster 1953. 4 volumes; Amsterdam: Instituut Voor
Sociaal Onderzoek Van Het Nederlandse Volk in cooperation 
with Committee on Disaster Studies of the National Academy 
of Sciences-National Research Council, Washington, D. C., 
1955), p. 11$.
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interplay.”^ The perceptions which play this role leading 
to behavioral, attitudinal and cognitional reactions are 
termed ’’the definition of the situation.”5
Individuals facing a new situation, even one as 
dangerous as an impending disaster, tend to react in terms 
of prior experiences and earlier definitions. The follow­
ing quotations indicate how this happened in the situation 
studied:
Oh, I told them, nitTs going to be just like 1913.
It can’t get no worse.”
Wednesday I put sticks in the edge of the water and 
watched them. The water didn’t come no higher on them.
In about 1920 we got salt water up to my knees.
When we heard that the water would be from five to 
nine feet above sea level, we figured that Cameron 
would get it. There’s three high ridges before you 
get to Creole.
We stayed at home. We didn’t expect it to get bad.
I told-someone that it could never be worse than the 
1913 storm.
We heard news on radio, but we never think to go 
away. That was the first time the water ever pass on 
that ridge.
We always had a little wind, but not water.
The old house in Oak Grove was sixty-one years old, 
and it never had water in it.
4-Ibid.. p. 119.
^Thomas and Znaniecki, o£. cit., p. 70
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Never did think of leaving. We listened to the TV 
and it seemed like it wasn’t so rough.
  said his daddy was 92 years old and he
never did tell him of something like that.
Salt water don’t come here unless we got a south 
wind or a high tide.
What got the best of us was that we usually have 
bad storms in August. The weather was bad, but I 
didn’t really believe that it was going to be that 
kind of storm. I looked at the clouds and thought 
that we were going to get some rain. My nephew and 
I talked about making corn if we got rain. Well, we 
got some raint
People wanted me to come to their house that 
Wednesday afternoon, but I told them I wasn’t afraid, 
I’d been in hurricanes in Florida.
My daddy— if he would have lived, today he’d be 
107— he never did see water go over this ridge.
An opposite reaction was registered by one person 
who spoke of a friend:
He always said that he would leave out. He’d say 
that he saw the one in 191&» and ’when another one
comes ______  is leaving out.” He said that people
laughed at him when he started out on Wednesday. He 
went to Lake Charles— took all of his business books 
and things. He tried to get an old Negro who was 
working with him to leave. He (the Negro) came over 
to Grand Chenier and then went back to Cameron and 
almo st dr own e d.
Several others also stated that they feared storms 
and generally took precautions during bad weather. The 
action taken ranged from going to visit a neighbor whose 
house was stronger to leaving the area.
II. THREAT
Family oriented behavior* As indicated before, the 
family was the dominant type of grouping in Lower Cameron 
Parish at the time of the hurricane. The researcher con­
sidered it necessary to explore the nature and extent of 
behavior oriented specifically to the family during the 
period of threat.
The following comments were made by persons who 
were interviewed by the researcher:
We went to my husband’s sister’s house and she told 
us we had better pack up and leave, but I laughed and 
said, "If it comes I will go with my house."
We didn’t plan to leave. We got up early and went 
over to my mother1s house. It’s an old custom here 
for people to all get together during a storm.
My grandson came at 3:00 o’clock and at 5:00 o’clock 
we went over to the school.
At about 3:00 o’clock (Wednesday night) my daddy 
came over and made me come to his house. My husband 
hadn’t come in, and when he did he went to bed here. 
Early the next morning he came on over where I 
was. . . .
I’ll tell you why I didn’t leave. It was those 
grandchildren out there in that boat (fishing in the 
river). As soon as they came in I hurried them off 
to Lake Charles.
Our son came down from Lake Charles on Wednesday 
evening to try to get us to leave. We told him that 
we would get out the next day. Early the next 
morning, at five o’clock, he started back down here, 
but he was stopped by the water at Creole. As the 
water continued to rise he tied the family car (a new
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Pontiac) to a corner fence post and went into one of 
the houses. He survived, along with the family there, 
in the attic. When he left Lake Charles Thursday 
morning he loaded the car with his belongings— fan, 
white sport coat, other good clothes, etc. They 
were all ruined in the car. The car, however, did 
not float away.
By daylight it was too late to get out. I went 
over to my sisterTs house, right over there, with my 
whole family and the two grandchildren who had come 
down from Lake Charles to spend the night.
Our grandson in the state of Washington tried to 
call us to tell us to get out.
My brother-in-law, who is scared of storms, came 
to my house, bringing his mother and wife.
I waked my husband at three ofclock and told him 
we just had to go to mother1s house.
My husband went to Creole to get one of our 
daughters who was visiting there. They were caught 
by the water on the way back and survived by getting 
into a house that floated by.
At six-thirty Thursday we left and went to Lake 
Charles. I didn’t want to go, but the family wouldn’t 
go without me. I was afraid that something might 
happen and they would blame me, so I went.
My brother came and said that if we wanted to move 
mama we had better move then. I wanted to stay here; 
but we went to Creole.
I was visiting in Baton Rouge at the time, but I 
caught a plane and came back to see about my grand­
sons who were supposed to be here.
I had packed the car Wednesday afternoon. I told 
my husband that if anything happened to one of the 
children I would never forgive him. We got out just 
in time.
I had planned to stay here, but some members of my 
family came after me.
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My sister and her husband went to Oak Grove to tell 
his people they were leaving, and got caught by the 
water there.
At four oTclock my children came for me.
My daughter came and got us to go to her house. We 
told her, "It won’t be bad,11 but she wanted us to go 
with her so we would be closer to the courthouse; and 
then the water caught us at her house.
As may be observed, the majority of these statements 
dealt with what may be termed “the extended family." That 
much activity was directed toward the immediate family is 
well understood, however. Perhaps one reason the inter­
viewees commented about activities directed toward relatives 
other than members of the immediate family was that to take 
action in their behalf required, in many cases, that the 
individuals leave their own houses and go elsewhere to 
assist the relatives. One man left home to go see about 
relatives and was not able to return. His family was lost.
Another reason for such comments was that in many 
cases some one member of the extended family lived in a 
more substantial house or on higher land than the others. 
During times of storm threat the other members of the extended 
family would assemble there for the added protection that 
higher ground or the stronger house afforded. One inter­
viewee said:
We went to the neighbor’s house at about five 
ofclock in the morning. He is one of our cousins.
He had a good house— a big house— and we thought we*d 
be safer up there.
13S
Still another interviewee spoke of the fact that there 
were thirty-two relatives who gathered at her fatherfs 
house.
Roles of family members. The roles of men in the 
families of Lower Cameron as the storm threatened seemed 
to be, primarily, that of an authority figure and that of 
a "protector." Several women spoke of the fact that they 
wanted to leave the area earlier, but that the men would 
not go. These comments indicated that the fathers, at 
least in these cases, had the final say as to when the 
family would leave. Note, however, the one quote above 
in which the wife "threatened" the husband if they did not 
get out in time.
Potential escape measures were provided by several 
of the men who were interviewed. One man had secured a 
ladder from the barn to use in climbing into the attic; 
another spoke of placing stools and boards in the attic of 
his house; while still another tied rope to the top of the 
house so that it would be available if needed. (It was 
needed and used.) In Creole a man secured a boat with an 
outboard motor and tied it to the side of the house; while 
in Cameron a man, who will be mentioned later, left his 
job long enough to make sure that his family left for 
higher ground. These examples of "protective" activity
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taken by the husbands/fathers indicate that this particular 
role, that of protector, was active in these cases.
Still another type of activity engaged in by the 
men was that of protecting family property. One man 
spoke of going around his house, even as the water was 
rising, in order to nail boards across the windows.
Several spoke of efforts to protect the family car from
the salt water, futile efforts in every case, but signi­
ficant in indicating the roles performed by the husbands/ 
fathers as the impending disaster threatened.
Most persons who owned boats either took, or at­
tempted to take action aimed at saving the boats. Several 
mentioned having taken their boats upstream on Wednesday 
and, in this way, saved them. In one case, in the town of 
Cameron, the husband left the house sometime between two- 
thirty and three ofclock Thursday morning to check on his 
shrimp boat. As he went toward the docks, however, he met
the water coming in. He turned and ran back to the house
to rouse the family. After sending them to the courthouse, 
which was relatively close, he remained in the house for 
some time attempting to place as many items as possible 
high above the floor. Later, having done all that seemed 
possible, he took a box of family papers and made his way, 
wading and swimming, to the courthouse. In this case, the
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husband clearly played the role of protector, both of the 
family and of family property.
The cases in which it was the wife who remained 
awake because of the storm conditions indicated that these 
wives were more conscious of the approaching danger or 
that they were not as thoroughly indoctrinated with the 
idea that "it can't happen here." To the extent that this 
occurred, and it was reported by several of the interviewees, 
there was a shifting of family roles, the wives in these 
cases becoming the protectors of the family.
A few persons reported behavior that was not oriented 
directly to the family. This was, however, the exception, 
and was not necessarily in conflict with family responsi­
bilities. Mention was made above of the man who left his 
work and returned home long enough to see that the family
left for a safer place. He returned, then, to his job--
knowing, however, that his family was safe.
Another individual reported that he went to his
boat which was docked near his house and remained in it 
just as long as possible. He said that he headed it into 
the wind and kept the engines running full speed. He said 
that "after some time, however, he made the boat as secure 
as he could and made his way back to his house.
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As reported in the press and as recognized by a 
national medical organization, one of the doctors in the 
area concentrated his attention upon his patients first 
and then upon the injured who were brought into the court­
house. His own home, in the meantime, was destroyed. His 
three children who were at home drowned, and his wife was 
barely able to survive by holding to some debris, while 
being driven many miles across the marsh. This was one of 
the few cases of individuals who gave their attention to 
their jobs during the actual hurricane. The other case 
was the one mentioned above. (See Appendix C.)
Another type of nonfamily activity reported that 
did not, however, preclude the carrying out of family 
roles, was in offering refuge to neighbors and to others 
who happened to be near. As a matter of fact, assistance 
was gained in several cases of this nature that were re­
ported to the researcher. In one instance, a white man on 
Grand Chenier who was not in good health told of how he 
directed the efforts of a Negro man who had come to his 
house for refuge, and, as a result of the Negro man’s 
work, all who were in the house were saved. Another inter­
viewee, a Negro, spoke of how he and others were active in 
protecting the house in which they had gathered as the 
storm came in.
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In one case some "strangers" in large trucks stopped 
in front of one of the interviewee’s house. He said that 
he called to the men and invited them to come into his 
house which stood somewhat higher than the road. Four of 
the "strangers" made their way to the man’s house and, 
thereby, survived. Two others were reported to have decided 
to try to go to a cafe near the river. They drowned.
In the house just mentioned, as well as in many 
others, some of the neighbors who assembled for protection 
were Negroes. One of the men whose house was used as a 
refuge spoke what appeared to be the common sentiment when 
he said, "I didn’t turn anybody away."
In the vicinity of the town of Cameron, where the 
water came in sometime before the onslaught of the more 
intense winds, some men engaged in rescue activities until 
the water became too rough and the wind too strong. Boats 
were used to rescue people from their homes and to take 
them to the courthouse. In addition to this, one man who 
had gone to the courthouse during the night said that he 
and some of the other men who had gathered there stood at 
the front of the building and formed a human chain in 
order to rescue people who came near enough. The families 
of these men were already in the courthouse.
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It was reported by some that additional boats were 
sought with which to assist in the rescue efforts. The 
men who were involved in this activity waded to houses 
where boats were known to be located. Rescue efforts were 
made as the storm was blowing in by one man who comraandered 
a large truck that had been left standing near the east 
side of the town of Cameron. He said that he drove it as
long as it would run, hauling residents to safer buildings.
During this period of threat some persons made 
trips toward "the front” to see if the water was actually 
coming in. One man spoke of driving, along with several 
other men, toward "the front" during the early morning 
hours to see what was happening. This man was a shrimper, 
and had already evacuated his boat to Lake Charles. He
said, "When we saw the water, we came back and told our
families that we simply had to leave out. The old folks 
(his wife’s parents) wouldn’t leave, but the rest of us 
did." The parents’ house was destroyed and the parents 
were drowned.
III. IMPACT
For many people in Lower Cameron Parish the actual 
hurricane was a surprise in spite of warnings. There were 
some who expected the storm to primarily affect the Texas
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coast. Consequently they thought that they were relatively 
saf e.
On Grand Chenier one feature that disguised the 
actual threat was the thought that there was safety in the 
height of the ridge, or chenier. As one person expressed 
it, "We never did think about it. Everybody from Oak Grove 
used to come to Grand Chenier because it is higher." This 
conviction that their ridge was safe was the factor most 
often mentioned along Grand Chenier, and, less frequently, 
along the East Creole Ridge and on Little Chenier.
In Cameron and along some of the ridges nearest the 
Gulf the water came up during the period from 2:30 to 6:00 
ofclock on the morning of June 27. Many persons, seeing 
the water, some being awakened by it as it came into their 
houses, were able to escape to the courthouse or to some 
other place of refuge. For them this time was both a period 
of "threat" and a beginning of "impact."
For persons who lived farther back from the Gulf, 
along the highway between Cameron and Creole, on Grand 
Chenier and the chenie'rs north of it, the coming of the 
water meant the onslaught of the hurricane. The water came 
in very fast in these areas.
Sector "A". One interviewee who spoke of his ex­
periences said that when his house disintegrated he and
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his family managed to get on a part of the roof, using it 
as a raft. Then, he said, the "r&.ft" overturned in a big 
wave. The interviewee came up a time or so under the roof 
but was able, finally, to get to the surface. He said that 
just as he reached the surface one of his children was 
going under near by, but that he couldn’t get to him. The 
child drowned. His wife and other child were not in sight. 
It was very difficult to see, however, because of the mist 
in the air and the salt water in his eyes. He drifted, 
holding onto some debris, for about five miles out into 
the marsh.
This interviewee’s wife said that the next thing 
she remembered after the "raft,T overturned was that she 
and one child were on a mattress. They floated for an 
estimated thirty-five miles, eventually stopping near a 
cabin. She said that she and her little boy went into the 
cabin and were able to light a heater to warm themselves. 
They found food in the refrigerator, and thus were rela­
tively safe and comfortable until they were rescued the 
next day.
An interviewee who lived east of Cameron in an old 
house said that he was awake, attending the baby who was 
sick, early on the morning of the hurricane. He said that 
he opened the door for some reason and saw that the water
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was already up to the headlights of his truck. He hastily 
awakened the others and got them into the attic. There 
was no time to save anything else, he said. They had 
water about knee deep in the attic when the water finally 
quit rising. They remained there until Friday, when they 
were rescued by a helicopter and taken to Lake Charles.
Another interviewee said that there were eighteen 
people in the house next to hers and that seventeen of 
them drowned. She said that water started coming into her 
house at about six o’clock in the morning. She, her 
husband, and a family of relatives who had sought refuge 
in her house decided that they had better leave the house 
and try to save themselves in a small tree nearby. Just 
before they got into the tree someone told her that a 
snake was climbing up the back of her coat. Her husband 
knocked it off, but was bitten as he did so. Thirty-six 
hours passed before he could get any treatment. She said 
that he held his hand in the salt water whenever possible. 
As the water continued to rise, and as the winds whipped 
up waves, the water would go completely over their heads, 
she said, but they managed to hold on. Late in the after­
noon the water subsided sufficiently for them to seek 
shelter in a house that had not been demolished as had 
theirs.
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Another person, who lived in what is known as the 
Yellow Jacket area of the town of Cameron, said that 
thirteen persons, other than his own family, sought refuge 
in his house. He said that he was watching his son’s 
house to see how it was taking the storm. The sonTs house, 
he said, was about eighteen feet tall, to the peak of the 
gable. And, he observed, ”1 know I saxtf ten feet of sea go 
over that house.” He continued:
Our house just took on off. I couldn’t tell which 
way we were going. When the house began to break up
I made a hole in the roof. I told _______  (his wife)
that I wouldn’t go off and leave her, that if we had 
to drown I would drown right there with her. She 
said, "It’s the providence of the good Lord." When 
I got that hole big enough I got out on the roof and 
I pulled her out and then all the others. I saved 
every one of them. That house would get to rocking 
just like out in the Gulf. When we got over near the 
Methodist church, I looked up in some trees and I seen 
one of my little nephews, just eleven years old. Two 
of them who were with me, they jumped off my house and 
caught those trees. I told them that I couldn’t help 
them if they jumped off. I told my nephew to stay in 
the tree and not to try to jump on the house, and I 
would come back for him. We went right between the 
Methodist church and the Methodist preacher’s house.
I saw two of my friends at the church. The water was 
almost to the top of those windows. Them benches were 
just a boiling out of there. About that time a vault 
come up; it jumped right straight up, turned over and 
took off; then another one come up and the casket come 
out of it. We lodged next to some hackberry trees.
My rent house was there too and the house lodged against
it. I walked over that rubbish and found a rope. I
tied the rope to the top of the house and to the tree
and then sent the other boys with the end of the rope
to the church. They tied it, and we made our way to 
the church.
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It was difficult to get an idea of what transpired 
in the homes in which there was an almost total loss of 
life or in which all were lost. In most cases, these 
situations involved the disintegration of the houses in 
which refuge was being sought. One interviewee, however, 
spoke of talking on the telephone to the husband/father of 
a family that was lost. She said that they had attempted 
to get this family to come to their house, but that they 
would not do so because of some telephone calls that were 
expected; later, when they decided to leave, it was too 
late— the water had covered the road. The interviewee 
said that as they were talking the man suddenly exclaimed, 
tfSweet Mother of God, there it is now!" After that the 
telephone was dead.
Sector "B". An interviewee who lived east of Daiglefs 
Corner, and near the highway that runs from Cameron to 
Creole, stated that the water came into their house, or, 
her mother’s house, for they had gone there during the 
night, at about five o ’clock Thursday morning. The water 
came fairly slowly until about seven o ’clock, she said.
After that time, it came in very fast, soon reaching the 
ceiling of the old fashioned house. The interviewee’s 
immediate family, along with her mother, retreated to the 
attic as the water came. She stated that there was a
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window in the attic and that they watched what was going 
on outside. She spoke of seeing the house in front of 
them break up and then their own house, which they had 
left to come to her motherfs house, began to break up.
She said that she saw her milk cow go over the fence, 
swimming, and that at least two hundred other cattle 
swam by.
The house in which they had sought refuge stood.
It was severely damaged, but not destroyed. This matter 
of the older houses standing was a subject that invited 
frequent comment.
Another interviewee told the researcher of what 
happened at his house. In some way the family got 
separated in the house as water swept through it. The 
husband was in one room, and the wife and two children 
were in another. All during the day, until the water 
receded, he was sure that the other members of the family 
had been \vashed out of the house and drowned; and they, 
likewise thought that he had been lost. When the water 
level began to fall, he ventured out of the closet, where 
he had been able to keep from being swept out of the house, 
and started toward the place where he had last seen them. 
His daughter was just venturing from the closet that had
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been their haven in the front room. He said, simply,
"That was a happy time!"
Thursday night, the interviewee said, the family 
remained in their house which had drifted about thirty 
feet. The water retreated from the house by nightfall and 
they sat back-to-back all night in order to keep warm. By 
morning the water was gone from the roadway and they were 
able to walk toward help.
Another man told of the water coming into his 
house rather fast. He said:
First thing we knew the water was knee deep at my 
house. We went over to my sister’s house and then
to Dr. ________ ’s clinic. There were twenty-seven of
us there. We stayed inside until the water came too 
deep and then we got on top of the roof. The water 
came within two or three feet from the top, but the
trees broke the waves so no water went over us. There
were about ten children there and we saved them all.
This man stated that they had to climb to the roof 
of the flat building at about eight o ’clock. They remained 
there until about "two and a half," as he expressed it, in 
the afternoon. He observed, "We were cold, but others had
it worse." One of the patients who climbed to top of the
clinic was reported to have been quite ill before the 
storm. The interviewee said, "Right after the storm he was 
a lot better!"
Along the Front Ridge road in Sector "B" there were 
at least thirty-seven houses occupied by Negroes. It was
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here that the largest proportion of the population in any 
section of the area was lost. The water came up on the 
Front Ridge at about the same time that it came up in the 
town of Cameron.
Five Negro families who lived in this settlement 
were interviewed. Only one of the families had remained 
there during the hurricane; and the head of the household 
and his adult son were drowned. The wife of the older man 
did most of the talking during the interview, but her 
daughter-in-law, the wife of the son who drowned, was also 
present.
VJhen the water was about knee deep in the house, the 
older lady explained, they decided to go outside. They 
were afraid that the old house in which they lived would 
not stand. She said:
We went out to that fig tree and stood holding on 
to it. We stayed right there. The limb my husband 
and son were holding broke loose and they drowned.
Waves would wash over us as high as this house. W e rd 
put our heads down when the wave would hit— I hope 
I T11 never see anything like that again. We went to 
the tree at about seven-thirty and the water didnTt 
go down until about three-thirty in the afternoon.
It must have been about eleven o ? clock when my husband 
and son drowned.
My husbandfs brother, his wife, and his two sons 
were with us. They were saved. The house broke all 
to pieces.
Still farther east along this ridge, at Oak Grove, 
an interviewee told how she, her husband, her two grandsons,
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and seven other people sought refuge in her home. As the 
storm progressed, they were forced to leave the house and 
go to a store building across the road. Still later, they 
had to evacuate this building also and cling to some trees 
for several hours. Nine of the eleven survived.
The interviewee said that her husband swam from the 
attic of the store building to the trees with the grand­
children and, then, with her. The water was very deep at 
this time— she mentioned having seen the waves going com­
pletely over her house before she left the attic of the 
store. They remained in the trees, she said, until about 
five otclock in the afternoon.
The water reached the northeastern part of Sector 
"B” considerably later than it reached the Front Ridge 
and Oak Grove. One resident of Little Chenier said:
At about twelve-thirty on Thursday it started 
getting bad here. It never take too long to be pass 
on that ridge when he come in. The water pass about 
five feet, take my house and put it close to my 
well. When the wind shift, he come down from the 
marsh. He die down at about three-thirty.
Sector UC". By seven o fclock Thursday morning 
houses near the bridge across the Mermentau were beginning 
to float. One man who lived in the village of Grand Chenier 
said that the water started into his house at about seven 
o*clock. This particular individual had gone to his boat
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that was docked in the river at approximately five o fclock. 
On the way back to his house, after tending to his boat, 
he found the streets covered with water. People were trying 
to leave. He spoke of assisting one of his neighbors in 
getting his car started by pushing it down the water covered 
street. By seven o Tclock several of the neighbors had come 
to seek refuge in his two story house, along with his 
family and some boarders who were there.
Still farther east along the chenier a man was inter­
viewed who said that when he was awakened by a member of 
the family bringing coffee to his bed, he looked out and 
saw water rolling in across the road. People were talking 
about when the storm might hit. He said, "I told them the 
storm had already struck."
Other comments that indicated that the brunt of the 
storm caught people on Grand Chenier unaware were:
That morning when I got up, I saw the water coming.
We never paid much attention to it until we saw the 
water coming in, and it was too late then.
We didnTt know it until the water was coming in.
These comments give some idea of the manner in which 
the people of Grand Chenier, especially those east of the 
village of Grand Chenier, were made aware of the onslaught 
of the hurricane. The water came in very fast. There was 
little opportunity to use the road which was located on
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the southern slope of the chenier. There was a great deal 
of scampering back and forth on the chenier itself at 
first; but, after a short time, human effort was practi­
cally useless against the powerful force of wind and wave.
One resident of Grand Chenier told how she and her 
husband returned to their house early Thursday morning 
(from her fatherTs house) to put boards over the windows. 
Their house was new, and they had not quite finished 
working on it. She said that they were working inside and 
didnTt realize that the water was coming up. She said:
We hadn’t looked out, that is, until our car 
bumped into the front of our house. I looked around 
and my husband had fallen to his knees— w e ’re not the 
same religion, but religion didn’t mean anything—  
he was praying. I figured then it must be bad. When 
he got up he said "I asked the Lord that, if our house 
floated away, it would wedge in the trees back there.” 
Just about that time the house began to move^ and it 
went right into the woods. The water kept rising and 
we kept getting higher up. I wanted to get into the 
attic, but he said that he wanted to be able to see 
what was going on. When the water got almost to the 
top of the windows we broke a window and got out on 
the roof. He held me on the top of the house. I’ll 
tell you, to me, it was the end of time. W e ’d see 
parts of all these big homes going by— w e ’d see beds, 
furniture, and other things. I told him that if those 
big houses had broken up I just knew our children were 
drowned. They had stayed at my daddy’s house. Two 
ladies that drowned passed on a raft— they hadn’t
drowned then. Mr. ______  drowned right near our
house and my brother and Mrs. ______  hit the trees
there. I wouldn’t look any more because I was afraid 
that I would see one of the children pass. We stayed 
up there until about four-thirty that afternoon and 
my husband had faith that our children would be
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alright, but I told him we just couldnTt stay up there 
any more— we had to go see about those children.
The water was up to our necks. We got on the other 
side of the graveyard; that’s where my husband really 
broke. We couldnTt see no life at the house; then my 
aunt waved so we knew there was life. . . . The children 
were safe.
My father was missing. He had gone to help rescue 
some people. When he came back they brought a little 
dead baby and a live baby and the mother.
We all got back into the attic that night except for 
a big lady— she weighed three hundred fifty pounds and 
we couldn’t lift her. We all slept there. The children 
were very hungry the next morning and I got down to look 
for something to eat. I found a can of peas and just 
when I started to get back up there one Of the men who 
had lost his wife asked me for it, so I gave it to 
him. I thought that God would let me find something 
else. I found some peaches so the children each had 
a piece of peach.
We had to take the little dead baby down because 
it was beginning to spoil.
We walked five miles to _______  to get some food
and water and we caught a plane out of here at about 
five o ’clock Friday.
One of the most graphic descriptions of the disaster 
experience obtained was recounted by a resident of Grand 
Chenier. The following rather extended quotation gives his 
story:
We lived on about the highest part of the ridge.
At three-thirty on the morning of the twenty-seventh a 
man and his family came to our home and wanted to get 
the keys to the school house. After they left, I 
stayed up and made lots of coffee and put it in thermos 
bottles, drew up several gallons of drinking water, and 
finished securing things in general. About five o ’clock
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my wife got up and she and our two year old baby 
dressed themselves in slacks. We moved all the 
furniture out of the kitchen as we felt it would 
be the safest place and placed a mattress and a 
rope so we could reach them if they were needed.
We still did not have any water even in the marsh
in front of our house. At seven o Tclock Mr. ________
called us on the telephone and told us that they had 
gotten out of their house and gone to a neighborfs.
He said that their house had floated away, and that 
all the people and homes near the river were gone.
He stated that the water was rising fast and that 
things looked bad at that end of the ridge. A few
minutes after this, Mr. ________ called and asked if
he could bring his family to our house. A few 
minutes later he called and said that they had 
started but had gotten caught by the water. He got 
his family back into the house and into the attic.
We still had no water, but the wild life began 
coming into our yard. We went outside to watch and 
take pictures. There were mink, muskrats, raccoons, 
nutria, and, later, thousands of snakes. Then the 
water came. I had a ruler and placed it by our 
concrete block fence. The water was rising three 
inches a minute. We went inside and watched and 
waited.
I had tried to get my wife to go to ________ the
afternoon before. She would not go unless I went 
too. I felt that I could not go because I had several 
things that I had to do, and I also felt that I might 
be needed to help. As I sat and watched my baby play,
I blamed myself for her being there.
I went outside again and checked the rise of the 
water. At seven-thirty it was rising five inches per 
minute. I went back into the living room, which faced 
the Gulf, and began moving the heavy furniture against 
the door. I did not stop until I had it jammed against 
the opposite wall. A moment later the water struck 
the house. The door was torn loose and the furniture 
jack-knifed in the middle of the room.
I got my wife and baby into the kitchen and closed 
and barred the doors. We heard our two little puppies
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crying on the breezeway and I opened the door by main 
strength as it had three feet of water on the other 
side. The puppies swam in and, with the door closed 
and tied, I put them in the kitchen sink. The jet 
black, shiny water continued to rise higher and higher. 
The twenty-foot deep freeze broke loose on the breeze­
way and began to pound that end of the house to pieces.
A huge log broke the fence and slammed into the bedroom 
wing of the house. One end went under the house and 
the other waved up and down, acting as a lever, slowly 
moving the house over. My wife and I felt that there 
was little chance of survival, therefore, we were very 
calm. I could see that she sometimes prayed silently.
I was watching out one window and she out another when 
I remarked that our butane tank was leaving. She
said, "Honey, donft feel badly, there goes Mr. _______fs
new car." The car was going across the cornfield. We 
could hear parts of the house breaking up, even above 
the roar of the storm. The water was between four and 
five feet deep in the house and waves were breaking 
completely over the house. Every minute seemed a 
long, long time. We had heard that the storm would 
pass before noon, so time was very important to us.
We drank coffee, talked, and waited. We were very 
concerned about the people in the lower communities 
and those closer to the Gulf. At eleven-fifteen there 
was a definite lull in the velocity of the wind and 
the water dropped rapidly. Then the wind shifted from 
southeast to southwest and its velocity increased 
greatly. It seemed to blow much harder than ever before.
The water level was now below the floor, but the 
house was full of snakes. Leaving my wife and baby in 
the kitchen I started clearing them out of the house.
They were all angry and were striking at anything that 
moved. When I finished, I had killed fifty-three 
snakes.
I then went to see what had happened to my neighbors.
I could not get anyone to answer my knock at either 
house nearest us. I then saw two men fighting their 
way toward me through the water and wind. Their place 
was completely gone and six men four women,, and six 
small children had saved themselves by holding on to 
small trees and pieces of the house. We got them to 
our house, traveling the two thousand feet in a little
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over an hour. All of them were very cold. They began 
helping to clear the^ sea weed and mud from the house 
and were all given clothes, hot coffee, and something 
to eat. Before night others had arrived, many sepa­
rated from the rest of their families, many had seen 
their people die. Some were hurt, and soon nearly all 
of our first aid supplies were gone.
We had no way of cooking inside, so a wind break of 
concrete blocks was made in the front yard and supper 
was cooked outside. We had plenty of food in the deep 
freeze, lots of canned goods, milk for the babies, 
bread and plenty of cake, as my wife had baked several 
the day before.
Transportation and communication were completely 
out that day. By night fall, the water was off the 
ridge, but still over much of the road. We knew that 
there were many people in trouble, but did not have 
anything to work with.
My wife and I had prayer service, offering our 
thanks to God. We could see many of the others, who 
were all Catholic, using their prayer beads.°
In one case that was brought to the researcher1s 
attention by a person who lived in the area and partici­
pated in rescue activities immediately after the storm, an 
eleven year old boy was reported to have been given the 
responsibility of caring for his baby sister. As the 
house in which they were visiting began to give way, 
boards were extended from an attic window to a nearby 
tree. The boyTs mother took her children across to the 
tree and then went back to get some older people who were
^This statement was prepared b f  a resident of Grand 
Chenier and the researcher was given permission to use it.
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in the house. Before she could return the house collapsed 
and all in it were drowned.
The little boy, holding his baby sister, clung to 
the tree all day even when it washed up.and floated away. 
They landed near the highway north of Creole. When the 
water left the road he started out to walk toward Creole, 
but could not carry his little sister. She had a life 
jacket on so he placed her in the water at the side of the 
road and pulled her along as he walked.
He took her into a clinic in Creole late Thursday 
afternoon. The people who had survived the storm on top 
of the clinic had been taken to a home close by; conse­
quently, there was nobody there. He used all of the 
gauze that he could find in an attempt to keep the baby 
warm Thursday night. Friday morning they were found, and 
the baby was immediately taken to a hospital in Lake 
Charles; but she died soon afterward from exposure and 
from the water that she had taken into her body during the 
day.
Thoughts during impact. What did the people think
about during this ordeal. The answers to question number
33 of the schedule gave some idea of the thoughts that
* ■*'were entertained, at least those that were recalled at the
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time of the interview and those that the interviewee felt 
free to express.
Many people were apparently so overcome with the 
shock of the situation and with the struggle for survival 
that they remembered little that they had thought during 
the period of impact. Some said, simply, "I thought about 
the water.” Others recognized the precariousness of their 
position and said that the thoughts they recalled had to 
do with the fact that they didn*t really expect to live 
through it all. Two interviewees (both women) said that 
they wanted to give up and get it over, but their husbands 
kept holding to them. One of these interviewees said 
that, at the time, it seemed foolish to try so hard to 
save her life and then to lose it eventually. This fatal­
istic attitude was not mentioned by any of the other 
persons who talked to the interviewer. Most people apparently 
were reconciled to the probability of death, but they strug­
gled to prevent it.
Several persons spoke of the quietness and calmness 
of the people at the courthouse. Only one individual was 
mentioned as having become hysterical during the ordeal.
Many were reported to have said hardly a word during the 
entire time they were there.
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A number of the interviewees indicated that they 
thought that this was the end of the world. These persons 
were isolated from others during the storm, and as they 
looked at the expanse of water that was obliterating the 
"world" that they knew, they could not conceive of any­
thing ever being the same again.
One lady, who had drifted with one of her children 
far into the marsh, said that this thought kept coming 
into her mind, nAre my baby and I the only two people left 
alive in the world?" Another interviewee said:
As my husband and I lay on that roof and saw the 
vaults go by, I told my husband that I believed it 
was the end of the world because the Bible said that 
those in the graves would come forth. My husband 
said that it couldn't be the end of the world because 
the world was supposed to be destroyed by fire.
Other expressions that indicated the same sort of 
reaction were:
I thought the world was coming to an end.
I thought it was the last days. I said to myself, 
"we’re the only ones living."
I thought it was the last go-around. I told the 
children to just put their trust in the Lord— just 
look at the waves coming int
The safety and welfare of the family occupied the 
thoughts of many, according to their comments. If the 
family had become separated, this thought seemed to push 
most other thoughts from their minds. This was particularly
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true in those cases in which children had gotten separated 
from their parents.
Damage to houses. Foley made an analysis of the
damage sustained by eleven hundred thirty-five structures,
five hundred forty-five of which were in Cameron (Sector
"A"), three hundred sixty-two in Creole (Sector "B"), and
7two hundred twenty-eight in Grand Chenier (Sector "C").
He used five categories in recording and presenting his 
findings. The categories used were: (1) "float outs",
those houses that were destroyed or moved some considerable 
distance, (2) "off blocks", those which were moved off 
their foundation blocks, but which remained relatively 
close by, (3) "great damage on site," (4) "slight damage 
on site," and (5) "water damage only." (See Table III).
According to this survey, over half of the buildings 
surveyed were either destroyed or floated away. In Sector 
"B" seventy per cent of the buildings considered were 
listed under this category. This meant that, relative to 
the other two sectors, Sector "B" suffered much greater
7Albert S. Foley, Operation Bayou: The Hurricane
Audrey Disaster Study (Committee on Disaster Studies, 
Preliminary Work Report; Washington, D. C.: National
Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, 1957), 
pp. 29-31* Note: after this the sub-areas will be spoken
of as Sectors "A", "B", and "C" in keeping with the 
terminology used in this study.
TABLE III
LOWER CAMERON PARISH STRUCTURE DAMAGE, JUNE 1957
Total Lower Cameron Creole Grand Chenier
Category Cameron (Sector “A") (Sector “B” ) (Sector ”C»)
Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
"Float-outs" 614 54.1 254 46.6 254 70.2 106 46.5“Off-blocks” 176 15.5 102 18.7 55 15.2 19 8.3
11 Great Damage” 136 12.0 49 9.0 34 9.4 53 23.3
“Slight Damage” 187 16.5 123 22.6 19 5.2 45 19.7“Water Only” 22 1.9 17 3.1 0 0 5 2.2
Totals 1135 100.0 545 100.0 362 100.0 228 100.0
SOURCE: A. S. Foley, Operation Bayou: The Hurricane Audrey Disaster Study
(Committee on Disaster Studies, Preliminary Work Memorandum; Washington, D. C.: 
National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, 1957), p. 30.
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proportionate loss. Attention was called to the fact that 
a very large part of the losses attributed to Cameron 
(Sector "A") were actually located east of the town. In 
the line village between Cameron and Daigle*s Corner, the 
eastern boundary of the sector, forty-one of the fifty-five 
structures were washed away or destroyed, while eleven 
were knocked off their foundation blocks or greatly damaged 
on site.
Along Front Ridge Foley enumerated a total of 
seventy structures, only four of which remained on site, 
and these sustained severe damage. In what is called the 
Oak Grove community there were forty-six structures prior 
to the hurricane and forty-three of these were destroyed 
or floated away; only three severely damaged buildings 
remained.^
Sector "A” and Sector "C" suffered about the same 
proportionate number of **float outs,** "slight damage,’* and 
"water damage only" buildings. Proportionately fewer 
houses were washed from the foundation blocks in Sector ”C”
^As of January, 195$, only one of these buildings 
had been repaired.
^Foley, op. eit., p. 30.
Figure 4. H0use demolished hy hurricane.
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as compared to Sector MAtt, but more received "great damage 
on site."10
In the sample of seventy-five households, thirty- 
eight of the houses were completely destroyed or washed 
away. This constituted slightly over fifty per cent of 
the sample. Fourteen of the houses were off the blocks 
(approximately nineteen per cent), sixteen sustained great 
damage (twenty-one per cent), seven houses were slightly 
damaged (approximately ten per cent), and none suffered 
"water damage only.".
One factor that caused the destruction of many 
buildings was the battering of logs, debris, automobiles 
and other houses against them. On the farm of one of the 
interviewees a new two story barn had been completed a day 
or two before the storm. Some heavy piling, such as that 
used for off-shore oil well platforms, washed in with the 
water and pounded against the barn. This pounding, with 
the force of the water, completely destroyed the barn. On 
the same farm a rent house was destroyed by a bundle of 
seven such piling.
In other cases buildings knocked against each other 
with sufficient force that the building being hit was
10Ibid., pp. 30-31
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demolished. Several people expressed the belief that their 
houses would not have floated away if other buildings had 
not struck them. Whether these judgments were correct 
cannot be determined.
One lady spoke of a marsh buggy that passed near 
their house, traveling at a very rapid rate of speed. In 
two cases interviewees spoke of oil tanks narrowly missing 
their houses. In other cases the automobiles that had been 
hastily parked in front of the houses served as battering 
rams against the buildings.
Another factor associated with the destruction of 
the houses was the fast moving water that formed into 
whirlpools when it hit the houses and the pillars under 
the houses. This caused deep holes to be dug out under 
the houses; and then, when the house dropped into the 
hole, it was shattered. In some cases "lakes” were formed 
where once houses stood. (See Figure 5.) One "lake” was 
estimated to be at least fifteen feet deep. Some of the 
holes were not deep, but in most cases along the Front 
Ridge and Grand Chenier a hole was dug into the sandy soil 
wherever there was some obstruction.
Casualties suffered. The number of fatalities 
suffered in the impact area was not positively determined. 
As of the end of May, 1953, three hundred sixty-two bodies
Figure 5. A house once stood here.
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had been recovered, and one hundred eighty-two were still 
listed as missing. Of the bodies recovered, however, one 
hundred thirty-three were unidentified. Just how many of 
the persons listed as missing were included among the un­
identified was impossible to determine. The sheriff of 
Cameron Parish was quoted in a newspaper article as saying 
that the casualty figure was probably four hundred eleven.^ 
One factor that added to the difficulty in determining the 
exact number of persons lost was the fact that there were 
large numbers of temporary workers and visitors in the 
impact area at the time of the hurricane.
Among the families included in the sample there 
were six that had lost members in the immediate family, 
and all except twenty-one of the families mentioned having 
lost close relatives in the storm. Because of the extended 
family system in the area most families, apparently, lost 
close relatives.
The researcher talked informally with numerous 
persons, other than the interviewees, who had lost members 
of their immediate families. In two of these cases the 
wives and children had drowned; in another case all of the 
children of the family had been lost; and, in still another,
•̂ The Cameron Parish Pilot. June 27, 195&, p. 1.
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the husband of a couple who had been visiting their children 
and grandchildren in the area had been drowned.
Friedsam analyzed the casualty figures of the impact
area in reference to age, sex, and racial distribution,
using the data recorded in the office of the sheriff of
1 2Calcasieu Parish. According to this source, somewhat 
over one-fourth of the casualties were suffered by children 
under ten years of age. For the total losses, the sex 
distribution was about equal, forty-nine and one-tenth per 
cent being females. Proportionately, there were many more 
Negroes than whites lost in the hurricane. In actual 
numbers the losses were about the same— fifty-three and 
one-tenth per cent of all casualties being white and forty- 
six and nine-tenths per cent being Negro. In reference to 
the distribution of the racial groups in the population, 
however, the Negroes lost many more. In 1950 (See Table I) 
there were five hundred eighty-three Negroes and five 
thousand six hundred sixty-one whites listed in the popu­
lation of Cameron Parish. On the basis of these figures,
*̂ Ĥ. J. Friedsam, Memorandum on Formal Organizations 
in Hurricane Audrey (Committee on Disaster Studies, Pre­
liminary Report; Washington, D. C.: National Academy of
Sciences-National Research CSuncil, 1957), pp. 129-130.
The sheriff of Calcasieu Parish kept these records for the 
first several months after the storm.
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Negro losses amounted to over thirty per cent of the 
Negroes in the parish (practically all of whom lived in 
the impact zone), whereas only about ten per cent (using 
the data of the 1950 census) of the total population of 
the three wards constituting the impact zone were lost.
IV. ISOLATION
In the disasters that have been reported, the period 
of isolation has varied from a very few minutes up to 
several days.
Duration of isolation. In Lower Cameron the' length 
of time that may be termed an isolation period varied 
considerably with the different parts of the area. It 
seems proper to speak of the entire area as having been 
almost totally isolated for twenty-four hours, and then of 
a gradual restoration of communication.
The following statements from the Lake Charles 
American Press give some indication of the isolation of 
Lower Cameron Parish in the early hours following the 
hurricane:
Communications were lost with Cameron about 7 
A.M., after reports were received of five feet of 
water in the streets there. A number of persons 
were reported in the Cameron courthouse.
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Hurricane Audrey may have claimed its first 
casualties in southwest Louisiana early today.
Four National Guard amphibious "Ducks” arrived 
here shortly before 10 A.M. today from Alexandria; 
one was stationed on East Broad at Highway 14. The 
three others were proceeding to Cameron to evacuate 
people still there.^3
On the twenty-eighth the information from the area 
began to be received by authorities in Lake Charles as the 
first boats to leave Cameron after the storm began to come 
into the port at Lake Charles. Information was still 
scanty, however, because of the isolation within the 
impact area itself. The headline of the afternoon news­
paper in Lake Charles on Friday, June 2$, was "Hurricane
Death Toll May Be 200."-^
On Friday reports from observers who had flown 
over the area began to come in also, and some idea of the 
magnitude of the disaster began to be formulated by the 
authorities in Lake Charles. On the twenty-ninth of June 
the possible death toll had been revised upward to two 
hundred fifty by these authorities. On that date, also, 
radio circuits were opened between Cameron and Lake Charles.^
•*•3The Lake Charles American Press. June 27* 1957* p. 1. 
12|-Ibid. . June 2$, 1957, p. 1.
3-5ibid., June 29, 1957, p. 1.
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On the following day the newspaper again revised its head­
line announcement of the death toll, stating, "Revised
1 ADeath Toll Now 275 in Striken Cameron Parish."
The full extent of the loss of life was slowly 
revealed as communications became established throughout 
the area and as the scattered population began to re­
assemble. It was about a week, according to informants 
in the area, before the total picture became known.
Isolation within the impact zone. In Sector "A"
there were individuals who reported that they were 
isolated from others for as much as thirty-six hours.
Most of the persons from this sector, however, had es­
tablished communication with others by noon on Friday,
June 2$th. In fact, most of them had been evacuated either 
to the courthouse in Cameron or to Lake Charles by this 
time.
In Sector "B” the period of isolation was longer
for a greater proportion of the families and individuals
than in Sector "A", and more persons were isolated for 
short periods of time as well.
Persons who had floated out into the marsh were 
almost totally isolated until they were picked up on
•^Ibid.. June 30, 1957* p. 1.
Friday, although some did drift together. Two families in
the sample, one from west of the crossroads at Creole and
one from east of the crossroads drifted to the same spot
near the Intracoastal Canal. They spent Friday night
17together in a house that had drifted near them.
An interviewee told of two of her relatives, an 
aunt and her daughter, who drifted out into the marsh.
They landed close to one another, but were far enough 
apart that they could not see each other across the debris 
that was there. The mother told of hearing someone calling 
for help periodically all through the night. On Friday 
when they were rescued they realized how close to each 
other they had been.
Those who were alone and who were able to do so, 
began to move in the direction that they thought might 
bring them into contact with rescuers as soon as the storm 
died down. This same pattern was followed by some groups 
of survivors who did not have food or water. Some were 
without food or water until Friday, however.
In several instances the researcher was told of the 
collection of people at places where food and water were
-*-7one of the interviewees spoke of the task they 
had to keep snakes out of the house during the night.
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available. In such cases, the people usually remained 
where they were until assistance arrived.
The longest periods of isolation for individuals 
and for family groups existed in Sector ,fC”. The bridge 
that crossed the Mermentau River was washed out during 
the hurricane, thus making it difficult for rescuers to 
enter. It was about a week before a ferry was put into 
operation.
Another factor involved in the isolation of Sector 
"Cn was the concentration of attention on the county-seat 
town of Cameron. The fact that the local government 
officials were in the town and, also, the fact that this 
was the terminal point for water traffic from Lake Charles 
into the area doubtlessly contributed to this situation.
The researcher heard numerous complaints about this emphasis 
on Cameron.
Activities during isolation. In Sector MA” the 
activities of the people during the period of isolation 
seemed to revolve mainly around the courthouse and the 
formal and/or emergent leaders there. A very large number 
had sought refuge in the courthouse, and others, who had 
spent the time during the storm elsewhere, came to the 
courthouse as soon as the storm abated. Rescue teams were
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formed to assist people to get to the courthouse, accord­
ing to informants.
In Sector "Btt interviewees reported that they began 
moving about just as soon as the water receded enough to 
allow them to do so. Some whose houses were demolished or 
very badly damaged sought shelter in the houses that were 
still standing. Numerous people spoke of the fear that 
they experienced at this time in reference to the possible 
return of the wind and water.
In Sector "C" much of the same type of activity was 
reported, with, however, a significant variation. Some of 
the people of Grand Chenier began organized rescue operations 
very soon after the storm died down. This activity will be 
discussed in the following chapter.
Throughout the area the general description of 
isolation behavior indicated efforts on the part of most of 
the people to come together into groups and to meet the 
immediate prerequisites for survival. In several cases 
indications were given to the effect that some member of 
the family would go to search for missing family members, 
or to check on relatives.
The activities of this period were oriented primarily 
around the family, and secondarily, the neighborhood.
CHAPTER VI
RESCUE AND EVACUATION
In this chapter attention is given to the rather 
intensive action that got under way both within and without 
the impact zone of the disaster as soon as the primary 
impact began to subside. This action is selectively 
presented from the time of its beginning through the time 
that the refugees began to return to their homes. There 
is a time overlap between this chapter and Chapter VII, 
because the actions discussed in the two chapters overlap.
I. SELF HELP
As has been indicated in the literature on disaster, 
there is a period of time during which the victims of a 
disaster must Mgo it a l o n e . T h i s  period of time varies 
with the disaster and for particular persons within the 
same disaster.
Sector "A”. In Sector "A** the organized activity 
seemed to be concentrated around the courthouse. It was
•^Anthony F. C. Wallace, Tornado in Worcester, An 
Exploratory Study of Individual and Community Behavior in 
an Extreme Situation (Committee on Disaster Studies Report 
No. 3; Washington, D. C.: National Academy of Sciences-
National Research Council, 1956), p. 55.
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here that the largest single group of refugees had. col­
lected, and it was also here that the only "officials" 
were to be found. As mentioned above, there was some 
rescue activity centering at the courthouse as the hurri­
cane struck. Some small groups went out from the court­
house to help others through the waters to the place of 
safety. In addition to this, it was reported that some of 
the men formed a "human chain" to rescue people on floating 
objects near the courthouse. Once the brunt of the storm 
•struck, however, this activity was no longer possible.
Judging by the remarks of informants, the number of persons 
who engaged in these rescue efforts was never great. Several 
informants were queried as to the leaders in this activity, 
but either they could not or would not indicate who the 
leaders were. The deputy on duty probably initiated most 
of the rescue excursions since calls for help did come 
into his office.
As the people crowded into the courthouse, the deputy 
on duty was, reportedly, about the only person who assumed 
any sort of "control”; and, according to several informants, 
this control was not specific. As was discovered later, 
the sheriff was marooned at home during the storm and did 
not reach the courthouse until late Thursday afternoon.
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Early in the course of the field work the researcher 
was told by informants that the deputy and other white men 
in the courthouse attempted to require the Negroes to stay 
downstairs instead of going upstairs where the white people 
were gathering. Numerous other persons who were at the 
courthouse, both white and Negro, were queried about this 
and they said that they knew nothing of such activity. 
Evidently, if the activity reported took place, it was not 
widespread nor publicly discussed.
When the storm died down several of the men began 
to venture out to check on damage and to rescue stranded 
persons. According to informants, this group assisted 
some who had survived the storm in or on their houses in 
going to the courthouse. This activity was directed, 
primarily, toward specific persons, according to the in­
formants who spoke of it.
Many of those at the courthouse had not eaten since 
Wednesday. As soon as such activity became possible, 
efforts were made to secure food. In order to accomplish 
this permission was secured from some of the local store- 
owners who were in the courthouse for canned goods to be 
taken from their stores. A group of men were sent to 
secure whatever they could find in order for the people at 
the courthouse to have something to eat. Enough food was 
secured for everyone at the courthouse to have some nourish­
ment .
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A Negro man who made his way to the courthouse 
after the storm died down spoke of this food. He said 
"they brought some food to the courthouse and, quite 
naturally, they fed the whites first. When they did feed 
us there were so many hungry little kids around that you 
just couldnTt eat much."
A cistern was found that had not been blown over or 
covered with salt water and water was brought from this 
cistern for the people to drink. (Waste paper baskets 
were used for this purpose, according to one informant.)
On Friday a well was put into operation and the water was 
boiled in containers set up outside of the courthouse.
Informants and interviewees who were at the court­
house indicated that one particular man seemed to "emerge" 
as the leader. He assumed control of work operations and, 
along with certain other men, organized the necessary 
groups such as the food and water teams. He also was 
reported to have directed other activities around the 
courthouse. This man was not an official and, so far as 
is known, had never held any public office. He was a 
business man in the community. When the researcher spoke 
to him about his activities at the courthouse he responded 
by saying "somebody had to get things started.” He said 
that he normally had quite a few people working for him and 
so was accustomed to giving orders. He stated that everybody
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was just sitting around doing nothing, and he thought that 
they should get busy. One additional factor that may have 
been involved in this situation was that some of the 
people who normally worked for this man were present at the 
courthouse.
One Negro interviewee told of another Negro man, a 
relative, who had survived, along with his family and 
others in his house. As soon as he could leave the house 
after the storm he made his way through the water to the 
courthouse to seek aid in bringing his wife, children, and 
the others at his house to the safety of the courthouse. 
According to the interviewee, the man went to one of the 
community "leaders” and asked him about getting help. He 
was asked whether the people in his house were white or 
colored. When he stated that they were all colored he was 
told that they could climb up in a tree! Some colored men 
did go with him, however, to rescue the people at his house.
As is mentioned above, the sheriff reached the court­
house late Thursday afternoon, as did the representative 
from the parish to the state legislature and one of the 
police jurors. These men, all of whom had been isolated 
for several hours during the hurricane, took charge of 
matters from that time on. The individual who had "emerged” 
as a leader remained active in the direction of affairs,
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however, and as much as a week later was spoken of as 
accompanying the sheriff as he journeyed to Sector WCM to 
effectuate a semi-organized agency of control.
Late Thursday afternoon some of the people went to 
their homes to look around and then returned to the court­
house. One interviewee, however, said that she and her 
husband remained in their home Thursday night. She said 
that they had enough food to last them two or three days 
so they just started right in cleaning their house. The 
house had about six inches of slimy mud in it, she said. 
Her husband found a butane tank that still had gas in it. 
They improvised a burner for the gas and thus were able 
to prepare their own food until feeding facilities were 
set up at the courthouse. (These facilities were later 
moved to the school.)
In this case the husband had just started a period 
of seven days ”off,T at the time of the hurricane, so he 
had several days to work before he was to return to his 
job. By the time he had to return to his work with the 
oil company for whom he operated a crew boat, his company 
had sent a boat to be used in assisting the people in 
Cameron and he was allowed to work on this boat instead of 
going back out to his own boat. In this way he was able 
to spend about three weeks either at home or near home.
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By the end of that time they had gotten their place cleaned 
and repaired. The family then went to the city out of 
which the husband normally works and allowed the family of 
a relative to live in the house while cleaning and repair­
ing their house.
Some others returned to their homes early Friday 
morning, although most of the people went to Lake Charles 
on the boats that were used for evacuation that day. Those 
families that remained engaged in much of the same type of 
activity as did the family mentioned above. As will be 
discussed later, a bond of fellowship was formed among 
those who remained in the community instead of being 
evacuated.
In an article in the first issue of The Cameron 
Parish Pilot to be published following the hurricane there 
is a listing of the persons who assumed various responsi­
bilities in meeting the emergency in Cameron following the 
hurricane. The responsibilities to which special reference 
is made are the following: "over-all leadership," "rescue
work and air boats," "heavy machinery and equipment,"
"fire truck and chief," "morgue and ice house," "feeding," 
"transportation," "labor," "farmer water pumps and cattle 
rescue work," "food, ice and water," "tools, clean-up 
equipment, cots," "clothes and medical supplies," "vehicle
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maintenance and fueling," "communications," "police depart­
ment," "list of evacuees and dead," "tires for burning dead
2cattle," "handwashing," "passes," and "electrician."
The researcher talked to thirteen of the twenty- 
persons mentioned in reference to the responsibilities 
listed above. This group was formed on Sunday following 
the storm and so may be considered under the heading of 
"Rehabilitation" as well as under "Rescue." Although one 
phase of the work is listed "rescue work and air boats," 
most of the rescue work had been done in the western portion 
of the impact zone by that time; nevertheless body rescue 
continued for a longer period.
The air boats mentioned were brought into the area 
by a group of sportsmen from the southeastern part of Texas. 
The boats were used to travel on the marsh where the depth
3of the water would not allow a conventional boat to float. 
Numerous people mentioned the effectiveness of this group 
of rescue workers; it is fairly certain, however, that most 
of the survivors had been rescued before they arrived.
^The Cameron Parish Pilot. July 5, 1957, p» 4.
-̂ The locomption of these boats is provided by an air 
propeller that is mounted above the boat. The boat itself 
has a flat bottom, thus enabling it to travel in very 
shallow water.
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The ice house was used as a morgue and, as the 
bodies of victims were brought in they were stored there 
until they could be shipped to Lake Charles. The identi­
fication of the dead was handled in Lake Charles where most
of the survivors were to be found. This activity was under
the general direction of the Calcasieu Parish Sherifffs 
Office.
One of the interviewees told of his teenage son who 
returned home from school to assist in any way that he 
could. The boy was assigned to work at the morgue and in 
loading the bodies on the boats for removal to Lake 
Charles. After the first day he found that this work was 
too much of a strain on his emotions, so he secured per­
mission to work elsewhere.
Several teenage boys spoke of having assisted in 
locating and picking up bodies of victims, however. One 
high school boy told the researcher, "At first it was pretty
bad, but I soon got used to it."
Several people spoke of the difficulty that was 
experienced in determining whether many of the bodies were 
those of Negroes or of Caucasians. After being in the 
water for a time, the bodies became bloated and, reportedly, 
turned very dark, thus making identification difficult. 
Several Negro leaders in Lake Charles, who had been active 
in assisting the evacuees during the days following the
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disaster, spoke extensively of the problem of identifying 
persons whose bodies were brought in after the first day 
or two.
Sector ’’B”. The persons interviewed in Sector t?B" 
indicated that rescue activities were primarily self 
initiated in the individual families during the hours just 
preceding and immediately following the hurricane. Later 
in the afternoon on Thursday some rescue efforts initiated 
by persons from outside the area penetrated as far as the 
Creole crossroads, but it was not until Friday that sig­
nificant numbers of rescuers came in.
Those who had floated out into the marsh weren’t 
able to do very much, either for themselves or for others. 
Mention was made above of the two families that cleared 
the wild life from a house that had floated to a place 
near them. Many, however, had to hold to whatever was 
available to enable them to stay above the water until 
help reached them. These people were all without food or 
drinking water until rescued. Many others, whose houses 
remained near their original sites, or who survived by 
climbing into trees were also without food or water until 
their- rescuers came. Several interviewees who lived close 
to the Creole crossroads spoke of the entire group of 
survivors going there or sending some member of the group
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there for food and water. In one case an interviewee 
spoke of the fact that her husband had gone on such a 
mission when rescuers came. The family left word for him 
and went on to Lake Charles.
Several persons spoke of going to another house 
after the water level dropped. The houses that had sur­
vived the storm served as collecting points for the 
persons who had been able to save their lives during the 
storm and who were still able to move about. For example, 
the twenty-seven persons who had survived by climbing-to 
the top of the clinic near Creole went to a large two-story 
dwelling in the vicinity of the clinic. The doctor who 
owned the clinic was also there and was able to attend to 
the needs of the patients and others.
At several of these "collecting points" the people 
were able to secure food and water. At one place the water 
from the hot water tank was used as drinking water and for 
making hot tea for everyone. A fire was made by improvising 
a burner with some copper tubing and using the butane gas 
from a tank that had remained. In this case there were 
approximately fifty persons at the house. One Negro, who 
was at this house, spoke of the races^being segregated 
there, but stated that all received an equal share of the 
food.
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One incident that was reported by several persons 
who were at this particular house or who had talked to 
persons who were there was the refusal of some members of 
a protestant denomination to drink any of the wine that 
was available at this house. Someone said, "I believe they 
would have starved before they drank itt"
Several persons in the general vicinity of Creole 
walked along the roadway north of the crossroads to the 
point at which a bridge had been washed out during the 
storm. When they were across this barrier, transportation 
out of the area was available.
On one of the northernmost cheniers an individual 
stated that he and his wife elected to remain at home 
until they could get things cleaned. They remained for 
four days, and then were evacuated by boat to Lake Arthur. 
The interviewee stated that people kept coming in by boat 
and by helicopter to try to get them to leave or to bring 
them food. He said that they had more food than they 
could eat, and finally had to refuse to take any more. .
Some of the men in the Creole area were requested 
by incoming rescue workers to remain and assist in locating 
any persons who might be stranded. One interviewee said 
that he remained several days for this purpose. Aside from 
this, however, none of the persons interviewed in Sector MB,T
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remained in the area throughout the post-disaster period. 
One reason for this was doubtlessly that the water remained 
in this area for a longer period than it remained in either 
of the other sectors.
Self-oriented or small group oriented activity 
seemed to predominate throughout this sector, so far as 
local citizens were concerned. Large scale rescue work 
was performed by outsiders who came into the area.
Sector MGn. Organized rescue efforts directed by 
local people were much more prevalent in Sector "G" than 
in either of the other sectors. Efforts were being made 
before nightfall on Thursday to get some sort of organized 
rescue activity under way and, on Friday a definite plan 
emerged. This plan was described in detail by an informant 
in the area. His statement is quoted at length:
We organized just before daylight on the morning of 
June 2&; some were to cook, others gather supplies, 
others get transportation, and begin the search. It 
did not take long before we had a car going. We hand- 
pumped gasoline from an underground tank at a filling 
station, and set up a hand-pump on a water well for 
water. We decided that, cut off as we were, we would 
not get the help we needed soon enough. We therefore
organized for evacuation and with Mr. _______ in
charge, I was to go out and get boats and rescue 
equipment.
About eleven o*clock the planes and 1 copters began 
to fly over and that afternoon they began to land in
places we had selected. Mr. _______ was moving the
people into these places as fast as they needed them.
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(I went to Lake Charles, but) . . . the people I 
contacted could not give us assistance. The people I 
talked to in Civil Defense told me that there were so 
many boats down there already that they needed traffic 
cops. I soon realized that if I was to get help
before it was too late I would have to go elsewhere.
_______ drove us to Alexandria and he returned to Lake
Charles where I was to pick him up on my way back.
(I contacted Mr. _______ , who, in turn, contacted
Mr. _______ who went to the television station where
he had a program in progress and sent out an appeal 
for boats and men. . . .
We assembled in front of the Masonic Home. Mr.
_______ had a supply of gasoline, oil, food, and water.
I described the conditions they would meet and any 
that wished were given the opportunity to leave. Mrs.
  went along as nurse. Mr. _______  of Morgan
City had been contacted and he was to meet us at six 
o’clock with three small sea planes equipped with radio 
sending sets, balloons, gas bottles, string and weights. 
The boats were equipped with walkie-talkies. We were 
stopped at the intersection of Highway 90 and Highway 
14 in Lake Charles and told by the Civil Defense people 
there that there was too much help down there already.
I had a duputy sheriff commission and we went through 
after a small argument. We were again stopped at
_______Ts store by the army, but immediately allowed
to pass. Near the Gibbstown bridge we were putting 
the boats in the water when an army lieutenant stopped 
us, saying that we could not pass since there were too 
damn many boats there already. He had turned back five 
boats from Vinton. The men wanted to help and were 
experienced boatmen. We added them to our group and at 
three-thirty Saturday morning we left Gibbstown and 
cut our way through the debris to Grand Chenier.
We left Mr. _______  in charge of the gasoline and
oil. He was to try to get it to us if he could.
As we left the Intracoastal Canal we ran into piles 
of dead cattle, horses, household furniture, pieces of 
houses, and some human bodies. At this time we had three 
boats to turn back. What they saw was by far worse than 
they could take. I gave orders not to stop to recover
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bodies and we reached Grand Chenier at about five
o’clock. The planes were there and _______  had
improvised himself a small boat, the only boat in 
the entire area, and had organized the plan of 
rescue.
We divided our twenty-two boats into three groups 
and each left for their areas of search. The object 
at this time was to rescue live people. We had a plane 
operating with each group. .We found a part of a large 
house with twenty-seven people trapped in the attic.
They were in a state of shock, but all were unhurt.
We found people hanging to pieces of drift and in 
trees. As the planes located a survivor or body they 
called to the boats by number, gave them the direction, 
dropped a gas-filled balloon with a twenty-foot string 
and weight at the spot and circled until the boat was 
in sight. Then they proceeded with the search.
The boats carried the dead to the nearest road or 
land, and the survivors to the nearest place for their 
safety, depending upon their condition.
Shortly after noon our gasoline supply was running
short. We had received no word from Mr. _______ at
the fuel dump. One plane was pulled out to fly me to 
Gibbstown. The ’copters were flying into Grand Chenier 
empty and we attempted to get the army officer in charge 
to let us fill the five gallon cans and place them 
aboard (and) and get them set off for us in Grand 
Chenier. He refused and referred us to the Civil 
Defense officer. This man told us he had nothing to 
do with it and referred us back to the first officer. 
After wasting forty-five minutes of precious time 
we left. We had to pull three boats out of service 
to haul our' gasoline the thirty miles to Grand Chenier. 
We had to pull the boats over the highway and over the 
dam at Oak Grove by hand-. At this time we had a very 
poor opinion of those in charge at Gibbstown.
Our plan of search was simple and logical. We knew 
where the homes were before the storm. The wind and 
water current had roared in first from the southeast 
and then from the southwest. We looked until we found 
a car or a group of cars half buried on the ridge. We 
then searched in a northwesterly direction, moving up
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and down to a northeasterly direction since the wind 
had changed to this direction. At first, we made the 
mistake of not searching far enough in some cases. It 
was hard to believe that houses and people could be 
moved twenty miles in such a short time.
Bodies began to icome in to Grand Chenier by nine 
o1clock. There was no way to get them out and no way 
to keep them. We tore boards from the Catholic church, 
built boxes big enough, placed the bodies in them and 
began burying some of them.
______ Ts wife had been found and he pleaded for
her not to be buried there and in this manner. He 
met each * copter and on his knees begged them to take 
his wife»s body out. All refused, even though many 
left empty. Finally, an oil company * copter carried 
her body away.
All day long the big 1 copters flew back and forth 
searching for bodies between the ridge and the Gulf. 
Lots of us wonder why.
By five-thirty all of our units were in and the 
reports were totaled. We had taken sixty-seven live 
people and thirty-four bodies out of the marshes. 
Meantime, Mr. _ _ _ _ _  had set up feeding headquarters 
at his home. An oil company had sent in some food,
Mr. ______  had bought more. From then on he served
three meals a day to the workers. We got in three 
more planes to help us.
Our supply situation was improved greatly late 
Saturday afternoon when the Highway Department com­
pleted the temporary bridge replacing the one that had 
been washed out north of Creole, and, also, they had 
the Gibbstown bridge in operation again. We could 
then truck our gasoline to the bluffs across the 
river from Grand Chenier.
By Monday afternoon the number of workers had 
dropped to fourteen. Monday afternoon we found a 
live boy, twelve years old, clinging to a small tree.
He was in a state of shock. Most of the flesh on 
the inside of his hands was left on the tree when we 
pulled him loose.
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Tuesday afternoon, July 2nd, we called a meeting
and expanded our organization.   and _______
was in charge of transportation; _______ and________
in charge of supplies;   in charge of body
rescue and recovery; _______ in charge of boat at
the river; _______ in charge of local police and
protection; and _______ and   in charge of
cattle rescue.
We were still finding bodies, but the situation 
of handling them was much improved. We now had 
rubber gloves and paper covers for them, and 
transportation to remove them to morgues in Lake 
Charles. Even as late as July 3rd we found a live 
survivor in the northern part of the marsh.
On Wednesday afternoon we had eleven small boats 
visit us. They were looting along the river area. 
This was our first experience with outside help.
After this we refused to let anyone into Grand 
Chenier without proper business.
On Thursday, July 4th, the sheriff and _______
flew in by * copter and placed Mr. _______ and________
in complete charge of that area with orders to 
organize and order supplies needed. The state police 
moved in with communications and we set up head­
quarters at _______. The next day we had some Civil
Defense supplies delivered on the west side of the 
river. We had our own boats to transport them over.
That afternoon Mr. _______ came as a voluntary
representative of the Red Cross. Help was on the
way. By this time Mr. _______ was feeding well over
one hundred people a day. He had secured medicine 
and serum from drug stores in Lake Charles as other 
sources had refused to let the registered nurses he 
had obtained Sunday have it. These nurses gave shots 
and first aid under very difficult circumstances.
The last of the week the State Highway Department 
got a ferry in operation. Representatives of the 
sanitation and health department came in.4-
^Permission was given for this statement to be used.
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This rather lengthy statement indicates that the 
people of Grand Chenier were, relative to the remainder of 
the parish, more on their own than were others. Local 
people were active to a certain degree, as noted above, in 
rescue operations in Sectors MArt and "B", but not to the 
extent found in Sector "C”.
Many persons, of course, did not participate actively 
in the rescue work. Much the same pattern as the one found
in the Creole area was to be found among many families on
Grand Chenier also. Some grouped themselves together 
before the storm, and others joined them afterward. In 
most cases food and water were available, and the people 
were cared for until they could be flown out by helicopter
or taken out by boat. One man, at whose home a large group
had gathered, said:
We cooked up a lot of food from the deep freezer 
for all the people. It was real comforting to see 
everybody eating sausages and meat— that was all we 
had.
Another said, when asked what he and the others did 
after the storm died down:
We just stayed there (at a cousin*s house); didnft 
have no place to go. We got out to look around and 
see what had happened. We went over to my house. We 
tried to stop the helicopters. Someone came for us 
late Friday afternoon.
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Several interviewees indicated that they started cleaning 
the house where they had stayed during the storm. One 
reason for this being done was to provide for a place to 
sleep Friday night.
There were indications that a great deal of the 
initial rescue activity following the storm was a con­
tinuation of that discussed before— taking care of rela­
tives. If stranded families were located, however, whether 
they were relatives or not, they were brought back to the 
"collecting points" much as in Sector "B".
II. RESCUE EFFORTS BY "OUTSIDE" ORGANIZATIONS
Representatives of numerous disaster-oriented organi­
zations converged on the area as soon as information of the 
disaster became widespread. Some were actually on the way 
before the hurricane struck land, anticipating a need for 
their services.
During the early hours following the impact, infor­
mation of the actual conditions in Lower Cameron Parish was 
not available. This precluded any organized program of 
rescue activities being established. Furthermore, the 
difficulty of entry into the area made even more difficult 
such exploratory activity as seems customary in other 
disasters that have been studied.
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Another factor, noted by Friedsam in his memorandum
on the activities of formal organizations in the hurricane,
was the fact that the formal agencies concentrated first
on Lake Charles and its environs on Wednesday and Thurs- 
5day. He observed that as the organizations paused to 
take stock, the officials apparently thinking that the 
emergency had passed, word began to come in regarding the 
situation in Lower Cameron. There was then a burst of 
activity which lasted for approximately a week for most of
the organizations; some, however, continuing to be com-
£
mitted for several months.
Participating; organizations. Official and semi­
official groups in Calcasieu Parish were among the first 
to become committed in Lower Cameron. Others, however, 
soon became involved.
Personnel from the Calcasieu Parish Sherifffs 
Department broke the rather complete isolation that had 
existed for Lower Cameron all day Thursday and most of
%. J. Friedsam, Memorandum on Formal Organizations 
in Hurricane Audrey (Committee on Disaster Studies, Pre­
liminary Report; Washington, D. C.: National Academy of 
Sciences-National Research Council, 1957), p. H «
£
Ibid. Note: This report was used as the basis
of much of the following discussion of rescue activities 
engaged in by formal organizations.
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Thursday night. The sheriff’s patrol boat, carrying 
sheriff’s office personnel and Red Cross personnel made 
its way down the ship channel to Cameron before dawn on 
Friday morning. These persons contacted the Cameron 
Parish sheriff early Friday and obtained a report of the 
situation, in so far as it was known at the courthouse 
at that time. With the participation of personnel organic 
to the Calcasieu Parish Sheriff’s Department, a highly 
organized operation was initiated and maintained for a 
period in excess of a week. Along with the Cameron Parish 
sheriff’s personnel, they concentrated on the location and 
removal of the dead, giving, however, some attention to 
the rescue of the living.
All Civil Defense activity in the impact area was 
directed from outside the area during the period of rescue 
work. A local Civil Defense director had been named some 
time before the storm but there was no organization, nor 
was the director in the area when the hurricane struck.
The Calcasieu Parish Civil Defense Director at­
tempted to get a radio operator stationed in the court­
house at Cameron on Wednesday, but was not able to do so. 
This indicated an assumption of some degree of responsi­
bility for the neighboring parish to the south. Contact 
was established by means of a private radio system. This
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contact was lost at the time the hurricane was at the
height of its fury in Cameron. This radio contact, however,
was not extensively used. It may be observed that Civil
Defense warnings did not reach most of the people of Lower
Cameron Parish prior to the storm in so far as could be 
7determined.
Thursday afternoon three National Guard DUKWs, 
operating under the immediate command of a state police 
officer, but in coordination with the Calcasieu Civil 
Defense office, attempted to reach Lower Cameron. They 
were driven back by the ferocity of the weather, but not 
before they rescued six persons from a floating roof just 
north of Creole.
On Friday small privately owned boats, operating 
under the general direction of Calcasieu Civil Defense 
authorities, searched the area to the south of Gibbstown 
Ferry. They brought the survivors that were located back 
to Gibbstown for evacuation to Lake Charles.
At the same time the Calcasieu Parish Civil Defense 
Health Service was responsible for establishing a first 
aid station just south of the crossroads at Creole. This
?Very few people in Lower Cameron knew about Civil 
Defense prior to the hurricane. Question 69 of the inter­
view schedule elicited such replies as, "I had never heard 
of it."
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group was transported into the area Friday morning by the 
National Guard DUKWs mentioned above. This medical unit 
served primarily in giving first aid and in directing 
evacuation proceedings.
The DUKWs, having unloaded the medical personnel 
and their equipment, proceeded to locate and rescue stranded 
persons. These vehicles and the small boats mentioned above 
transported the survivors to the collecting points at the 
medical facility in Creole and at Gibbstown. Many were 
evacuated from the collection points to Lake Charles by 
helicopters; others went by truck.
The helicopters were, primarily, army machines.
Direct liaison had been established between Civil Defense 
in Lake Charles and army representatives. Army records 
are reported to reveal that these helicopters evacuated 
five hundred sixty-six persons out of the area on Friday 
and Saturday, and it was estimated that over five hundred 
of these were evacuated on Friday. On the first day, 
although the rescue operations were under the general con­
trol of Civil Defense officials, there was no systematic 
pattern of search followed. Most of the persons engaging
Other helicopters were operating in the area also.
It was estimated that approximately eight hundred persons 
were evacuated by both army and civilian helicopters.
I
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in the actual rescue activities were not officially con­
nected with the Civil Defense organization, but rather had 
volunteered to take their own boats into the area to 
assist in the operation.
Communications wise, the Civil Defense also played 
a vital role in the rescue operations. The headquarters 
in Lake Charles seemed to function as a sort of "clearing 
house" for operations. For instance, the "Ham" operators 
who were moved into the area worked under the direction 
of Civil Defense officials.
Rescue activities by Red Cross personnel were con­
fined, so far as could be determined, to the provision of 
certain supplies and the establishing of centers to which 
those who were evacuated could be taken. The Red Cross 
sent food and water into the impact area by means of 
transportation provided by Civil Defense.
Other agencies performed certain functions that 
contributed to the rescue activities, notably the State 
Police and the State Highway Department. The activities 
of the State Highway Department personnel may also be 
considered under the heading of rehabilitation.
Small groups from different locations rushed to the 
area to assist. One such group was a rescue team from Bay 
St. Louis, Mississippi. - Several law enforcement departments
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from cities and counties in the Gulf coast area sent 
representatives into the impact zone to assist in any way 
possible. Most of these groups converged on the court­
house in Cameron to contact the shei-iff of Cameron Parish.
The activities of these visiting groups were concentrated
9in the central and western part of the impact area.
It was reported that many persons, firms and 
organizations submitted bills for their services 
during the emergency period following the storm.
These bills amounted to an estimated sixty-two 
thousand five hundred dollars. Since no records -]_0 
had been kept, it was decided not to pay the bills.
III. EVACUATION
The majority of the people of Lower Cameron left 
the area as soon as possible following the storm. This 
exodus was a necessity for most of the residents. Not 
only had a very large part of the houses been destroyed or 
damaged so badly that they could not be used; but, also, 
conditions of sanitation were such that it would have been 
hazardous for many people to remain in the area.
^Control was not easily established over these 
divergent groups. Numerous informants indicated to the 
researcher that they were quite bitter about the activi­
ties of some of the visiting "rescuers."
-*-̂ The Cameron Parish Pilot. August 9, 1957, p. 1.
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Evacuation from Cameron. There was no actual count 
of the number of persons who were evacuated by water from 
Cameron. A portion of the people who had assembled at the 
courthouse before the storm and those who went there Thurs­
day afternoon and night were sent out early Friday morning 
on the ”Offshore LaFourche.” According to the Lake Charles 
American Press, there were about four hundred evacuees on 
the boat.1  ̂ Other boats were used, and, as soon as possible, 
all of the people who had sought refuge in the courthouse 
and those who had come into Cameron after the storm died 
down had a chance to be evacuated to Lake Charles. It 
might be said that they had more than an opportunity to 
be evacuated— they were ordered to go.
Some of the people, however, as mentioned above, 
left the courthouse and returned to their Jiomes instead of 
evacuating. It seems that the authorities did not use 
force in requiring anyone to leave. Later, when passes 
were used to control the entry of persons into the area, 
these people who had elected to remain were given permanent 
passes. They used the messing facilities that were provided 
for the emergency workers until the stores were opened, or 
until they could provide supplies themselves by some other 
means.
^The Lake Charles American Press, July 28, 1957,p. 1.
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There was a continual flow of boat traffic on the
ship channel from Cameron to Lake Charles after Friday-
morning. Those who were rescued after that time could
still get passage from Cameron to Lake Charles on Coast
Guard and other vessels. The number of evacuees from
Cameron was estimated to have been approximately eleven 
12hundred. (See Figure 6.)
Other evacuees. Boats also delivered passengers
to Lake Charles from along the Intracoastal Canal. These
persons were those who had floated out across the marsh
either in their houses or on some type of debris. Some of
these were the first survivors to reach Lake Charles by 
11water. J
The two main "streams" of refugees other than from 
Cameron were those by land and by air. Both of these, the 
evacuation by truck from Gibbstown and evacuation by heli­
copter, have already been mentioned. The total number of 
persons evacuated from Lower Cameron Parish by all three 
of these means has been estimated at approximately two
II
thousand five hundred.
-̂2Friedsam, op. cit.. p. 57. 
^ Ibid.. p. 54.
1^Ibid., p. 53.
Figure 6. Rescue, activities
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The majority of the evacuees were in Lake Charles 
by Friday night, although some still came in on Saturday, 
and as noted above, a few were still being evacuated early 
the following week.
Reception in Lake Charles. Red Cross emergency 
shelters were established at various points throughout the 
city of Lake Charles on Wednesday night and Thursday. By 
the time the post-hurricane evacuees from Cameron began to 
come in, however, the number of shelters had been considerabl 
reduced. Most of the evacuees were taken to the rodeo arena 
at McNeese State College where they received clothing and 
food.
There were three phases to the processing pro­
cedure: (1) securing initial registration data, (2) de­
termining whom the survivors wanted notified, and (3) a
15new clothing issue. Local Welfare Department workers 
assisted the Red Cross in the interviewing at McNeese and 
in the follow-up case work for several weeks after the 
people had moved from the shelters.
IV. SELECTED SOCIAL SYSTEMS DURING EVACUATION
In the study of the Holland flood situation it was 
observed that the family was the only unit of the former
-̂ I b i d .. p. 62.
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community which continued operating as it did before the
1 f \disaster. Others were operative but in a modified 
manner.
It is not surprising that the families of Lower 
Cameron were the most obvious form of social grouping that 
remained somewhat the same throughout the entire disaster 
experience.
Family systems. The Red Cross reported that by 
Sunday afternoon, June 30, six hundred fifty-seven families 
had been processed at the emergency center at McNeese State 
College.
Efforts were made to get all of the members of a 
given family together at the arena. After they had received 
the necessary clothing, the family would be moved to another 
shelter or released to relatives. Some were also released 
to interested persons who came to offer the use of their 
homes to the evacuees.
The Red Gross officials were reported to have been 
surprised at the exceptionally large number of persons who
^J. E. Ellemers, General Conclusions (Vol. IV of 
Studies in Holland Flood Disaster. 1953. 4 vols.; Amster­
dam: Instituut Voor Sociaal Onderzoek Van Het Nederlands
Volk in cooperation with Committee on Disaster Studies of 
the National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, 
Washington, D. C., 1955), p. 36.
-^Friedsam, jop. cit.. p. 53.
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could be released to relatives. In no case was there a 
child survivor who could not be placed with close rela­
tives
In this regard, about half of the families inter­
viewed spent at least part of the time that they were away 
from Lower Cameron with relatives. Approximately one-third 
stayed with relatives the entire time they were away from 
the area.
Many of the families that stayed with relatives or 
friends when they first got to Lake Charles later rented 
apartments or houses. Of all of the families interviewed 
seventeen per cent spent part of the time in a rented 
apartment or house and part of the time with relatives. 
Relatives thus played an important role in providing 
temporary housing for many of the families.
One factor that is associated with the fact that 
many stayed with relatives for a time and then moved to a 
rented house was that, at first, the refugees had no 
furniture with which to set up housekeeping. Later they 
were able to purchase the necessary items, or to secure 
them through the Red Cross or some other agency.
1^Ibid., p. 63.
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There were indications given by numerous inter­
viewees and other informants that they tried to keep from 
imposing on relatives. This also was mentioned as being a 
reason for renting an apartment or a house after having 
remained with relatives for a short time.
Some families remained in the temporary shelters 
for several days. During the early days following the 
storm many of the people spent considerable time attempt­
ing to identify the dead as they were brought into the 
city. According to some, also, there was a period of time 
when they didn't know what they would do. When they became 
reconciled to the situation in which they had been thrust, 
more definite plans were formulated.
Question 41 on the interview schedule was, "What 
sort of things did you do (while away from Lower Cameron)?” 
The most common reply that the men made to this question 
was that they returned to Cameron every day, or nearly 
every day.
The distance from Lake Charles to the town of 
Cameron, by way of Creole, is almost sixty miles. After 
the worst of the sanitation hazards had been removed from 
the Lower Cameron area the men were all encouraged to come 
back to assist in getting things cleaned up. Transportation 
was available each day and many did begin to make daily
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trips, some to work with the Civil Defense clean-up gangs 
and some to work on their own places.
Some few of the men took temporary employment out 
of the impact area, in Lake Charles or in Sulphur. This 
seemed, however, to be the exception rather than the 
rule. The heads of three of the households included in 
the sample reported that they worked away from the area 
for a short time.
The men who worked at the menhaden plants had an 
opportunity to return to work soon after the storm. Many 
of these workers, however, elected to work on their houses 
rather than go back to work at their usual jobs. An 
executive at one of the plants indicated that he had found 
it necessary to hire men from outside of the area to com­
plete the season because of the fact that so many of the 
local men who were employed before the storm did not come 
back to work after the disaster. He voiced a hope that 
these local men would return when the next fishing season 
arrived because they had been trained, and thus possessed 
skills that his firm required.
Another group of workers who returned to their jobs 
very soon after the storm was the oil field w;orkers. Some 
of these men didnft lose any time at all because of the 
storm. In some cases, such as one of those to which
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reference is made above, the workmen were able to remain 
in the home community and work. In other cases the wells 
were put back into operation just as soon as this was 
possible.
One activity reported by family members was that of 
contacting the Red Cross or other relief agencies active 
in rehabilitation. This was portrayed as being a time 
consuming process. Additional reference will be made to 
these contacts in Chapter VII.
Visiting with relatives and friends from Lower 
Cameron was another activity that was mentioned frequently. 
This activity seemed to have emotional characteristics 
that were remembered and discussed at length during the 
interviews. One lady said, as she spoke of these visits, 
”We had plenty of tears to come down.”
The storm and storm losses seemed to have been the 
most common topics of conversation according to the com­
ments made by interviewees and other informants. Closely 
associated with this line of conversation was that of 
”home.” Several said that when they met someone from 
Lower Cameron they talked about IThome.” Because of crowded 
living conditions and family activities, some apparently 
did their visiting in public places. One place mentioned 
very frequently was the grocery store. One man said that
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when they would meet someone from the home community at 
the grocery store it seemed as if they would never get out 
of the place! Others spoke of meeting and visiting friends 
on the street.
One place that seemed to be a focal point, both for 
"help11 and for social reasons, was the Red Cross office.
As indicated above, trips to the Red Cross were a part of 
the "normal" activity for many of the refugees, and they 
apparently made these trips as enjoyable as possible by 
visiting and comparing notes with friends.
Two characteristics of the patterns of visiting 
engaged in by the refugee families should be noted. For 
one thing, there was a rallying of relatives to aid and 
comfort their kin who had gone through the trying experiences 
of the hurricane. There was no way to determine if the ex­
tended family ties, were strengthened during the evacuation 
experiences, but this was suggested by the comments made 
by some of the interviewees.
The other phenomenon observed was the apparent 
identification of former residents of Lower Cameron with 
their friends and acquaintances of earlier days. These 
two factors were mentioned repeatedly by the interviewees 
and by others from Lower Cameron who spent some time in 
Lake Charles or in Sulphur.
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Mutual aid activity was not entirely missing even 
during the period of evacuation. It seemed to have been 
engaged in more extensively by women than men, however.
Such tasks as keeping a friendTs children while she went 
to the Red Cross office or to attend to some other business 
was normal procedure. Helping with the sick was also 
mentioned as a type of mutual aid activity.
The families from Lower Cameron seemed to cluster 
in at least three sections of the city of Lake Charles, 
although this clustering was probably a result of the 
availability of housing, taking into account, of course, 
the matter of racial segregation. One of the areas in 
which the people were clustered seemed to contain an 
exceptionally large number of persons from Sector "B".
One interviewee spoke of the fact that within a two block 
area there were over twenty families from the same general 
vicinity from which she came in Sector "B". Another spoke 
of there having been several families from one of the 
smaller cheniers who lived within a few blocks of each 
other. The proximity of people who had been neighbors for 
many years naturally added to the amount of visiting that 
was done, and to the amount of mutual aid experienced.
One of the questions asked all interviewees who had 
been evacuated from the impact area was, "What was it like,
living at _______?” This question always brought a ready
answer. Many of the answers were simply an augmentation 
of earlier given ethnocentric views. The people usually 
made comparisons between the life to which they had been 
accustomed in Lower Cameron and life in the host community. 
Some of the expressions that were made were as follows:
It was rough and tough. It was not like country 
living— much too noisy for us.
The crowded living arrangements caused a lot of 
trouble. There was too much pressure on everybody.
Maybe if I had my own house it be alright.
Oh no, I don’t like him at all— not on the town.
I like to go for about four hours.
Others reacted more positively to living in Lake 
Charles. They expressed themselves as follows:
It was alright.
I would rather have stayed in Maplewood. The 
children were never sick there.
I liked it alright, but I’d rather Cameron.
It was fine. If it hadn’t been for our property 
we wouldn’t have returned.
I liked it. If my husband and son would have 
liked it I would have stayed.
I liked it alright. Only thing, it was hot. Here 
we’ve got that Gulf breeze.
Several of the white interviewees and about half of 
the colored interviewees mentioned the cost of living as
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being an important factor. Only one person considered 
this to be in favor of Lake Charles, and his response 
dealt with the sales that grocery stores had there, 
making it possible to buy food more cheaply. He said 
"They don*t never have sales here.” The following is more 
typical of the expressions that were made:
Well, it was alright in one way, but up there you 
got to pay rent, pay water bill— everytime you turn 
around it was pay. Down here it donrt cost you much.
As was mentioned earlier, many of the colored 
residents of Lower Cameron did not pay rent for the houses 
they lived in before the storm, although they did not own 
them. It might also be noted that the rent charged in 
Lower Cameron was much less than that paid for comparable 
housing in Lake Charles.
One factor mentioned by a few of the families was 
that the children liked it better in Lake Charles than in 
Cameron. One little sixth grade girl, reveling in a new 
found sport, said, "I can*t skate down there!" Others, 
however, whose children started to school in Lake Charles 
said that their children found the school work more diffi­
cult than that to which they had been accustomed.
As the people made these remarks, they would very 
frequently interject, "But the people in Lake Charles have 
been mighty nice to us." One lady put it this way, "Now,
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don’t get me wrong, the people up there were simply wonder­
ful ."
If those who did not leave and those who were still 
away at the time of the field work were not counted, the 
average length of time the families of the sample remained 
away from Lower Cameron was sixty-eight days* The periods 
of absence ranged from twenty days to one hundred eighty 
days. For the whites the average period of absence from 
the area was sixty-two days, while for the nonwhites it 
was ninety-two days. The length of absence for nonwhites 
was about the same in the three sectors. For the whites, 
the families in Sector "C” returned sooner than the others, 
having been absent from the home area for an average of 
forty-seven days, approximately twenty days less than in 
the other sections.
The families of the sample that remained in the 
area continuously were all white families. There were five 
such families interviewed, two in Sector "A” and three in 
Sector ,TC”. So far as the researcher was able to determine, 
no Negro families remained in Lower Cameron during the post 
impact period, although one Negro man remained.
Five families of the sample were interviewed while 
they were still residing in Lake Charles. Three of these 
were nonwhite and two were white. Two Negro families and
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two white families other than those considered as inter­
viewees were also contacted while still residing in Lake 
Charles. Three of the white families still in Lake Charles 
when contacted had purchased homes there (only one of these 
families was in the sample). The three nonwhite families 
considered as a part of the sample planned to return to 
Lower Cameron just as soon as they could get a place to 
live, while one of the other Negro families with whom the 
researcher talked did not plan to return. In this case, 
however, the husband was commuting back to Cameron to work. 
The reason given for not returning was that they had lost 
all of their children in the storm and did not feel that 
they could ever live there again.
Efforts were made in December to ascertain the 
number of returnees, and, according to that count, there 
were somewhat less than two-thirds as many households in 
Lower Cameron then as there had been before the storm.
The number of households counted in Lower Cameron at that 
time (with the aid of local informants) was: Sector "An,
two hundred ninety-nine, Sector T,Bn, two hundred nineteen, 
and Sector ,,C", one hundred seventy-two. This count indi­
cated that a greater proportion of the residents of Sector 
”C” than of the other two sectors had returned. Such a 
count was difficult to make because of the fact that some
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of the families were getting their mail back in the post 
offices in Lower Cameron but they still resided elsewhere.
Churches. None of the churches of the area held 
services on the Sunday following the disaster. One week 
later, however, a joint service was held by the two white 
Baptist churches and the Baptist Mission. This service 
was conducted at the First Baptist Church in Lake Charles. 
Two weeks later the service was conducted at the Baptist 
church in Maplewood, and, still later, these churches met 
at the Boulevard Baptist Church in Lake Charles. These 
churches resumed their services in Lower Cameron in August, 
although the pastor of one of the churches did not move 
back to the area for about six months. He commuted for 
Sunday services, however, and returned almost daily during 
the week to assist in the rebuilding program.
The Methodist churches from Cameron and Grand 
Chenier held joint services in Lake Charles also. Their 
services were conducted at the Wesley Foundation Center at 
McNeese State College. These churches resumed services 
in Lower Cameron in October.
The pastors of the two Negro Baptist churches in 
Lower Cameron were both residents of Lake Charles prior to 
the storm, and one of them was pastor of a "half-time”
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church there. The Lower Cameron congregations held joint 
services at this church on the Sundays that the local 
church did not meet. This arrangement continued for about 
ten months.
The two churches (Negro) of the Church of God in 
Christ denomination also resumed services after about two 
weeks, one in Lake Charles and one in Westlake. The 
pastor of one of the Cameron churches was also pastor of 
a church in Westlake and his Cameron congregation was 
brought into the program of this church for as long as the 
bulk of the members were in Lake Charles or in Westlake.
In January services were resumed in Lower Cameron in a 
rented house in the Yellow Jacket section of Cameron. The 
other church of this denomination is still meeting in a 
lodge hall in Lake Charles.
Mass was held in Lower Cameron after a lapse of one 
Sunday. The Catholics who were in Lake Charles were en­
couraged to attend services there.
The ministers of the churches took an active part 
in assisting their parishioners in the unfortunate task of 
identifying and burying the dead and then in finding 
accommodations in Lake Charles.
The churches, thus, carried on a minimum program 
during the period of evacuation. The expenses of several
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of the churches were met by their denominational groups.
The extent of financial assistance that was rendered will 
be indicated in the chapter on rehabilitation.
The people of Lower Cameron were "sojourners” in 
Lake Charles, Sulphur, and elsewhere. If one may judge by 
their statements, their self-identification was that which 
they were accustomed to give to sojourners in their midst—  
that of "strangers."
The thought that seemed foremost in their minds was 
the goal of returning and rebuilding.
CHAPTER VII
REHABILITATION
Rehabilitation actually got under way almost as 
soon as the winds died down. It would be difficult to 
differentiate between some of the early rescue work and 
the beginnings of rehabilitation. For example, the fami­
lies mentioned in Chapter VI which returned to their homes, 
or remained in their homes, and began to clear them of mud 
and debris as soon as the water level dropped sufficiently, 
were clearly engaging in rehabilitation work. In some 
cases this work was started Thursday afternoon, although 
most of those who indicated such activity stated that they 
began the work on Friday. (Those who started on Thursday 
were, in most cases, preparing places to sleep.)
Another way in which rehabilitation may be said to 
have commenced very early was in the assembling of personnel 
who would be directly concerned with the rehabilitation ac­
tivities of certain agencies, e.g., the Red Cross.
In this chapter attention will be directed to:
(1) the efforts of local personnel in rehabilitating public 
and private life in the area, (2) the activities of certain 
agencies that converged on the area to perform disaster
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oriented work, (3) the activities of individuals and groups 
whose work was in connection with one or more of the types 
of social systems operative in the area, and (4) the re­
actions of local people to the rehabilitation process.
It would be impossible to analyze all rehabilitation 
efforts, many of which were directed to individuals or to 
single families in the area; consequently the following 
material is selectively presented.
I. REHABILITATION ACTIVITIES OF LOCAL PERSONNEL
Not only does it seem necessary for the victim 
population to "go it alone" in the early stages of rescue, 
but it also seems essential that a degree of local in­
itiative be displayed in the rebuilding process. Others 
may come and offer to assist, but if the autonomy of the 
community is to be maintained, the local people must respond 
sufficiently to accept the aid profered. Outside organi­
zations must also operate through the local officials al­
though this may be in name only.
Public community activities. In a disaster of the 
proportions of the one studied here, particularly when 
rescue efforts have eventuated in the exodus of a major 
part of the population from the area, the local activities
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that are most obvious could be classified as public com­
munity activities. The term "public*' as used here, does 
not require that the persons directing such activity be 
elected or appointed officials, but rather that their ac­
tivity be aimed at meeting the needs of the group or groups 
involved.
In the case of Lower Cameron it was noted that at 
least one "emergent" leader assumed control at the court­
house on the day of the storm. It was observed that this 
individual held no elective or appointive office. When 
interviewed, he stated that he visualized what needed to 
be done, therefore he proceeded to do it.
The initial activities were confined to meeting the 
needs of the survivors in the courthouse. Later, however, 
the attention of those who remained was directed toward 
the mammoth task of clearing away debris and getting 
started on the rebuilding process. On Friday morning 
heavy equipment began to arrive. Some bulldozers were 
brought across the river by means of the ferry that had 
been saved by the crew that manned it during the hurricane.
A nascent organization began to emerge in the county 
seat town, and on Sunday was more carefully articulated.
The responsibilities assigned to various individuals 
seemed to be in keeping with their interests and special
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capabilities. The county agent, for example, was placed 
in charge of matters that pertained to farm operations—  
specifically, he was placed in charge of cattle rescue and 
was given the responsibility for the provision of drinking 
water for the livestock. A member of the police jury was 
made responsible for heavy machinery and equipment. This 
type of activity was in keeping with the normal police 
jury task of maintaining the parish roads. One of the 
local men who had been active in rescue activities during 
the early hours of the hurricane was placed in charge of 
the boat operations and rescue work in general. The oper­
ator of an automobile service station and garage was placed 
in charge of vehicle maintenance and fueling. The home 
demonstration agent for the parish was given the responsi­
bility of food supplies. In all, twenty definite types of 
activity were specified and individuals assumed the responsi­
bility for each. The parish newspaper reported that there 
was ”a meeting of Cameron citizens, elected officials and 
police jurors Sunday afternoon,” and that ”a complete 
organization was set up to carry out the clean-up and re­
building work."'1'
-'-The Cameron Parish Pilot. July 5, 1957, p«
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During the time that the researcher was engaging in 
the field work for this study, many references were made 
to this Sunday afternoon meeting, the implication generally 
being that there was a job that had to be done so the 
leaders got together and decided what each would do. When 
a Civil Defense organization was implemented, it was 
stated that it was essentially an expansion of this local 
organization. An interesting sidelight was that more than 
one person claimed the initiative for getting this emergency 
organization under way.
One of the first jobs tackled was to get the court­
house and its environs cleaned^ The man who has been 
mentioned as being an emergent leader was placed in charge 
of labor at the Sunday meeting. He pressed as many people 
as possible into service in the early clean up tasks, and 
eventually, with the aid of a police officer "encouraged" 
a group of migrant fishermen to volunteer their services. 
Some time later, a group of men who were being held in 
jail on charges of looting were used in the clean up oper­
ations around the courthouse.
In Chapter VI reference was made to the organization 
that was established on Grand Chenier soon after the storm. 
It was also mentioned by an informant that the early 
emergency organization was expanded on the Tuesday after
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the storm. Two days later, on the fourth of July, this 
organization was given a quasi-official status when the 
sheriff and one of the citizen-leaders went to Grand Chenier 
and gave the leader of that group the official right to 
establish a headquarters and to order needed supplies.
Three members of the police jury were reported to 
have had a called meeting of the jury on the Sunday follow­
ing the hurricane. Later this group authorized a committee 
to contact the principal of the consolidated high school 
to ask him to serve as administrator of Civil D.efense for 
the parish. This man was formally appointed to this po-
psition at a meeting of the jury on the fifth of July.
Other actions taken by the jury were in response to the 
requirements for receiving aid from state and federal 
agencies as outlined by the representatives of these agencies 
who had entered the area following the storm to offer aid. 
Much of the official activity during the first few days of 
the emergency, according to informants, was handled on a 
personal basis by the various officials.
An article in the local newspaper on the twelfth of 
July reported:
The temporary emergency organization which was 
set up immediately after the storm to carry on the 
rescue and clean up work, has now given way to a
2Ibid., July 12, 1957, p. 5.
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more complex and permanent setup, composed of local 
leaders, state and federal agencies, as well as the 
relief organizations.3
The divisions of responsibility under this more 
formal organization included the following: labor, com­
munications, fuel, warehouse, feeding, administration, 
debris clearance and road work, public buildings and 
school buildings, water system, power supply, health and 
sewerage, search for bodies, housing, livestock, and small 
business rehabilitation. The leaders in three of the 
various areas of activity were local men, the others were 
persons from outside the parish.^4" Local people, however, 
participated in each of the activities. Furthermore, 
local "community leaders" were officially named for 
Cameron, Creole and Grand Chenier. These men were "con­
tact" men for the emergency organization in each of the 
three localities.
The role played by local leaders was always signifi­
cant, even when they were serving as functionaries of out­
side agencies. Their participation assured the continued 
persistence of the community. It was considered necessary 




of the local newspaper to be printed following the hurri­
cane. It was asserted:
Martial law has NOT been declared in Cameron, and 
although Civil Defense, Red Cross and the military 
groups are providing the most assistance in the area, 
leadership in the rebuilding of Cameron remains in 
the hands of Cameron citizens.
Immediately following the disaster, such officials
as Sheriff ______  and Representative _______ assumed
direction of local rescue work and they have con­
tinued to this time as leaders in the work.5
An earlier article had appeared in a Lake Charles 
paper making substantially the same statement and giving 
the names of the regional director of Civil Defense and 
the state deputy director of Civil Defense as the authority 
for the observation.^
II. AGENCIES ACTIVE IN REHABILITATION
As mentioned previously, functionaries in disaster 
oriented agencies began moving toward southwest Louisiana 
even before the hurricane struck land. Some of these 
agencies will be discussed in other parts of this chapter. 
Only one of the agencies will be discussed at this point. 
Emphasis should be given to the fact, however, that this
5Ibid.. July 5, 1957, p. 4.
6The Lake Charles American Press. July 1, 1957, p. 3«
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study does not deal with the external agencies involved in 
this disaster situation except in so far as social life in 
Lower Cameron was influenced by them. Friedsam made a pre­
liminary analysis of the formal agencies operative in the 
area during the emergency phase of the disaster and the 
early stages of rehabilitation activity for the Disaster 
Study Group.?
Civil Defense. Civil Defense officials in Lake 
Charles were active in rescue operations and in the early 
rehabilitation developments in Lower Cameron parish. 
Reference has been made to their role in establishing com­
munication facilities after the storm.
It was difficult to determine just what role Civil 
Defense personnel performed in Cameron itself in the early 
hours following the hurricane. Some state officers of 
this agency were in Cameron on Friday, although local 
leaders did not indicate that they participated in the 
establishment of the emergency organization that has been 
described.
^H. J. Friedsam, Memorandum on Formal Organizations 
in Hurricane Audrey (Committee on Disaster Studies, Pre­
liminary Report; Washington, D. C.: National Academy of 
Sciences-National Research Council, 1957)*
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The relationships established with persons from the 
Calcasieu office were apparently quite congenial; and there 
seemed to have been something of a crisis when control 
passed from the hands of the Calcasieu Civil Defense workers 
to those of representatives of the state office. One person 
explained that, until then, things could be handled on a 
personal basis. This type of relationship, as discussed 
in detail earlier, was "normal" for Cameron Parish officials.
Friedsam indicated that formal contacts between the 
Cameron Parish officials and federal Civil Defense officials 
were initiated on the Sunday night following the storm, at 
which time officials from this agency went to Cameron to 
explain the benefits that their agency offered and some­
thing of how a local governmental unit may qualify for aid 
under the public law (Public Law 675) that provided for such 
assistance.^
There was a reluctance, at first, on the part of 
the local officials to accept the aid, but when the initial 
shock of the situation began to wear off, and the officials 
had to consider the future, it seems that they became very 




was determined that such assistance was forthcoming, plans 
were made to take full advantage of it.
The selection of a local administrator was the 
first step. After he was installed in his position, Civil 
Defense activities were channeled through him.
Some idea of the extent of Civil Defense operations 
may be gained from the report that during one payroll 
period there were one thousand nine hundred workers em­
ployed, with a maximum of about one thousand three hundred 
actually on the job on one day.^^
Emphasis was placed on the use of Cameron Parish 
residents in so far as possible in the Civil Defense work; 
but, as time moved on, the proportion of Cameron people 
working under this agency became smaller. At one stage, 
it was estimated, persons other than Cameron residents 
made up over three-fourths of the workers employed. Friedsam 
quoted from an interview with an engineer who had been 
brought in to direct the removal of debris. This man indi­
cated that he was somewhat displeased with the use of local 
residents because many of them were difficult to control 
in the matter of labor gang work, each one being primarily 
concerned with getting his own place cleaned.
10Ibid., p. 99. 
1:LIbid.. pp. 101-102.
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Federal funds were used extensively in the re­
habilitation of the area. Over a million dollars was used
to match state funds in rebuilding state highways and 
12bridges. Civil Defense was the most conspicuous federal 
agency in operation in the area. According to an informant, 
the estimates of costs of various phases of Civil Defense 
work were: debris clearance, six hundred twenty-seven
thousand dollars; body rescue, fifteen thousand dollars; 
health and sanitation work, fourteen thousand dollars; 
temporary power, seventy-two thousand dollars; parish roads 
and bridges, six hundred nine thousand dollars; cattle 
rescue, one hundred twenty thousand dollars; cattle feeding 
program, one hundred forty thousand dollars; fencing pro­
gram, one hundred eighty thousand dollars; repair of 
public buildings, fifty-three thousand dollars; rebuilding 
and repairing schools, seven hundred twenty thousand 
dollars; and temporary housing (tents), two hundred two 
thousand dollars. This amounted to a total of over two 
million seven hundred thousand dollars.*^
•^One of the bridges that had to be rebuilt was the 
bridge across the Mermentau River. This bridge had washed 
out completely during the storm. It floated several miles 
upstream, carrying with it a man who happened to be walking 
across the bridge at the time it broke loose.
3-3According to the informant who gave these figures, 
at least one of the items will be much less in the final 
audit. The repair of public buildings is not expected to 
cost over sixteen thousand dollars.
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Many of the residents of the area did not recognize 
the magnitude of this operation. One factor that contri­
buted to this lack of appreciation was that even after all 
of this work the area was still desolate looking in com­
parison to pre-disaster conditions. Most of the people 
evacuated while the water was still up and thus did not 
comprehend the extent of the devastation that the storm 
had brought. (See Figure 7).
Another factor that may have contributed to the low 
valuation that some individuals placed on Civil Defense 
work was that Civil Defense work was, primarily, of a 
public nature; each individual still had to rebuild his 
own "world."
One of the items mentioned above was temporary 
housing. The Federal Housing Authority and the Civil 
Defense worked together on this project and had tents 
belonging to the former erected over specially built 
frames for the use of the people as they returned to the 
area. According to Civil Defense authorities, there were 
five hundred sixty-nine tents issued for this purpose.
Some of the tents were used as living quarters for resi­
dents, while others were used by carpenters and as storage 
rooms in the initial home construction phase. (See 
Figure 3).
Figure 7. Washout in Front Ridge Road.
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Figure 8. Typical tent dwelling.
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III. SELECTED SOCIAL SYSTEMS AND REHABILITATION
The family. As indicated in the title and in the 
prior development of this study, emphasis was placed on 
the family. Any changes brought about by the disaster 
would be reflected in this most important grouping.
Most of the families that were interviewed were 
already back in the impact area when interviewed. This 
has been discussed elsewhere.
The bulk of the assistance received by individuals 
in Lower Cameron was family oriented. Much aid was re­
ceived for the parish, as such; but the aid granted by 
emergency relief agencies and by individuals went primarily 
to families.
The Red Cross reported that in the Calcasieu- 
Cameron area one thousand five hundred twenty-seven families 
applied for assistance.All except sixty-six of these 
families were assisted to some extent. Eleven hundred and 
eleven buildings were constructed or repaired, including 
six hundred and thirty-one dwellings rebuilt and three 
hundred twenty-two dwellings repaired. ^  (See Figure 9).
■^Report prepared by Red Cross personnel in Lake 
Charles.
Included in the six hundred thirty-one dwellings 
rebuilt are many for which materials were furnished to the
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Figure 9. A Red Cross worker checks house damages.
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The total cost of buildings and repairs was over one
16million dollars. According to their report, the Red 
Cross also provided household furnishing for eleven 
hundred ninety families in the Calcasieu-Cameron area and 
occupational supplies to three hundred ninety families.
The occupational supplies varied, for interviewees, from 
a shotgun (for a hunting guide) to a truck.^
Assistance to the persons in the disaster area came 
from far and near, from private individuals and from formal 
groups. The types of assistance received were as varied as
owner who took care of the construction. In some of these 
cases the owners did the work themselves, while in others 
they hired carpenters to do the building. In one case 
brought to the attention of the researcher the resident, 
an aged French speaking man in Sector ,fB,T, paid about two 
thousand dollars labor costs for getting his Red Cross 
donated house constructed. Some of the houses, also, were 
constructed by the volunteer labor of representatives of 
carpenters union locals throughout Louisiana and parts of 
Texas.
-^The Cameron Parish Pilot. November 29, 1957, P* 6.
-*-?For one sample of four hundred sixty-eight 
families in Lower Cameron who received Red Cross assistance 
to some extent, and for whom information was obtained by 
the researcher, the average grant was slightly under 
sixteen hundred dollars. These grants ranged from ten 
dollars to above seven thousand five hundred dollars, with 
seventy-nine of the families receiving three thousand 
dollars or more and about forty-six per cent of the fami­
lies receiving more than a thousand dollars.
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were the sources. It would be impossible to discuss all
of the aid received, or to place a definite figure on the
value of the gifts. Many of the families were given
places to stay, rent free, during the time they were away
from Lower Cameron; and many were given clothing and food
to help them get started again. In nearly every family
interviewed by the researcher, gifts were mentioned. Many
of the families received gifts from church groups, in most
cases without reference to their own church affiliation.
In some cases gifts of considerable value were donated to
people from Lower Cameron by persons they chanced to meet
in the stores or on the streets in Lake Charles. The
cornicopia theory as discussed by Wallace could easily be
13applied in reference to this situation. For nearly a 
year after the disaster gifts continued to come into the 
area for individuals and for groups.
The families of workers in several of the firms 
operating in the Lower Cameron area received contributions 
from the firms. For example, one oil company which had 
twenty-one employees residing in the impact zone gave
1 dAnthony F. C. Wallace, Tornado in Worcester.
An Exploratory Study of Individual and~Community Behavior 
In an Extreme Situation (Committee on Disaster Studies, 
Report No. 3; Washington, D. C.: National Academy of 
Sciences-National Research Council, 1956), pp. 155-153.
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financial assistance amounting to about two thousand 
dollars per family. In addition to the cash grants, this 
oil company sent a boat into the area to assist the 
families. Food was provided for those who remained in the 
area until they were able to care for themselves. Several 
employees of another oil company that was operating in 
Lower Cameron spoke of having received a three thousand 
dollar grant from the company.
Members of several of the organizations that existed 
in the area received assistance through the organizations. 
Several persons reported having received three hundred 
dollars each at one time through the Lions Club, and 
members of the Masonic order received considerably more 
than that amount. Some members of the Negro Masonic group 
reported having received between five hundred and a thousand 
dollars, while members of the white Masonic group reported 
having received three thousand dollars through the local 
lodge.
The cases mentioned above, however, did not consti­
tute a very large proportion of the families of the area, 
and no one reported that his family came out of the ex­
perience in a better financial condition than existed 
before the storm. (Some, however, claimed that others
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received so much aid that they were in better financial 
condition after the storm.)
The conti’ibutions that came into the area through 
the churches were not large. In only two cases did an 
interviewee indicate that he had received more than fifty 
dollars from a church group. In those cases the sum 
mentioned was one hundred dollars. Local clergymen reported 
that they had been called on by some outside groups to dis­
pense funds in the impact area. Most of the money that 
came to the churches, however, was used in the construction 
of new buildings to replace those that were destroyed by 
the hurricane.
Of more significance from a community viewpoint was 
the attempt that was made in this situation to handle pai-t 
of the gifts for the area on a parish wide level. The 
effects of this aid will probably be better remembered than 
that of others, not so much because of the money itself, 
but because of the system that was established to handle it.
Very soon after the news of the disaster became 
widespread contributions for the people began to come to 
the sheriff of the parish; as a result, perhaps, of the 
fact that his name was frequently mentioned in the news 
media. These gifts came from individuals and groups from 
widespread areas; some were gifts as small as one dollar 
while others were for several thousand dollars.
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The sheriff stated that it was his plan to hold 
this money until the relief agencies had completed their 
work in the parish and then to have a committee of local 
people determine what disposition should be made of the
19funds. Eventually the sum of money in the fund amounted 
to approximately seventy-two thousand dollars. On the 
ninth of October the committee was selected by the sheriff 
and others.
At the first meeting of the committee, which was
composed of thirty persons who represented the various
parts of the parish and different groups in the parish, it
was decided that a portion of the money should be used to
retrieve the vaults that had washed out into the marsh.
It was thought at that time that the number of these vaults
20would amount to about one hundred. It was decided that
the remainder of the fund would be distributed to families
in the parish.
The sheriff instructed this committee to the effect
that the money should be used to help any needy families
21that had been "passed up” by the Red Cross. The appli­
cation forms were prepared and made available at the post
•̂ The Cameron Parish Pilot. August 9, 1957, p. 6
2^Ibid., October 11, 1957, P» 1- 
21lbid.
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offices in Lower Cameron and at the church in Lake Charles
in which the congregations of the two Baptist churches
from the impact zone were meeting. The pastor of one of
these churches was on the committee. Official notice of
the procedure to be followed was given by means of the
weekly newspaper published in the area. The only persons
eligible for the grants were persons who were living in
22Cameron Parish at the time of the hurricane.
A total of approximately six hundred applications 
were submitted by qualified applicants, with requests 
ranging from a few dollars up to nearly twenty thousand 
dollars. The total amount requested amounted to over a 
half-million dollars.
Eventually, the committee divided fifty thousand 
dollars equally among two hundred three of the applicants, 
reserving about twenty-two thousand dollars for the vault 
restoration operation.
Because the committee was not equipped to do case 
work to determine need in reference to the applicants, the 
members operated on the basis of their own judgment and 
the information available.
22Ibid., October 1&, 1957, p. 1
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The money that was reserved for the vaults did not 
prove to be sufficient to do all that was hoped. It was 
thought that there may be enough to fence the cemeteries 
also, but this did not prove to be possible. There were 
approximately one hundred fifty vaults eventually lo­
cated.^
The Salvation Army operated in the rehabilitation 
phase to a certain extent, in that they provided clothing 
for the people. This operation continued through the 
month of August. During the early post-impact days, the 
Salvation Army personnel served food, but after five days 
they were requested to discontinue this phase of their 
operation in order to prevent duplication of Red Cross 
activities.
A representative of this group spoke of the lessons 
that they learned in the disaster. He said that in a total 
disaster such as the hurricane that struck Cameron Parish, 
it was necessary for each mobile unit to be completely 
self-contained. Their station wagons, he said, had been
^3one sidelight on this situation was that the 
parish representative introduced a bill in the state 
legislature making it mandatory that precast vaults have a 
serial number placed on them and that this number be re­
corded on the death certificate. The bill was passed.
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equipped with power units, butane plants, and other 
necessary equipment since that experience.
The Salvation Army representative, mentioned here, 
indicated that more than one thousand families were as­
sisted to some extent and that the total amount of materials 
given through the Salvation Army was valued in excess of 
one hundred fifty thousand dollars. (See Figure 10).
Salvation Army officials also visited, counseled 
and prayed with the families involved in the disaster.
Civil Defense activities have been discussed as 
they pertained to the community at large. The family 
oriented activities of this group dealt primarily wioh the 
matter of debris clearance. The clearing of streets and 
roads and the disposal of the carcasses of cattle and 
wildlife was necessary in order to make the area in­
habitable again. Furthermore, private property was 
cleaned to the extent that this was necessary to provide 
for health and sanitation in the community. Apparently, 
this was interpreted rather liberally and a great deal was 
done to clean the houses that remained. Before the Civil 
Defense workers could work in a private residence, however, 
the owner had to give his permission for the work to be 
done. This was reported to have held up the work consider­
ably because some of the householders were reluctant to
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Figure 10. Salvation Army clothing distribution center.
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allow anyone to change the storm produced conditions for 
fear of possible insurance complications.
In spite of the assistance that was being received, 
many families experienced great difficulty in getting 
their homes rebuilt. This applied, particularly to the 
nonwhites. Some nonwhites who had owned their own land 
and houses before the storm received assistance in re­
building, however. In one group of one hundred forty 
Negro applicants for aid there were thirty-eight families 
for whom the Red Cross had either built a house or had 
contributed toward the building or repairing of a house. 
Many of the Negroes did not own land and that, in most 
cases, precluded Red Cross aid in the building of a house.
Some of the nonwhites who did not own their own 
land had lived, rent free, in houses that were located on 
farms. The houses in which they lived had been built 
during the time that labor was needed on the farms and 
after farming operations ceased the Negroes were allowed 
to remain in the houses. Several people on Grand Chenier 
spoke of this phenomenon. One Negro said:
24fhis number may be reconciled with the prior 
number of one hundred nine nonwhite households on which 
the sample was based because of the fact that an un­
determined number of the households contained more than 
one family.
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White folks are going to build themselves up before 
they put a "nigger”, like they call us, in a house.
And you can*t hardly blame them.
This opinion was expressed by several white people, 
one of whom said:
The Negroes here on Grand Chenier wonTt come back 
because the Red Cross wonTt give them anything to 
make their houses. None of them owned their land.
The roles of family members were discussed in 
Chapter IV. The pre-disaster roles were reconstructed by 
means of the interviews, and, in some cases, current ac­
tivities were presented by interviewees as being in con­
trast to pre-disaster activities. The major emphasis, 
however, was placed on what may be considered the "quantity" 
of activity rather than its "quality." Particular demands 
were being pressed upon family members and they were re­
sponding to these needs. This did not mean, however, that 
there were basic changes in role behavior. The fathers 
interviewed were still "authority" figures in the families.
To the extent that the presence of the father in the home 
augmented this type of behavior, it was probably strengthened 
after the hurricane for many families because a large pro­
portion of the men were devoting full time to getting their 
houses, barns, and fences built. The demands of rebuild­
ing may well have served also to override any leniency 
over the activities of the children that may have been
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practiced before the storm. Several young people spoke of 
the fact that they had been helping to rebuild and then to 
paint the family home. In two cases among the interviewees 
sons of carpenters were devoting most of their time to 
house building, whereas, before the storm these boys had 
been working at other trades. In both cases the fathers 
expressed delight in the manner in which the young men 
were learning their fathers* trade.
The women in the households contacted spoke of how 
much more difficult their work was at that time than it 
had been before the storm. The lack of appliances, in 
many cases, helped to cause this situation. Another factor 
that was mentioned as having a bearing upon the activities 
of wives/mothers was that there was a lack of a ready 
supply of food in the freezer. This meant that more at­
tention had to be given to the tasks of food preparation 
than was the case before the storm.
Women also assisted in the building activities. In 
one case a lady mentioned having repapered the house with 
the assistance of her sister. When the researcher called 
at one home in the Creole area to make arrangements for an 
interview, the wife/mother was actively participating in 
the construction of a barn. Painting seemed to be an
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activity that frequently fell to the women, and numerous 
women also were seen assisting in fence building.
Some aspects of the pre-disaster roles within the 
families seemed to be modified- by the exigencies of the 
situation. Doubtlessly the role behavior of the family 
members was being reformulated in adjustment to the exist­
ing conditions, but it was still too early to evaluate 
these changes.
Attempts to probe into the modified behavior result­
ing from disaster losses, human and physical, were not too 
successful. This was particularly true in reference to 
the sensitive and delicate area of readjustment in relations 
caused by the loss of family members. A few cases may 
indicate, however, some of the patterns that were being 
followed. For instance, one man who lost all of the members 
of his immediate family (wife and six children) constructed 
a small house next door to a younger brother's house; and 
became, in effect, a member of the brother’s family. In 
another case an interviewee spoke of a neighbor who had 
been drinking excessively since the storm, and then added,
"But he lost his wife in the hurricane." Several nonwhites 
indicated that some of the men who had lost their wives 
and children were engaging in deviant behavior rather 
extensively, indicative of a degree of personal disorganizatioi
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One teacher, speaking of some high school students who had 
lost their parents, said that they were doing acceptable 
school work.
This phase of readjustment cannot be definitively 
analyzed at this stage, as it is still in the process of 
transition.
The replies to inquiries about visiting patterns 
almost always indicated that no one had time for visiting 
any more. Whether this will be a temporary development 
cannot be known for sure, but every indication pointed to 
the conclusion that the values that had led to extensive 
visiting had not changed.
The researcher spoke to several persons who were 
concerned with building materials sales. They were asked 
if people were attempting to build nstorm proof" houses. 
The replies indicated, in most cases, that people thought 
that nothing that they could build would withstand the 
force of "another Audrey," as they usually expressed it; 
therefore, they were not trying to build for it. The 
costs for construction of very substantial houses would 
probably have prohibited most of the people of Lower 
Cameron from attempting to build such structures.
Some attempts to build stronger houses were made, 
however, as indicated by one building materials dealer who
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said that plywood ceiling was being used inside many 
houses rather than sheetrock ceiling because it was 
stronger. Many residents, also, were "stormsheeting" 
their houses; that is, they were placing a covering of 
lumber on the outside, the lumber being nailed at a 
forty-five degree angle to the foundation. The finishing 
cover, brick or asbestos shingles in many cases, was 
placed over this "stormsheeting.”
Some few residents were building their new houses 
on piling. This type of building is designed for low- 
lying country that is subject to floods. The additional 
cost of such construction may have prevented many from 
building such structures; but, also, these buildings were 
negatively valued by many interviewees and informants.
The most commonly heard criticisms dealt with the fact 
that the water would wash the piling up just as fast as 
it would a house, and the wind would do more damage to 
such a house than it would to a conventional structure. 
(See Figure 11).
There was some indication of a desire on the part 
of some residents to rebuild their houses just exactly as 
they were before, and several had done that by the time 
the researcher left the area. One lady spoke of her
Figure 11. House built on piling after the storm.
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desire to get copies of the same pictures to go in her new 
house.
One change in the housing situation that was fre­
quently mentioned was the change in the size of the houses. 
Some, of course, could not afford to build houses as 
elaborate as the ones lost. Some of these houses had been 
inherited and remodeled from time to time.
One interviewee spoke of the differences in the 
old houses and the new ones in the following manner:
Old people that had bigger houses has got smaller 
houses and young people who had smaller houses has 
got bigger ones. Younger people who could borrow 
from the Small Business Administration have nicer 
homes. We only borrowed three thousand three 
hundred dollars, but my house didn’t cost that much. 
Some borrowed six or seven thousand.
One of the federal agencies that assisted the 
Cameron people in their rebuilding was the Small Business 
Administration, as mentioned above. One lady answered 
question 6$ of the interview schedule by saying:
The best help for free service was the Red Cross; 
for those who could afford to help themselves, it was 
the Small Business Administration.
This agency was relied upon by families who were 
not in bad enough financial condition to get Red Cross 
assistance, nor sufficiently well off to get by without 
aid. However, the number of home loans was not large 
in comparison to the Red Cross grants; the total for the
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parish being approximately one hundred twenty-five.
Earlier claims that these loans would be readily available 
led some to expect no difficulty in obtaining them. When 
the machinery of loan making was set in motion, however, 
some people in the area became quite critical of the 
agency.
Other systems. This study of rehabilitation in the 
disaster struck area did not deal extensively with the 
effects of the disaster upon the governmental, the economic, 
the educational, or the religious systems in Lower Cameron. 
Some general comments will give an idea of the trends in 
these phases of life in the area, however. Each type of 
system would have to be analyzed in detail in a definitive 
study.
The major governmental structure of the parish did 
not change as a result of the disaster. There were, 
nevertheless, certain new peripheral developments. The 
development most directly related to the disaster was that 
of a Civil Defense organization for the parish.
In January of 195& the Director of Civil Defense 
for the parish (who had held the position for several 
years) spoke of the difficulty he was having in arousing 
interest in the establishment of a local organization.
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However, the organization was established in May of 195&.
A permanent administrator was appointed by the police jury 
early in that month. He was given the title of Civil 
Defense Coordinator for Cameron Parish. The former 
director retained his office, and the new man was scheduled 
to handle the actual administration of the program.
A parish wide Civil Defense organization was imple­
mented during the month of May. The organization con­
sisted of an advisory council, composed, with one exception, 
of elected or appointed officials of the parish, a series 
of directors of various services, and community leaders 
for each of several distinct subareas. The services in­
cluded were substantially the same as those mentioned as 
having been operative in the organization formulated after 
the hurricane.
The subarea leaders (called community leaders) were 
instructed to form a similar organization in each of their 
respective areas. Emphasis was given to the fact that 
this organization was primarily oriented to natural and 
local disasters. The effectiveness of the organization
25This man. was a former teacher in the Grand Chenier 
school, and his wife was reared in the area.
The Cameron Parish Pilot» May 23, 195$* P« 1*
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cannot be known, of course, until it is needed— until 
there is a "skirmish with reality."^7
Another development that was an outgrowth of the 
disaster situation was the establishment of a library in 
the parish. The building for the library was provided by 
a civic organization; it was constructed on parish school 
board property and the state library system agreed to pay 
the operating costs for the first year. The parish will 
have to assume the cost of operation after that in order 
for the library to continue in operation in the parish.
The new library building was dedicated on the first anni­
versary of the hurricane.
Stimulated by Civil Defense officials, the police 
jury appointed an eleven man planning committee in July 
of 1957 to chart the course for continued improvements 
within the parish. The committee was established primarily 
to encourage and receive aid from outside sources to as­
sist in making these improvements. State Civil Defense 
authorities established a similar committee to work with 
the Cameron group; but, so far as could be determined, no 
joint meetings were ever held. The state director of
^Val Peterson, "Co-ordinating and Extending 
Federal Assistance," The Annals. CCCIX (January, 1957)> 64.
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Civil Defense was quoted as having said that the purpose 
of the state organization was "to determine needs 'and 
wishes of the people so organizations who want to help
pc}will know what to do."
All members of the Cameron committee had been 
active in the earlier emergency organization in the parish 
with the exception of two men. The planning committee 
held a few meetings; but by the time field work for this 
study was started in the area, the committee was defunct. 
One member of the committee said that the group had been 
formed when it was thought that more aid might be forth­
coming; but that he couldn*t see that the committee had 
accomplished anything, nor could he see any need for the 
committee. It was his contention that leaders operating 
in their normal roles could do what the committee was 
supposed to accomplish.
Another informant, one who was not a member of the 
planning committee, said that the committee had not worked 
the way in which it was intended it should work— that the 
members should have sought aid for the parish. It was 
significant, perhaps, that the only time the researcher
2^The Lake Charles American Press. July 25, 1957,
p. 1.
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ever heard anyone mention this planning committee was when 
he asked direct questions in reference to it.
Some phases of the economic life of Lower Cameron 
were considerably stimulated by the expenditure of funds 
during the clean up and rebuilding operations. A great 
deal of the money, however, left the area. As a matter of 
fact, it was nearly two months before local businesses 
were open (with one or two exceptions); and, then, only 
gradually did the various establishments get ready for 
business again.
Immediately after the storm, the local newspaper 
ran special articles telling of the plans of business men 
to reopen as soon as possible. One grocery store in Grand 
Chenier did open about a week after the storm and some 
service stations were opened to provide fuel and service 
for the many cars coming into the area.
One thing that delayed the reopening of some of the 
businesses was the lack of electric power. Some opened 
before electric power was available, but operated on a 
limited scale.
In the latter part of March, 1 9 the researcher 
talked to several businessmen in the Lower Cameron area. 
One of the leading men stated that he did not know of any 
business that was back to the level of prosperity enjoyed
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before the storm. A few of the establishments, he said, 
were "over the hump” and well on the way toward the attain­
ment of pre-disaster conditions. At that particular time, 
however, business in the area was experiencing a very slow 
period. Oil operations had been reduced considerably, the 
fishing season was not yet under way, and building activi­
ties were very much less than they had been at any time 
since the rebuilding had begun.
Several of the business men, including the one 
mentioned above, had received loans from the Small Business 
Administration. A total of sixty-eight business loans had 
been approved by this agency by the time it closed its 
offices in Lake Charles. The total amount of the sixty- 
eight loans was seven hundred ninety-seven thousand, five 
hundred forty-five dollars. These loans were for businesses 
in the entire area, so only a part of them were granted to 
business establishments in Lower Cameron.
Some of the operators of businesses in Lower Cameron 
had sufficient reserves to put themselves back into business 
without borrowing. The operator of a small establishment 
spoke of the fact that at the time of the hurricane he had 
a reserve fund of seventeen thousand dollars. After losing 
everything, he used this money to get his business re­
established. He said that a Small Business Administration
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representative asked him how he had been able to save 
money when so few of the other owners of small businesses 
had been able to accumulate savings.
Insurance payments were not sufficient, in most 
cases, to cover the losses that were experienced by owners 
of business establishments. One local informant mentioned 
nine business establishments in the town of Cameron that 
were not reopening, some of them because of excessive 
losses. In other parts of the area, likewise, some business 
establishments were not able to resume business.
Assistance granted by relief agencies was cited by 
one person who had formerly been in business as the reason 
for not reopening. This person said, ”So many people got 
electrical appliances through the Red Cross that it just 
doesnft seem worth-while to reopen our appliance store at 
the present time.”
A restaurant operator spoke of having evacuated his 
family to one of the smaller cities in the southwestern 
part of Louisiana after the storm. He said that he started 
looking for a business to buy in that city, and finally 
located a restaurant that he could purchase. He said that 
he put up one thousand dollars on the deal and went home 
to tell his family. As he went toward home, he said, he 
began to think through his action and decided that he
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would never be as happy anywhere else as he had been in 
Cameron. After talking the situation over with his wife, 
he went back to tell the owner of the restaurant that he 
had decided not to buy. He said that he realized that he 
would lose the thousand dollars, but that he had lost so 
many thousands of dollars in the storm that one more didn*t 
make much difference. The person with whom he had been 
dealing, however, returned the initial payment.
One man who opened a small grocery store on one of 
the cheniers spoke of the small volume of business that he 
had. He said that he thought that people had become 
accustomed to buying in the large supermarkets in Lake 
Charles and were continuing to go back there, whereas, . 
they had made most of their purchases locally before the 
storm.
There was some relocation of businesses following 
the storm, and several of the establishments changed hands. 
In Grand Chenier a general merchandise store was moved from 
its former location on the river front to the highway, 
indicative, perhaps, of a change in the relative importance 
of the two means of transportation. In Cameron two busi­
nesses exchanged buildings and one of these leased the 
building adjoining its new location— a building that had 
formerly housed a store that was not going to be reopened.
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All interviewees were asked what effect they thought 
the storm would have on the businesses of the area# Almost 
without exception, the replies were to the effect that they 
did not expect any lasting changes. Some took cognizance 
of the fact that a few of the business operators were not 
reopening their establishments, but usually mentioned that 
they expected others to take their places.
Oil operations in the impact zone were only tem­
porarily affected. Within a few days following the storm 
many of the residents were able to return to their jobs 
with oil companies or with contractors who were doing work 
for oil companies.
The fishing industry continued on a limited scale, 
but never regained its normal level during the remainder 
of the 1957 fishing season. Some shrimp fishermen who had 
lost their boats were able to get new ones through Red 
Cross and other assistance in time to do some fishing 
during 1957. Others, however, were slower in getting a 
new, or a repaired boat, launched. Two of the interviewees 
spoke of having used money that was paid by insurance com­
panies on damages to their houses to repair their boats.
One of these men said that the five thousand dollars 
insurance money he received got him back into the fishing
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business, and that he would finish repairing his house as 
he had the time and the money to do so.
Another interviewee spoke of his boat being on 
land, several hundred feet from the nearest water. He did 
not get assistance from Red Cross, he said, and had not 
been able to pay the five hundred dollars that movers
wanted to return the boat to the waters edge. At the time
he was interviewed he was working as a deck hand on some­
one elseTs boat. (See Figure 12).
The general impression given by farmers was that 
their operations would not be rebuilt to pre-disaster 
levels for several years. The livestock population had 
suffered more than a fifty per cent loss in the area as 
a whole; and, if certain large herds that were grazing
outside the area are not counted, the losses amounted to a
much larger percentage.
In addition to the initial losses of cattle,
secondary causes were taking a heavy toll. The ranges
were poor and the winter weather was unusually bad. Each
of these factors caused the death of many cattle. During
one week in early February, at least two thousand cattle 
29died. Surplus grain was supplied by the federal government
29fhe Cameron Parish Pilot, February 21, 195$> p. 1
figure 12. This was. a shrimp fisherman's means of earning a living.
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to feed the cattle; and, doubtlessly, many were saved in 
this way. The county agent estimated that five thousand 
cattle would be lost during the winter.
The building of fences constituted one of the first 
jobs that the farmers had to attend to as soon as they 
could get a house constructed. In fact, some of the 
farmers started on their fences before they finished their 
houses. One of the things that spurred this action was the 
fact that considerable numbers of the few remaining cattle 
were being killed on the roadways.
In December the editor of the local newspaper 
observed:
Despite the rapid reconstruction of Cameron parish 
during the six months since Hurricane Audrey, the 
outlook for at least one segment of the parish— the 
farmers— remains cloudy.
The tremendous loss of livestock, crops, farming 
tools and equipment, feed, barns, and homes has hard 
hit the small farmers of the parish, and whereas many 
of the small businesses in the area are making good 
comebacks, most farmers are having a much harder time 
of it.
Speaking specifically of the cattlemen, the editor 
continued:
Most cattlemen are not making any efforts to re­
build their herds at the present time. The feed 
problem--plus the big job they have of rebuilding 
their homes and barns— makes this necessary.
Also most cattlemen do not intend to borrow money 
to rebuild their herds. They will instead keep all
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of their heifer calves for the next several years and 
gradually re-stock. In the meantime they -will have 
to find other means of making a living— perhaps trapping, 
working for the highway department or oil companies.
In the same article an evaluation is given of other 
phases of agricultural conditions in Lower Cameron. Of 
poultry, it was noted:
The poultry industry, which was just getting started 
in Lower Cameron, was 95 per cent destroyed.
Another phase of farm operations that was of great 
importance in former years was evaluated as follows:
The hurricane has probably killed for good the 
parish cotton industry, . . . Only 36 farmers had 
cotton quotas this year and 26 of them had their land 
in the soil bank. Six had planted cotton but all 
except one farmer at Klondike lost their crop in the 
storm.
No cotton at all is expected to be planted next year.30
The Agriculture Conservation Practice program pro­
vided special funds to assist farmers in restoring their 
farms and ranges to good conditions. According to a state­
ment in the local newspaper, farmers could receive eighty 
per cent of the cost of such work as reconstruction of 
drainage ditches, irrigation systems, protection levee 
systems and cattle walkways and on the smoothing of farm 
land. The maximum amount that any one farmer could get
30lbid.. December 6, 1957* P« !•
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from this program was set at fifteen hundred dollars.^l 
Special permission was granted by the United States De­
partment of Agriculture for the Agriculture Conservation 
Practice program to also assist in the building of 
fences, the maximum amount available to any one farmer 
being two hundred forty dollars.-^2
So far as could be determined, no farms exchanged 
hands except for those that belonged to persons who were 
drowned in the flood. Several of the interviewees indi­
cated, however, that they did not intend to return to 
farming, other than on a very limited scale.
The effect of the disaster on trapping in the area 
may be very well illustrated by reference to a conver­
sation that the researcher held with an individual who 
manages trapping on a tract of approximately one hundred 
and sixty thousand acres of marsh land. In the 1956-1957 
season more than fifty thousand nutria pelts were taken 
from this tract, whereas in the 1957-1953 season approxi­
mately three thousand five hundred pelts were taken.
The schools of Lower Cameron were the subject of 
considerable talk among the returnees. The school
3^Ibid., January 10, 195#, p. 3 
32ibid.. October 4» 1957* p* 1.
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officials did not expect four of the schools to reopen in 
September. Early checking revealed that from thirty to 
thirty-five white school children and thirty-six Negro 
school children had been drowned. Others were widely 
scattered. The schools that were expected to remain 
closed were the school for Negroes on Front Ridge, the 
Cameron elementary school, the Creole elementary school 
and the South Cameron High School. The buildings of the 
first three of these were destroyed or damaged beyond 
repair, and the South Cameron High School building was 
severely damaged.
Because of this situation the teachers were given 
the privilege of signing contracts to teach elsewhere 
during the 1957-1953 session. -Two parishes offered to 
employ the Cameron teachers on a temporary basis and to 
release them to return to Cameron when they were needed.
By the time it was determined that the Cameron elementary 
school would open, several of the teachers had already 
signed contracts to teach elsewhere.
The opening of the elementary school in Cameron was 
on the basis of the demands of the citizens who had re­
turned, or who wanted to return, to the area. They secured 
the use of a newly constructed Veterans of Foreign Wars
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building and the Masonic building (a concrete block build­
ing that had not been severely damaged during the hurri­
cane), expecting about one hundred elementary pupils to be
enrolled. This number was based on the results of a census
33of Cameron families conducted by a delegation of citizens. 
The enrollment had been approximately two hundred eighty 
during the preceding session. By the middle of March,
195&, the enrollment of this school had reached one 
hundred ninety-four.
High school classes were taught at the Grand Chenier 
school during the 1957-1958 session for students from the 
eastern side of Lower Cameron. Other high school students 
were transported to a school in the Grand Lake community. 
Twenty-one students from Lower Cameron were graduated in 
May from these schools. Eight of them were graduated at 
the Grand Lake school and the others at the Grand Chenier 
school.
No provisions were made for colored children to 
attend school until the second week in November. At that
33This delegation called on the school board and 
was told that if the school were opened, several grades 
may have to be taught together, and that the school could 
not provide lunches. The parents were reported to have 
replied that they had gone to school under similar circum­
stances and that their children could do so also.
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time classes were started in a community located about ten 
miles north of the Intracoastal Canal. The building used 
had formerly been a school building but was no longer in 
use since that school had been.consolidated with another. 
Approximately sixty students were transported from Lower 
Cameron to this school. All grades were taught.
One Negro who lived on Front Ridge was quite out­
spoken about her displeasure in reference to the school 
situation for Negroes. She said:
No one can tell me that they couldn’t have pro­
vided a school for the little children here just like 
they did for the white children. If I had a little 
child, I wouldn’t let him ride a bus all the way up 
to Sweetlake— that’s just too far for these little 
children to be sent. They would just have to give 
me justice because I wouldn’t send mine that far. We 
should have a school right here.
The school for Negroes operated for seven months 
during the 1957-195$ session.
It was decided that the elementary school at Creole 
would not be reopened at all and that the children would 
be transported to a new elementary school that would be 
opened in connection with the consolidated high school at 
Oak Grove. This, of course, would not be effective until 
the 195$-1959 session. In the meantime the children from
-^There were no Negroes in the community where the 
school was located.
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Creole were transported to the elementary school in Cameron 
and to the high school at Grand Lake.
In November, 1957> a contract for approximately 
seven hundred twenty thousand dollars was let for the con­
struction of two new school buildings and the school board 
office building. The new school building in Cameron was 
to be constructed of steel and concrete and the school on 
Front Ridge for colored children was to be of concrete and 
brick construction.
The principal of the Lower Cameron consolidated 
high school who had become Civil Defense Administrator, 
later accepted a teaching position at McNeese State 
College in Lake Charles, and resigned his position with 
the Cameron school. In other personnel shifts for the 
195&-1959 session, the man who was named Civil Defense 
Coordinator for the parish was also chosen to be principal 
of the Grand Chenier school. He will hold both positions.
One year following the hurricane ten of the fifteen 
churches that were in operation in Lower Cameron at the 
time of the hurricane were again in operation. Three of 
the Catholic churches, one of the Negro Baptist, and one 
of the Negro Church of God in Christ churches had not been 
rebuilt.
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One of the Catholic churches that had not been re­
built was the Negro church that was located on Front Ridge. 
Thus, three of the churches that had not been rebuilt at 
that time were Negro churches. Two of them were still 
operating in Lake Charles; and there was a strong possi­
bility, according to informants, that one of these churches 
would remain in Lake Charles. This church was one of the 
two churches of the Church of God in Christ denomination 
that had been located in Lower Cameron. This particular 
church had been a small one, and had been located directly 
across the Mermentau River from Grand Chenier. According 
to informants, most of the members had been residents of 
Grand Chenier. The members of the other church still 
meeting in Lake Charles at that time had plans to rebuild 
in Cameron as soon as possible.
According to an informant, the Negro Catholic church 
was not going to be rebuilt. The Negroes had attended the 
other Catholic churches prior to the hurricane, so this 
did not involve a change in policy. A new Catholic parish 
was formed in the town of Cameron during the month of 
June, 195&* Prior to this time, as explained in Chapter 
IV, the Cameron church was actually a mission of the Creole 
church parish. A priest was assigned to the new Cameron
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parish, while the two priests who had formerly served the 
entire area continued in the Creole parish. This new 
development had been anticipated, according to one in­
formant, but apparently was hastened by the disaster. 
Property was purchased on the eastern edge of the town of 
Cameron for a new church to be constructed.
Prior to the storm there was only one church build­
ing in Lower Cameron that was not of frame construction: 
the Catholic church at Creole. Following the storm five 
other masonry constructed church buildings were erected. 
Three of these were Baptist (white) and two were Metho­
dist. In addition to these church buildings, the Catholic, 
the Methodist and one of the Baptist churches had brick 
homes built for the clergymen. Funds from outside the 
area paid for these buildings.
One other church building had been constructed.
The Negro Baptist church on Front Ridge moved into a new 
frame building about eleven months after the hurricane.
The Church of God in Christ congregation that had resumed 
its services in Lower Cameron was using a rented house for 
services.
Numerous interviewees and informants mentioned that 
they would have better church buildings than they had ever 
had. One man said that his church would never have been
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able to build anything for a long time because of the 
losses sustained by the members and because the members 
were so busy trying to get their houses rebuilt that they 
would not have had time to devote to a church-building 
program.
IV. REACTIONS OP RESIDENTS TO THE DISASTER 
. SITUATION AND TO REHABILITATION
The researcher was concerned not only with what 
happened to people and to their significant groupings, but 
also with what the people thought as they looked back upon 
the disaster and upon their experiences in getting their 
homes reconstructed. The very fact that they were being 
approached in reference to the disaster, doubtlessly, 
served to bring these thoughts into focus. It was the 
researcher’s opinion, however, that it would have been 
difficult to get most of the people to talk of anything 
else. The interviewing process was begun slightly more 
than three months after the hurricane, and continued, 
intermittently, for about three and one-half months.
There was little indication that the subject of the disas­
ter was less central at the end of that period than it was 
at the beginning.
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Explanations given for the disaster. Certain 
responses indicated that the disaster experience had been 
fitted into a frame of reference that served to explain it 
or to justify it. Some of the responses emphasized a 
religious motif, as may be illustrated by the following:
If God wasnTt willing for this to happen, He 
would have stopped it. People had stopped farming; 
started making big pay and forgot God. He just put 
a stop to that.
¥e’re not doing right, or God wouldn’t have sent 
this damnation. He must have a very strong reason.
My husband would say, ,TIf God took all this, why 
didnTt He just go ahead and take the rest of it?
The resort to a religious explanation was not, how­
ever, predominant; and there was little indication that 
overt religious behavior was intensified as a result of 
the storm.
The majority of interviewees tended to explain the 
occurrence of the disaster on the basis of what may be 
termed the capriciousness of the weather. The hurricane 
had exploded their confidence that such a thing could not 
happen to them, but this didn’t seem to bother them very 
much. Many persons rationalized that the weather brings 
tragic forces to bear on people everywhere from time to 
time, and this just happened to be the time it hit them.
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Some statements that indicated their thinking in this 
regard are:
The way I look at that is>- where can you go that 
you donTt run into bad weather? You can get out of 
the water maybe; but just look at Texas and what 
happened to them last year.
People living on the coast should expect those 
things and not be like us and think that it could 
never happen.
When they see these tornados pass, they see that
they could be in Lake Charles and the same thing
happen to them.
I told them that if they could find me a place 
where it don*t storm, then you might get me interested 
to go there; but the storm is for everybody. If we 
didnTt have the water, we wouldnTt have had much damage.
I wouldn*t run from this. You canTt run from the 
weather.
Some persons explained the water damage satisfacto­
rily for themselves by observing that so many canals had 
been cut across the marsh that it was easier for the water 
to come in. Or, again, one man said that he had been 
telling people that the next time they had a storm they 
would see water because the high reeds werenft growing in 
the marsh any more.
These explanations notwithstanding, there were many 
indications that the people had developed a great fear of
the Gulf and, especially of storms. This fear was ex­
pressed in numerous ways. For example, one interviewee
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said that her little six year old girl became so frightened 
when the second hurricane came that they couldn’t do any­
thing with her until they took her to Lake Charles. Also 
indicative of this fear were the many comments of the 
people who evacuated during the second warning period. .
Some said that it was dangerous to get on the highway 
because of the traffic, and that if a driver got out of 
line to pass a car he had difficulty getting back into the 
line of traffic again. During the time that the researcher 
was doing field work in the impact zone, there were several 
days of bad weather and each time the persons being inter­
viewed on those days spoke of becoming "nervous” in bad 
weather. Finally, rumors to the effect that a hurricane 
was being predicted for some certain date were continually 
cropping up.
Reactions to agencies active in rehabilitation work. 
Among the interviewees of this study there was a wide 
range of opinions in reference to the Red Cross. These 
expressions ran the gamut from hearty approval to vehement 
disapproval. Some examples are:
Most valuable help given down here was that given 
by the Red Cross.
Red Cross did a good job.
Some folks talk a lot of foolishness. If you got 
something from somebody you ought to be glad. If it 
not be for the Red Cross, we be in a hell of a fix.
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If it hadn’t been for the Red Cross, a lot of 
people eouldnTt have rebuilt.
That man almost got rich on the Red Cross. Every­
thing he asked for he got.
Most people who needed it got help from the Red 
Cross.
I don’t think they treated people right. Some 
got house, horses, cow feed and things like that. I 
never knew they give those things away.
Red Cross did their share, I guess. They could 
have done more for some people.
Some people are unhappy about the Red Cross.
They put people on the Red Cross committee that 
hadn’t even been born and raised here. If they would 
have had Cameron people on the committee, we would have 
gotten more help..
People were so disappointed by the Red Cross that 
they won’t ask anyone else for help.
Some received help who did not need it; others 
who needed help couldn’t get it.
The people who had nothing before received more 
help than others.
They had better not come here asking for money for 
the Red Cross.
There’s plenty of complaining about the Red Cross. 
They’re not going to get any more money from me; 
they’ve got my last nickel.
I never did see much that the Red Cross done. They 
bragged a lot. To me, they didn’t do half what they 
ought to have done.
Red Cross told me I was young enough to work; but 
it ain’t got nothing to do with my birthdays. A 
person needs a place to stay.
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Several local people observed that the reactions of 
persons to the Red Gross were in terms of whether or not 
they had received assistance themselves and the amount 
received. While this rule may have applied in many 
cases, it did not apply universally. For example, it did 
not prove correct in reference to some of the interviewees 
and informants with whom the researcher talked. One 
rather common exception to the rule was in reference to 
units of the extended family. Some people became rather 
bitter when certain families within the extended family 
system did not receive assistance, although they may not 
have asked for aid themselves. Another exception that was 
mentioned by several interviewees who had received sub­
stantial assistance may be illustrated by the following 
remark that was made by an interviewee:
I got about five thousand dollars from the Red 
Cross. Others didn’t get help. It hurts us when 
they tell us, "Well, you got help, but we didn’t.”
We feel that the people here are all alike.
The primary relations that predominated in the area, 
as described earlier, made it difficult for anyone to keep 
the amount of assistance received a secret from others in 
the area. In talking with the researcher the interviewees 
frequently mentioned the amount of aid that various friends 
and relatives had received. As the quotation above
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illustrates, the recipients of substantial grants were 
somewhat on the defensive.
Cases in which there were reports of dishonesty 
also caused some people to become rather bitter. One 
interviewee spoke of having had a furnished house that she 
rented to a family. The house was badly damaged in the 
hurricane and the furniture was completely destroyed. She 
did not apply for assistance herself, but learned later 
that the renter had applied for and received over a 
thousand dollars to replace "his” furniture. These situ­
ations were conducive to such reactions as were expressed 
in the following quotations by interviewees:
Itve lost faith in an awful lot of people. The 
most became more selfish and grasping than ever.
A few grab all they can. The "biggest” ones are 
the worst.
People have changed. TheyTre all for themselves.
Everybody is for himself, they1 re pulling against 
one another.
One observation made by numerous interviewees and 
informants throughout the impact zone was to the effect 
that they thought that Civil Defense funds should be paid 
to individuals to clean their own places. Another obser­
vation, also frequently heard, was that Civil Defense 
operations were concentrated in Cameron to the neglect of
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other parts of the area. A basis for this complaint could 
have been the fact that the density of population was con­
siderably greater near the western end of the impact zone; 
and, hence, there were more requests for assistance there. 
Another factor involved, doubtlessly, was the presence of 
the local Civil Defense headquarters in the town of 
Cameron and the fact that work was controlled from this 
office.
The response of the general public to the Salvation 
Army was very favorable. Not one of the interviewees made 
a negative remark about the work of this organization.
After the emergency phase had ended, however, the Sal­
vation Army personnel began to leave the area. The thing 
most frequently mentioned in reference to the Salvation 
Army was that no records were kept, therefore no questions 
were asked. A person was allowed to take what he needed. 
One person observed:
If people would have sent the money to the Sal­
vation Army everybody would have gotten help.
Reactions of the people to the operations of the 
disaster relief fund that had been set up in the parish to 
dispense the contributions that were sent from outside the 
area were noted.
The amount of money involved in this fund was not 
very great, relatively speaking, but the antagonism aroused
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was considerably more intense than that aroused by any 
other relief* activity. It seemed to the researcher that 
the people actually became more aroused and agitated over 
this matter than over any other one thing that was dis­
cussed during the time the field work was in progress.
There were very few who voiced approval of the manner in 
which the fund was operated, although some said that they 
thought that the fund was handled fairly.
The members of the committee were not happy about 
serving, and a part of them served in name only, because 
they did not attend the meetings of the committee. After 
the second meeting of the group, a letter was sent to all 
committee members, reminding them that it was their civic 
responsibility to serve in this manner. About one-third of 
them were present for the third meeting.
The committeemen seemed to be fearful of the people*s 
reaction to the grants and to those determining who the 
recipients of grants would be. Persons who were not on 
the committee spoke of the difficult task that these com­
mittee members had, and many expressed relief at not being 
on the committee.
One person who had been appointed to the committee 
said that he didnTt plan to go to any of the meetings. He 
stated that the officials had accepted the money and should
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dispense it. Speaking of the agitation that this fund 
aroused, he said, "They’ve taken a bear by the tail and 
don't know how to turn loose of it.”
Some committee members spoke of the fact that local 
citizens had a list of the Red Cross committee members 
(whose identity was not supposed to be known in the local 
community) ,rand were surreptitiously passing it around in 
the area. These persons said, in effect, that they had to 
live with these people from then on; and, for that reason, 
didn’t like being on a committee of this nature.
The literature on disaster presents the phenomenon 
of reaction against persons and agencies who engage in 
rehabilitation activity, and so it was not surprising that 
such a reaction should occur. The significant thing, it 
seemed to the researcher, was that the persons concerned 
in this case were local and their identity as individual 
persons was known. When the citizens of Lower Cameron 
spoke of the Red Cross, they did not usually mention the 
names of individual persons (although some did, as may be 
indicated by the lists of committeemen that were circu­
lated) but of the organization.
Other contributing factors to this situation were 
that the fund was publicized from the very beginning as
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a means of doing what the Red Cross did not do, and that 
it was always associated with the name of the sheriff. He 
was looked upon as an advisor and as a helper by many of 
the people, as mentioned before; consequently, many of the 
citizens doubtlessly thought that this fund was going to 
return them to their pre-disaster conditions.
The. sheriff spoke of the large number of persons 
who went to see him to ask about this money. He said that
he always warned them that there wouldn't be much for each
person, but the warnings apparently did not have much in­
fluence if one judges by the size of the sums requested. 
The following quotations from interviewees give an indi­
cation of the way in which the fund was viewed:
The sheriff has over seventy thousand dollars that 
was given to help the people; the people need that 
money. Lots of them go see him about it.
They put people on that disaster fund committee who
weren't even born and raised here.
There's plenty of people who are unhappy. I blame 
the sheriff, me!
They got lots of money down there to help the 
people and >hey give lots to some and none to lots.
I didn't get any. I went to see the sheriff and he 
said they got twenty-two thousand to pick up vaults. 
The way I look at it, the Civil Defense should have 
done that.
A lots of them got help that don't need it.
People are wondering where the rest of the money 
went.
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He has been there long enough to know the people in 
Cameron. He could have divided it hisself and not even 
got a committee. They just didnTt do it right and JE 
was going to tell him the other day, but they say he 
wasn't in. I think he was in there. I'm still going 
to tell him if I ever can see him. A lot of them that 
got the money is drinking it up and balling it up.
Other reactions. For some persons, there was a 
status conflict in reference to rehabilitation assistance. 
There was every indication that the status of local 
citizens was rather static. In cases in which local people 
participated in the relief activities there was an apparent 
effort on the part of some people in the community to 
maintain the traditional class distinctions. For example, 
one informant was very contemptuous of a former resident 
who assisted with the activities of one of the relief 
agencies, saying that it was disgusting to see people 
having to go to this person to ask for help.
One interviewee observed:
Some little secretaries and clerks got a little 
authority with the Red Cross and Civil Defense and 
wanted to tell everybody what to do.
As was indicated earlier, however, most of those 
assuming community leadership were individuals who were 
already in leadership positions, although not necessarily 
in the same type position as was assumed in the emergency.
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Prior to the storm each of the three doctors in 
Lower Cameron had a small clinic, one of the clinics being 
called a hospital. This latter building was located near 
the highway between Cameron and Creole and was a frame 
structure. The other two clinics were of masonry con­
struction.
All three of the buildings were damaged severely, 
but the frame building was a total loss. It floated out 
into the marsh.
Following the storm a veterans organization in the 
state started a campaign to build a hospital in Lower 
Cameron. Efforts were made to obtain Hill-Burton funds, 
but the area did not qualify for this form of federal aid.
As soon as the building of the hospital became a 
probability, the question arose as to where it should be 
located. Question number 70 was included in the interview 
schedule to explore the reactions of the people in the 
various parts of the area in reference to the location of 
this proposed hospital.
The generalization may be made that persons from 
Sectors nBM and WCW thought that it should be located in 
the vicinity of Creole; or, as they often expressed it, in 
the center of the area. Persons in Sector MA", on the 
other hand, thought that it should be located somewhere
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near Cameron. They also spoke of the need for the hospi­
tal to be in the center of the area; but whereas the 
residents of Sectors “B” and ”0’* had spoken of the desirable 
location being half-way between Cameron and Grand Chenier, 
the residents of Sector ”An spoke of the area to be con­
sidered as extending to Johnson1s Bayou, approximately 
fifteen miles to the west of Cameron.
The local doctors expressed the opinion that an 
outside, impartial group should make the final decision.
A group of doctors in Lake Charles were called upon to 
perform this function.
The local people, however, continued to be quite 
vocal in reference to their views in the matter. The 
local newspaper invited letters expressing the views held 
by people in the parish, and the response was immediate.
A great deal of tension was created among the subareas as 
a result, of this issue; and, eventually, the editor and 
others began trying to close off the stream of letters and 
the expressions of bitterness in reference to the hospital 
question. Some persons began their letters with a reference 
to the hospital question, but proceeded then to express 
their bitterness in regard to the fact that one of the 
three doctors had received national recognition, whereas 
the names of the other two doctors were seldom mentioned.
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These same sentiments were also often expressed in re­
sponse to question number 70 of the interview schedule.
The researcher was not in the area when the final 
selection of a site was announced (about five miles east 
of the town of Cameron, near the highway between Cameron 
and Creole), so the reactions of the people at that time 
are not known. The newspaper printed only the news of the 
selection. Further analysis of the conflict among the 
subareas in reference to' the hospital may be made later 
with regard to the use made of the hospital facilities.
The foregoing were some of the factors observed in 
the rehabilitation that was under way in Lower Cameron 
during the period of study. The process will doubtlessly 
continue for some time to come.
CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I. SUMMARY
This study has described and, to a certain extent, 
analyzed the general social life of an area (the southern 
part of Cameron Parish, Louisiana); more specifically, it 
focused upon individuals and groups within the area as a 
necessary first step in the analysis of the manner in 
which a community responds to almost total physical 
destruction. The persistence of pre-disaster social 
systems and the emergence of new or variant forms of 
social systems was studied. Major emphasis was placed on 
the family, the basic and most important group in the 
area. A cross section of the population was interviewed 
by means of a semistructured interview, and social life 
in the area was observed over a period of about six months.
The disaster agent involved was a hurricane that 
struck on June 27, 1957. More than four hundred of the 
population of about three thousand lost their lives in 
the impact zone; and property damage was great, including
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the destruction of more than half and severe damage to an 
additional twenty-five per cent of the homes in the area.
The literature surveyed revealed models for the 
study and presentation of data on disaster. The structure 
of this study follows, in a general manner, the suggested 
time model presented by Wallace.^
Pre-disaster social structure. The pre-disaster 
social structure of the impact zone was thoroughly perme­
ated by familistic, primary type values. A distinctive 
culture existed in the relatively isolated area of Lower 
Cameron; and, within that culture, there were distinct 
subcultures, each making its unique contribution to social 
life. The subcultures discussed were those of the French, 
the nonwhites and, as it is termed here, the "cattle sub­
culture."
The family, as the most important group, was shown 
to dominate the lives of the people of the area and to 
include within its effective organization the concepts and 
practices of an extended family system. In nearly ninety
•^•Anthony F. C. Wallace, Tornado in Worcester: An
Exploratory Study of Individual and Community Behavior in 
an Extreme Situation (Committee on Disaster Studies,
Report No. 3 ! Washington, D. C. : National Academy of
Sciences-National Research Council, 1956), pp. 7-15.
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per cent of the families interviewed, either the husband 
or the wife indicated extensive kinship relations in the 
area; and, in sixty per cent of the cases, both spouses 
indicated such local kinship relations. This was more 
characteristically true of the French and the nonwhite 
subcultures than for the total population.
In keeping with the primary, familistic type values 
of the extended family systems, was to be found an emotional 
attachment to the land in most cases.
Other systems of social relationship were also 
characterized by a familistic orientation. In government 
the dominant role is that of the sheriff, the highest 
ranking parish official. The role of sheriff carries with 
it many functions that are not specifically associated 
with official duties.
The major sources of income in the area are fishing, 
stock raising, oil activities, and trapping. The people 
are served by a comparatively large number of small retail 
stores, but in recent years there has been a shift of 
trade to the stores in Lake Charles.
Warning. Individuals facing a new situation, even 
one as dangerous as an impending disaster, tend to react 
in terms of prior experiences and earlier definitions.
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The hurricane caught many people by surprise, although 
information had been broadcast. Most people had not 
defined the situation as posing a threat since they had 
never seen anything similar to that which occurred during 
this hurricane. The people to whom the residents usually 
looked for advice or council did not issue a warning, 
therefore the residents apparently felt safe on the 
cheniers— the high ground of the area.
Threat. When the situation became threatening 
there was a great deal of activity in the area, much of 
it directed to members of the extended family systems. 
Within the individual family units, the husbands/fathers 
assumed, in most cases, the role of authority figures and 
protectors.
A few people reported behavior that was not oriented 
directly to the family; although, this activity was not in 
conflict with family responsibilities. The nonfamily 
oriented behavior was oriented toward providing safety for 
general and specific others.
Impact. The period of threat blended into impact 
in many parts of the area, especially in those places 
where rising water warned the people of the danger of the 
situation. During impact the emphasis was on struggle for
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survival; the attention of individuals was directed to the 
immediate situation in which they found themselves.
For many of the husbands/fathers the role of pro­
tector structured activity during impact. Protective 
actions at this stage dealt with human lives, however, 
with little attention being given to physical property 
except as it functioned as a means for saving life.
During the impact the nonwhite population suffered 
proportionately larger losses both of life and of property. 
Based on population data for 1950, Negro casualties amounted 
to about thirty per cent; whereas, white losses amounted to 
about ten per cent of the population.
Isolation. The entire area was isolated for about 
twenty-four hours, and the magnitude of the disaster was 
not envisaged even by authorities in Lake Charles for at 
least that long. The full extent of the loss of life was 
only gradually revealed as the scattered population re­
assembled, the total picture not being known for about a 
week.
Within the impact zone itself, the period of iso­
lation was of longer duration in some areas than in others. 
Early rescue efforts concentrated on the parish seat town 
of Cameron, whereas, the people in the eastern part of the 
area had to ,fgo it alone” for a longer period.
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Rescue. Rescue activities were initiated in the 
impact zone'as soon as the storm abated. Early rescue 
efforts were directed toward specific persons; later a 
general rescue plan was formulated. Leadership in the 
early post-impact period arose spontaneously.
Much of the rescue effort was self-initiated as the 
people assembled themselves in family and neighborhood 
groups and sought to provide the necessities of life.
Outside volunteers, operating boats and helicopters, 
moved into the impact zone, beginning about eighteen hours 
after the impact. These rescuers retrieved those residents 
who had floated out into the marsh and on the lakes in the 
northern part of the impact zone. Lake Charles Civil Defense 
officials directed rescue activities in a general way, al­
though most people were rescued before an organized plan 
was devised.
Evacuation. Beginning early the following morning 
after the hurricane, survivors began to be evacuated to 
Lake Charles by water, and somewhat later, by air. Most 
of the estimated two thousand five hundred evacuees remained 
in Lake Charles; others moved to surrounding towns and 
cities. Many stayed with relatives.
For members of the sample who had returned to 
Lower Cameron to live, the periods of absence from the
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area ranged from twenty days to one hundred eighty, days; 
the whites remaining away an average of sixty-two days, 
whereas the average period of absence for nonwhites was 
ninety-two days. The length of absence for ..nonwhites was 
about the same for persons from all parts of the impact 
zone; the whites who lived on Grand Chenier, however, 
returned sooner than whites in the remainder of the area.
In December about two-thirds of the residents had returned 
to Lower Cameron.
The Protestant churches of the area were all operat­
ing in the vicinity of Lake Charles within two weeks after 
the storm. Activities of the churches were at a minimum, 
however. Three of the churches resumed operation in Lower 
Cameron in August, two in October, one in January, and one 
in April. Two nonwhite churches were still meeting in Lake 
Charles one year after the date of the hurricane. Catholic 
services were resumed in Cameron after a lapse of one week.
Rehabilitation. The nascent organization that 
emerged soon after the hurricane was formalized as a Civil 
Defense organization in the early part of the rehabilitation
2From information obtained in a recent conversation 
with an official of Cameron Parish, it was estimated that 
as of July 1, 195&, over ninety per cent of the residents 
had returned to the impact zone.
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period. State and federal Civil Defense authorities 
entered the impact zone soon after the hurricane and ex­
tended aid under the provisions of Public Law #75. Local 
personnel administered the Civil Defense operations in the 
parish, expending an estimated two and one-half million 
dollars in debris clearance, body rescue, health and sani­
tation work, providing temporary electric power, repairing 
of parish roads and bridges, cattle rescue and feeding, 
fencing, repair of public buildings, and temporary housing.
The bulk of the assistance received by individuals 
in Lower Cameron was family oriented; and came, primarily, 
from the Red Cross, the Salvation Army, a local committee 
appointed to administer certain gifts that had been sent 
to assist the people in the parish, and from fraternal and 
religious organizations.
The Red Cross expended over a million dollars in 
the construction and repairing of buildings in the general 
area in which the impact zone was located. In all, this 
agency gave aid to over fourteen hundred families.
A sum of about seventy-two thousand dollars was 
sent to the parish to aid the people and was put into a 
special fund. The sheriff was the custodian of the fund, 
and, although it was administered by a committee of local 
citizens, his name continued to be linked to the fund and
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its operation. About six hundred families requested grants 
from this fund, the requests amounting to over a half­
million dollars. Great dissatisfaction was expressed by- 
committee members who had to administer the fund, by 
persons who requested grants and did not receive them, and 
by other persons in the general public.
Salvation Army assistance was limited to emergency 
aid; the only phase of the work of this agency that ex­
tended beyond the first few weeks was that of clothing 
issue.
Nonwhites, as a whole, experienced more difficulty 
in getting reestablished in Lower Cameron, although they 
expressed as much interest in returning as did the whites. 
The nonwhites who had not owned property were dependent 
on the availability of rent houses, and there was little 
indication that such facilities were forthcoming in the 
foreseeable future.
Family roles were altered by the pressure of re­
building activities, although there was no indication of 
changes in the values upon which pre-disaster roles had 
rested. Readjustments made necessary by the loss of family 
members were still in the process of being formulated.
Most homes were being reconstructed on the same 
sites occupied by pre-disaster houses. Some residents
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were duplicating the former houses, although many of the 
houses constructed by relief agencies were smaller than 
the original homes had been. A few families were building 
houses on piling, but this type of dwelling was negatively 
valued by many residents of the area. Comments, in general, 
indicated that the people thought that nothing they could 
build would withstand a similar hurricane.
The major governmental structure had not changed as 
a result of the disaster, although certain new peripheral 
developments were noted. A parish Civil Defense organi­
zation was established about ten months following the 
storm, and was primarily oriented to meeting the needs of 
natural and local disasters. The parish government ac­
cepted the gift of a library building from a civic group;
the library is to be operated by the state library system
»
for one year, after which time, the parish must assume the 
costs of operation.
The business life of the area was making a slow 
recovery. Reserve funds were used and loans were made to 
get the places of business reestablished. The lack of 
buying power as well as new buying habits of the local 
people were hindering the recovery of business in the area. 
Oil operations were only temporarily affected, but the 
fishing business was somewhat more seriously affected.
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It was the opinion of informants that farming, already on 
the decline, was permanently affe,cted. Stock production 
was the only type of agricultural pursuit that seemed 
likely to be rebuilt to any extent, and even this would be 
slow.
The schools, as a result of federal assistance, 
will have much more adequate facilities, as will the 
churches of the area--the latter having received con­
siderable assistance from denominational groups. Certain 
new developments in reference to the Catholic churches 
resulted in the reduction of the total number of churches 
from six to three. A new parish was established in the 
town of Cameron— the church there having formerly been a 
mission of the Creole church.
Many people had developed a great fear of the Gulf 
and of storms in particular. Evacuation was almost total 
for subsequent hurricane warnings.
Reactions to the activities of relief agencies de­
pended somewhat on whether individuals requested and re­
ceived or were denied assistance; also, whether other 
units in the extended family were satisfied with the work 
of the agencies. Another factor involved was the amount 
of aid received by neighbors whose financial status was 
known by fellow residents.
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The intense loyalties of the residents of several 
subareas as well as certain basic rivalries came to light 
in reference to the proposed construction of a hospital 
that was offered by an outside organization. Similarly, 
these loyalties and rivalries were evidenced by ex­
pressions of residents relative to the recovery of the 
various subareas.
II. CONCLUSIONS
The social effects of disaster upon the isolated 
rural area considered the impact zone in this study are 
still in the process of becoming. In the final analysis, 
it will be difficult to determine where the effects of the 
primary experiences leave off and those of secondary causes 
begin. The attention that was focused upon the area, as 
well as the material and social changes which were brought 
about have altered social life for the residents of Lower 
Cameron, and it may not be without justification that the 
people date events as "pre-Audrey” or ”post-Audrey.” As 
observed in Form, et al., the post-disaster situation is 
the stage that exists when a new, enduring structure of 
community relations is established, containing certain 
elements carried over from the pre-disaster organization
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as well as some elements that are new.^ This study re­
inforces the idea that a very substantial part of pre­
disaster conditions of social life have been carried over, 
along with their supporting values, and that changes, at 
least at the present, are being fitted into the patterns 
of social life existent in the area before the storm.
The experiences of the relief agency set up within 
the parish seem to warrant the conclusion that contributions 
to survivors of a disaster situation may best be handled by 
established religious or civic groups whose functions in­
clude serving as channels for the granting and receiving 
of assistance. The unrealistic requests made for. grants 
from the parish operated fund, as well as the dissatis­
factions engendered suggest that many citizens tend to 
look to government sources (in this case quasi-official) 
for unlimited favors.
This descriptive work has set the stage for con­
tinuing studies, more limited in scope and more analytical 
in nature, and it is hoped that such studies may be in­
itiated in the not too distant future.
3William H. Form, et al., Community in Disaster 
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Excerpts from publication of the Weather Bureau,
U. S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C., dated 
July S, 1957 are given here. The report from which these 
excerpts come is entitled, Hurricane Audrey, June 24-27, 
1957, Preliminary Report.
Audrey . . . was identified as a tropical de­
pression Monday night, June 24. . . .
The storm rapidly reached hurricane intensity 
. . . early . . . Tuesday.
Subsequent advisories at 4 p.m. and 10 p.m. 
Tuesday, June 25, told of increasing winds, gales 
extending out to 150 miles from the center, and 
forecast of rising tides along the Texas and 
Louisiana coast. . . .
At 10 a.m. Wednesday . . . the New Orleans Bureau 
issued HURRICANE WARNINGS. . . .
During Wednesday evening Audrey’s forward speed 
increased from 10 miles per hour to 15-20 miles per 
hour and a bulletin to this effect was issued at 
1 a.m. Thursday and carried over Lake Charles radio.
Audrey’s center moved inland . . . between S and 
9 a.m. CST on Thursday, June 27.
The last hurricane advisory on Audrey was issued 
by the New Orleans Weather Bureau at 10 p.m. CST 
Thursday.





INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR STUDY IN DISASTER AREA
1. Name




Location Duration Location Duration
8. Do you have any information on the history of your family or of this area? 
Husband Nature of materials  _ _














































10. What other families in the area are related to you? (pre-disaster)















































Are you, or hav 
you been an off 
icer? When?

































B. Listen to radio
C . Read










1U. Where did (do) you do most of your shopping?
Before After
Food_______________ ______________________ ____________











16. For the last few years, what did the young folks who graduated from high 
school do?
Did many leave this area?
17. What do you think they will do now?
l8. In general, what kind of place was your community to live in before the store 
Was it a "progressive" community?
Was it a "religious" community?
Do you feel that the churches were strict or easy going?





VJere most parents strict enough on their children? Too strict?
19. How did (do) the people get along in your community?
In connection with the schools?
Was labor plentiful?





Is politics pretty interesting around here?




20. Who were the most important people in the community?
Page I )
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21. Can you think of anyone who is more important to the community now than befor 
the hurricane?
Name Why? Occupation Who will be most inrportan*'










23. Did anyone turn to you for help? 375
____________Who?________________ What kind?________________ Why?____
2h. If you were to move from here, where would you like to live (in South 
Cameron, that is)?
Why?
Is this coim, unity different in any way from the other two? How? Why?
Page 15 3 76
26, Which community do you think will recover first?
Why
27. Is there any special seasonal activity in your community? (Which season of the 
year is best?
Best ______________  Why?
Poorest ___________  Why?
28. Would you say that during the last five years (prior to the storm) any of the
following have changed for the better, the worse, or are about the same in this 
community:












29. How will people change as a result of the disaster?
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31. When you first knew that the hurricane was coming this way, what did you do? 
Why?
Paee 15 37s
32. When the hurricane struck did anyone else come to your house?
Had they done this before?
53# What did you think about most during the storm?
3^. What did you do when the storm died down? Who was with you?
35. Did you participate in the rescue and body recovery activities?
In the clean-up (under CD)?
56. Did you own the house you were living in when the storm struck? If not:
Who owned it?
li/hat happened to your house? Was it insured?
Page 16 3 79











Horses (Number _____ 
Saddles (Number ___
Chickens and other 
fowls (Number
Dogs (Number
Per cent destroyed Est, am!t of loss
38. When sind how were you vacated?
Page 17 3 SO
Where did you go?
Places Length of stay Types of accomodation
39. How many of your family stayed together during the time you were away from 
^  home?(j
Where were the others?
40. What was it like, living at _________  ?
o
41. What sort of things did you do?
42.o
43.o
Had you ever made plans for this sort of evacuation? 
How closely did you follow those plans?
Did you visit with other people from the South Cameron area during your stay 
away from the area?
Name Where were they from?
Where were they 
living?
Where did you do 
your visiting?
Page 18 3 Si
bb, Did you attend meetings of Cameron Parish organizations (clubs, churches, etc.) 
in Lake Charles or elsewhere while you were away?
Organisation Who had charge Purpose of meeting Attendance
b3. What other types of gatherings did you attend?





b6. What did you miss most while you were away? Why?
b7. How did you feel about coming back "home"?
bB, V/ith whom did you discuss this?
Why did you actually decide to return?
O 49. When did you return to the area for the first time?
50. When did you come back to stay?
Who was around?
What were they doing?
Page 19 2 $2
52, After experiencing the storm yourself, and observing others since then, what 
are some of the major changes in the way you look at things?
















55. Do you expect this to change much in the future?
56, How would you say the disaster has affected your family as a whole?
Are.you "closer'1 to one another?
Does the family spend more, less, or about the same amount of time together?
57. How about living costs nov; as compared to before the storm?
Page 20 3^3
_c,v-. ;\s you look back on the experience as a whole, how do you feel you came out of
it— as compared with others? „ ̂ Better Worse About the same
Why do you say that?
59. Do you find that you are associating with new or different people now from 
those you associated with before the storm? What type association?
60. Are there any friends or acquaintances that you feel you have gotten to know 
better since the disaster? How did this happen?
6l. Do you notice much change in other people in the community? What changes?
62. What would you say your worst problems are right now? (What, if anything, is 
hindering your rebuilding, repairing, etc.?)
63. Who has assisted you directly since the storm?
G Person or agency Type assistance
Pa£e 21 384
6' . In what way have you and your neighbors helped each other in repair or 
rebuilding?
65. Which local organizations (churches, etc.) participated in direct relief 
activities? (giving out clothes, etc.)
Did you assist in any of these activities?
66. What do you think of the work done by these groups?
How do you think the other people in the community view them?
67. Do you know of anyone who feels that he did not receive fair treatment 
from these or from other groups?
68. What was the most valuable help given to the people in the disaster area?
What did you know of Civil Defense before?
Page 22
'./hat do you think of Civil Defense?
70, '.'/hat do you think of the proposed hospital?
Where should it be located?
71. What do you think of the Disaster Relief Fund being administered here in the 
narish?
72. Are there any people you have talked to who said they were not coming back, 
but who have returned or are planning to?
How do you explain this?
Page 23 336
73* Are there people that you know who definitely are not coming back?
Why aren't they returning?
What kind of people are they?
How do you feel about this?
Do you expect many new people to come to your community during the next four 
or five years? Why?
75# How about the carpenters xtfho are working here— do you know of any of them 
who will remain?
76, Have you attended any "community" meetings since returning?
What was discussed?
Who had charge of the meetings?
What do you think the meetings accomplished?
Page 2k
77* Do you plan to rebuild (repair)? What kind of house do you plan? 3$7
78. Do you plan to rebuild (build) rent houses? 
To whom will you rent?
79* How will your new house compare with your old one?
80, What kind of house do you think is best for this area?
8l, What are some of the things you and your family plan for the future, that you 
had not planned before the storm?




The person mentioned in Chapter V, page 191, as 
having returned to his job after seeing that his family 
left for a safer place, was the captain of the ferry that 
operates across the Calcasieu River and ship channel (which 
are the same at this point) at Cameron. He had gone on 
duty, along with his engineer and a helper, at ten-thirty 
Wednesday night. After making about three trips across 
and back, the rising water covered the approaches to the 
ferry and the crew began to try to make the craft safe, 
tying it on the Cameron side of the stream.
The ferry is forty-two by ninety feet in size, and 
is powered by two one hundred fifty horsepower diesel 
engines. It is a one hundred fifty-two ton craft. The 
crew of the ferry attached six lines to hold it in place, 
and kept the engines going full speed into the wind. Several 
times, according to the ferry captain, he felt the vessel 
being forced up on to the ramp. He said that he knew that 
if that ever happened the ferry may overturn, or else be 
driven out into the marsh. By skilled maneuvering he was 
able to free the vessel each time and keep it in the river.
During the height of the storm, four of the six 
ropes snapped in spite of the efforts that were made to
3
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loosen them when necessary in an attempt to keep them from 
breaking. These ropes were manipulated by the engineer.
The captain tied a line to the engineer and held the line 
as the engineer ventured out each time to adjust the ropes.
During the time that the neyen of the hurricane was 
passing, these men took advantage of the lull in the storm 
and the engineer secured a heavy anchor chain and walked 
over the drift that had lodged between the boat and the 
bank to tie the vessel more securely. Using a rope as a 
safety line, the captain held to the engineer as he made 
this perilous journey.
The captain mentioned the fact that at one stage 
things looked pretty bad. Two large oil storage tanks 
loomed down toward them, but they missed them narrowly. 
Other than this one time, he said, they didnft have time 
to be afraid. As a matter of fact, he said that he never 
thought to put on a life jacket.
At about four o* clock Thursday afternoon the engi­
neer left the ferry to go check on his family. He had to 
wade through waist-deep water as he left. The assistant 
left at this time also, and from then until Sunday the 
captain was alone on the ferry. He said that he walked to 
the courthouse late Thursday afternoon and then returned
391
to the boat. Sometime before midnight he again went to 
the courthouse and remained there until Friday morning.
He stated that on Friday morning he made two trips 
across the channel to transport a Red Cross truck and some
"bulldozers.” After this he made trips as needed until
Sunday, at which time another man came to assist him. He 
and the other man operated the ferry on twelve hour shifts
for about a week. They ate at the Red Cross feeding center
that had been set up in the town of Cameron.
A few days after the storm he brought his car ba :
to Cameron and used it for sleeping. (His family found
lodging in Lake Charles.) During his time off he would go
to the place where his house had been located to see what 
could be salvaged. He said that his well seemed to be 
alright, so he secured a hand pump and pumped water for the 
two or three of his cattle that had returned to the house 
place. There was no trace of his house or barns.
After about two weeks he asked the Civil Defense 
workers to unload some scrap lumber at his place. With 
this lumber he constructed a small building and made a 
bunk-type bed in it. He secured a mattress from the 
Salvation Army and set up housekeeping in the little 
building. His son returned to assist him, but his wife 
remained in Lake Charles for several months.
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Later, this man secured some assistance through 
relatives and then made a loan through the Small Business 
Administration. With these funds he constructed a very- 
comfortable house on the same site that his other house 
had been located. Before building, however, he had to 
have seventy-eight yards of dirt hauled in to fill the 
hole that had been made where the other house stood.
The head of the Louisiana Highway Department and 
the Governor gave these men recognition for their work in 
saving the ferry. Their act made the rehabilitation of 
the devastated area much easier as well as saving the cost 
of a very expensive item of Department of Highway property.
VITA
Charles Willard Fogleman was born July 25, 1913 
at Pollock, Louisiana and attended elementary and high 
school there, being graduated in 1936. He entered Louisiana 
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Arts degree, having majored in Bible.
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He continued his studies at the university until June, 1942, 
having become pastor of a church in Baton Rouge in the 
meantime.
In 1943 he entered the army as a chaplain and remained 
in service until 1946, at which time he entered the New Orlear 
Theological Seminary. He reentered the graduate school at 
Louisiana State University in June, 1947 and continued his 
studies until August, 1949, having received the Master of 
Arts degree in sociology and psychology in June, 1949* He 
also served as pastor of a church near Baton Rouge while at 
the university.
In September, 1949 he became an associate professor 
of sociology at Louisiana College, continuing in that
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capacity until January, 1951 when he was recalled to the 
army. While teaching at Louisiana College he also served 
as pastor of a church.
He remained on active duty with the army until June, 
1956 and, in September, 1956 he reentered Louisiana State 
University as a student and, from January to June, 1957> 
as a. part time instructor. '
He is married to the former LeVergne Moles and they 
have three daughters, Donna, Jerry and Judy.
At present he is a candidate for the Doctor of 
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